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ABSTRACT
SUPERVISOR BEHAVIOR AT CLIENT-THERAPIST IMPASSE
FEBRUARY, 1990
GARRY W. L. MILSOP, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
M.A., PURDUE UNIVERSITY
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

Dr. Grace J. Craig

This study explored the supervision process within community mental
health agencies.

This process was conceptualized as consisting of

three categories of supervisor intervention, Theory/Information (TH),
Technique (TQ), and Personal Self-Knowledge (PSK), which were used in
working with psychotherapists; a fourth category (OT) captured other
types of interventions which emerged.

Using a descriptive case study

approach, this researcher sought to identify areas of intervention
emphasis which supervisors exhibited and the relative role of PSK
interventions.

Twelve clinical supervisors, holding advanced degrees,

were interviewed and asked to recall their supervision approach to two
client-therapist impasses, one recalled as positive and one as
negative.

The criteria for these choices included supervisors'

perceptions of success at renewing therapeutic movement within the
treatment relationship.

Transcripts of interviews were systematically

examined to determine patterns of intervention activity and differences
between positive and negative recalls.

Representative portions of

transcripts were illustrated in detail.

A pattern emerged which

v

revealed that supervisors most often intervened in TH-related ways and
most often thought about intervention is PSK-related ways.

This was

discussed as a decision-making process in which supervisors assumed
dual responsibilities for overseeing clients' treatment planning and
supervisees' clinical learning.
It was revealed that the more successful recalls were characterized
by blended TH and PSK intervention approaches which addressed clients'
treatment needs and supported clinicians' learning needs; these recalls
included specific types of PSK interventions, labelled first- and
second-level facilitators, which were discussed as effective strategies
for promoting therapeutic movement.

Less successful recalls were

characterized by the absence of second-level facilitators and more
blended intervention approaches.

These were discussed in terms of a

reduced supervisory commitment to resolution of the impasse which
resulted from supervisors' responses to problems within the supervisory
relationship.

This researcher concluded that problems at the

supervisory level interfered with effective impasse resolution and
affected supervisors' clinical objectivity; recommendations for
research and practice were offered and changes were advocated in the
institutional support and training of supervisors.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background and Problem Origin
Community mental health centers in Massachusetts have undergone
numerous organizational changes in the last decade.

Vigorous

deinstitutionalization efforts have resulted in an increase in the
number and types of community services being made available to mental
health consumers.

In addressing a growing need for services, community

treatment facilities are faced with the expanding task of recruiting
clinical professionals from a variety of backgrounds and monitoring the
clinical quality of their performance.
It is this writer's observation and belief that the supervisory
monitoring of clinical staff's performance has fallen seriously out of
step with accelerated recruitment efforts.

Moreover, supervisors

within community mental health agencies have growing numbers of staff
to oversee and clinicians are, in turn, responsible for expanding
client caseloads.

Given this dual expansion, it is not surprising that

the supervisory function within community agencies is even further
complicated by a broadening role definition which, as Aponte (1980)
emphasizes, taxes the supervisory role beyond that of clinical quality
control to include ancillary fiscal, legal, case management and
administrative responsibilities.

Aponte stresses that supervision in

community settings presents several unique problems to both supervisor
and supervisee, which include:

"(1) the array of roles available to

the individual supervisor, (2) the variety of services he provides . .
. and settings in which they are offered, (3) the nature, structure and
1
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administrative procedures of the organization in which
supervisory activities . . . occur, (4) the types and levels of
professionals found in community settings" (p. 394).
Commenting upon this diversity of supervisory responsibilities,
Cherniss and Egnatios (1978) caution that supervision within community
mental health centers remain focused on the clinical "professional
development" of the clinician, noting that non-clinical topics of
supervision need to be balanced with clinical ones (p. 219).

These

authors note that clinical supervision of a single activity such as the
treatment relationship between helper and client is sufficient in and
of itself to warrant a major commitment of the supervisor's time and
attention.

Aponte (1980) adds that "Supervision of a single . . .

psychotherapy is sufficiently complicated without considering a half
dozen other roles" (p. 395).

Given this diversity of roles and

functions associated with the clinical supervisor in community
settings, therefore, it is appropriate to pose certain questions about
the nature of the supervision actually delivered.

Questions arise not

only about the frequency with which supervision can occur but, more
specifically, about the manner and conduct of the supervisory process;
for example, do supervisors have a particular approach or frame of
reference when working with clinical staff?

What elements of the

supervisory process do supervisors emphasize, value or dismiss?

What,

if anything, appears to work best or worst in clinical supervision?
begin to address these concerns, a brief review follows of the more
generally acknowledged functions and goals of supervision as
articulated within the literature.

To
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Brief Literature Overview
The topic of clinical supervision within community agency settings
has only recently received attention in the literature.

Cherniss and

Egnatios (1978) note the disparity between the professed importance of
professional development in community mental health settings and the
"surprisingly little research in this area" (p. 219).

From an

historical perspective, however, most discussions of supervision have
been broadly based on the context of the private or inpatient
practitioner's one to one relationship with a client and have assumed
the full availability of the consulting supervisor's time and attention
to monitoring the work of the therapist (Aponte [1980]).

Because the

latter view of the supervisor's role is essentially clinical in nature
and exclusive of those administrative responsibilities described within
community settings, the literature has provided us with some fairly
rich observations about general aspects of the supervisor's role in
fostering the clinical development of the supervisee.
Briefly, clinical supervision has been conceived as having four
general functions, the first of which includes protection of the
client, the second and third of which focus upon the training and
growth of the supervisee within and between stages and the last of
which culminates in evaluation of the supervisee (Loganbi 11, Hardy and
Delworth [1981]).

The second and third functions are seen as a

developmental process in which the supervisor must enhance supervisee
growth within each respective stage before facilitating supervisee
movement on to the next.

Much of the thinking involved in this

developmental model of supervision derives from the larger theoretical
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contributions of Erik Erikson and Margaret Mahler.

The ultimate

supervisory goal is to increase the trainee's capacity for
self-supervision.
Critical to the training and growth of the supervisee is his
involvement in three distinct areas of learning which will be
identified here as theory/information, technique and personal
self-knowledge.

Each of these areas, in turn, is assumed to consist of

a particular set of learning tasks which must be mastered over time as
part of a comprehensive training program for the mental health worker.
Representative examples of these tasks may include the learning of
factual knowledge and concepts such as diagnostics, personality theory,
stage theory (theory/information), the learning and practicing of
specific skills such as attending, confronting, interpreting
(technique) and the acknowledging and exploration of parts of one's own
self such as feelings or reactions (personal self-knowledge).
Accordingly, it is the supervisor's role to facilitate and then
evaluate the trainee's learning of these tasks within a relationship
which is based on support and trust.

Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958)

underscore the importance of the supervisor's establishment of trust
and respect in the learning environment so that mutual feedback can be
processed relatively openly.
The supervision literature has traditionally focused more on
discussions of the supervisory teaching of theory and technique with
trainees than it has on the teaching of personal self-knowledge
(Heimann [1953]; Tower [1956]; Cherniss and Egnatios [1978]).

Lambert

(1980) notes a recent, very active research interest in the training of
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interpersonal skills.

The earliest psychoanalytic writings in the

supervision literature stressed the importance of the analyst's
exploration of the patient's problems and personality dynamics.

The

role of the supervising analyst was both to direct the therapist
through this process and to insure that the latter's personal feelings
and reactions to the patient remained outside supervisory discussions
of the therapy.

At those times when the helper's feelings appeared to

interfere with treatment, the supervising analyst recommended that the
helper address those feelings in the context of a personal analysis.
This rather deliberate supervisory focus on assisting the therapist to
remain detached through a seemingly objective analysis and
interpretation of the patient's dynamics characterizes the bulk of the
supervision literature through the early 1950s.

Since that time, there

has emerged within the literature a growing recognition of the
importance of facilitating therapist self-awareness as a learning tool
within the supervision.

This largely experiential mode of learning

constitutes what Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) refer to as "teaching
and learning the irrational . . . elements ... of psychotherapy" (p.
177).

Such a view of the supervisory process challenges what is

described as the long held and naive belief among educators and
practitioners that the process of learning psychotherapy consists
mainly of "technique-giving methods."

While this constitutes an

indispensable part of learning about psychotherapeutic process, Ekstein
and Wallerstein underscore the affective nature of learning and suggest
that even the most informational questions of a student may have deeper
emotional roots:
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Even the rational questions of the student, for which a mere
didactic answer may suffice, are often based on specific
affective problems the student has . . . the therapist's growing
skill is reflected not only in an increase of general knowledge
about patients and the nature of therapeutic process, but also in
a new and fuller use he makes of himself (p. 178).
Similarly, Kell and Mueller (1972) suggest that trainee
identification with and didactic interest in particular areas of theory
and treatment have a "flip side" emotional connection to something
within that trainee's character and personal background.

This view of

an affectively charged learning experience for the supervisee is
described by DeBell (1963) as an inevitable element within effective
supervision, as the clinician trainee must "combine a great deal of
information (about a patient) with a considerable degree of psychic
freedom and internal openness ... to insure that (the patient)
becomes intellectually and emotionally understood" (p. 554).
This more recently addressed supervisory goal of facilitating
personal self-knowledge ideally has as its outcome the enhancement of
the helper's use of self as a therapeutic instrument within the
treatment relationship.

Despite an increase in the perceived

importance of the supervisory exploration of therapist self-awareness,
much of the available literature to date suggests that supervisors may
avoid openly addressing the more personal feelings and reactions of the
supervisee.

The reasons for this apparent avoidance are unclear,

though Cherniss and Egnatios (1978) advocate for more research into the
supervisory process itself as a possible way to better capture
supervisor attitudes and practices.

In a survey of 164 clinicians,

Cherniss and Egnatios found that while satisfaction with supervision
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among the sampled clinicians was more highly correlated with a feelings
and insight oriented approach than with a didactic (i.e.,
informational) approach, the sampled supervisors indicated more of a
willingness to engage in the didactic approach, though the reasons for
this preference were not fully explored.

Similarly, Kaduchin (1974)

found that supervisees were more willing to engage in discussion of
personal feelings about clients than were their supervisors.

Kaduchin

terms this a "contradiction in the separation of professional and
personal self," noting that:
. . . since the worker as a person is the principal
instrumentality in the social worker's job, it can be argued that
. . . helping the supervisee to mature as a person ... at the
same time . . . develops greater professional competence (p.
296).
To summarize, clinical supervision may be conceptualized as broadly
consisting of teaching activities within three areas:

the sharing of

information, the teaching of skills, and the facilitating of personal
self-knowledge.

The long-term goal is to increase the helper's

capacity for self-supervision.

All of these activities occur within a

relationship which is based upon a foundation of trust and respect.

As

such, a sense of safety is provided for the supervisee not only to "try
on" new ideas and techniques but, equally important, to risk exposure
of more personal reactions as they are elicited within the relationship
to a client.

In turn, each of these learning activities becomes for

the clinician-supervisee a means of more fully understanding the client
he serves from both an objective (theory and skills learning) and
subjective (personal self-awareness) point of view.
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Problem Statement and Purpose of Investigation
The clinical supervisor's function as a teacher of personal
self-knowledge has only recently come to occupy a position of seemingly
equal importance alongside the well-established theory and skills
teaching functions of the supervisor's role.

Although the importance

of the supervisory function of teaching personal self-knowledge is
described in the literature, it remains unclear how and to what extent
the actual supervisory process includes this teaching intervention in
combination with theory and skills interventions.

The even more

complex problem exists of not knowing how the teaching of these
clinical areas is implemented by the community supervisor whose role
within a rapidly expanding service system is already subject to
multiple administrative and time constraints.
This study was designed to get a closer look at the actual
supervisory process which community supervisors used in their
facilitative roles with clinicians.

This descriptive case study

compared and contrasted the approaches used by twelve (12) community
mental health supervisors in addressing stages of impasse which they
perceived their respective supervisees had with their clients.

Efforts

were made to select supervisors who demonstrated at least some
commitment to an interpersonal focus within clinical supervision
despite what may be a wide range of professed theoretical orientations
to treatment and supervision. The chosen method of investigation was a
semi-structured interview of up to two hours' duration.
this study were essentially twofold:

The goals of

(1) to assess the emphasis(es) of

interventions exhibited by community supervisors as they fell within
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any of the three teaching areas of theory/information (TH), Technique
(TQ) and Personal Self-Knowledge (PSK), and (2) to assess the degree to
which Personal Self-Knowledge interventions by the supervisor were
positively related to supervisor reports of successful resolution of
therapeutic impasse.
here included:

Some specifically related questions to be asked

Did supervisory probing of therapist feelings and

reactions (PSK) contribute more than TH or TQ interventions to moving
the therapist beyond impasse with a client?

Were there specific probes

(e.g., case-specific vs. general) which were more facilitative than
others?

How did supervisors view the importance of PSK interventions

in relation to TH and TQ interventions?

A fourth "Other" (OT) category

was included in the data collection to capture supervisory
interventions which were reported but not included in the targeted
areas of TH, TQ, and PSK.

This investigation deliberately focused upon

the counselor at a stage of impasse because it is presumed that
therapeutic objectivity has to some degree been lost at this point and
that the helper is uncertain how to proceed.

Thus, therapist impasse

is viewed as a stage within the treatment relationship which is likely
to maximize the need for supervisory intervention.

This aspect of the

interview design and reasons for selection of the semi-structured
interview format will be discussed in more depth in Chapter III.

Rationale and Significance
The essential rationale for conducting such a study was to better
determine the degree to which supervision encourages the helper's
therapeutic use of self in treatment with a client.

We are reminded
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here that the concept of acknowledging and using the therapist's
feelings as a learning tool within supervision is a relatively new idea
to appear in the supervision literature, gradually replacing stricter
analytic notions that feelings be addressed outside supervision and in
the context of personal analysis.

By learning to become a "therapeutic

instrument" (DeBell [1963]), the helper remains open to the range of
feelings which he experiences within the therapeutic relationship.
Many of these feelings are reflective of the client's presenting state
and transference, are empathic in nature and thereby belong within the
therapeutic work of the relationship itself; other feelings, however,
may derive from personal and intrapsychic areas within the practi¬
tioner's own background or state of mind at the time.

These latter,

therapist-induced feelings belong outside the primary client
relationship and, if unrecognized, potentially disrupt that
relationship through therapist acting out behavior.
Once unrecognized helper feelings or attitudes become acted out,
the therapist effectively loses rational control over his own
involvement with a client.

Therapeutic activities at such a time are

at cross purposes and the function of treatment, namely to serve the
needs of the client, may be obscured or even forgotten.

As a community

mental health professional working in an agency with no less than sixty
colleagues, this writer is reminded of the frequent negative and
ambivalent references of direct care workers about their clients,
typical daily examples of which may include:

"I can't stand being with

him," "She's so unmotivated I'm sure she'll drop out," "I can't get
around to setting a termination date," He makes me so nervous,

or
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"She's really untreatable."

More important, when asked about the

supervision these workers receive, they most often refer to supervisory
meetings in which diagnostics, family dynamics and case management
factors are among the most common topics.

Personal feelings, attitudes

and reactions toward clients appear more often to be saved for
lunchtime, restroom or even social conversation (the latter being a
blatant violation of client confidentiality); when, in fact, personal
feelings and reactions are noted as a topic of supervisory discussion,
it appears this all too often occurs at a "crisis" moment in the
therapeutic relationship such as client or therapist initiated
termination or transfer of a case.

At such times, clinicians typically

report feelings of frustration and anger with their cases and an
accompanying false sense of relief to be rid of them, usually only
later to raise questions of their own professional adequacy.

One

wonders at such times what conditions existed in the therapeutic
relationship prior to the crisis point, what feelings the therapist was
experiencing about the case and his client and, finally, what
approaches the supervisor was using in overseeing the relationship.
In promoting the role of supervision as encouragement of therapist
curiosity with his own feeling responses toward a patient, Goin and
Kline (1976) stress the benefit of the helper's rational therapeutic
interactions:
Withholding knowledge about how he appears in the eyes of the
supervisor deprives the resident of an opportunity to develop an
interest in and awareness of the patient's effect on him . . .
there is no desire to have reactions crystallize into the
proverbial "counter-transference neurosis" (p. 44).
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Reinforcing the above notion, Kell and Mueller (1972), in their
discussion of therapist-client difficulties, emphasize that both
members of the relationship inevitably contribute to therapeutic
stalemate.

This fact cannot be avoided given the interactionist nature

of therapy and the reality that client and therapist participate both
in Patient-doctor roles and as two human beings.

The helper's

contribution to therapeutic blind spots has historically been minimized
and has instead tended to be replaced with supervisory discussions of
the patient's dynamics and appropriate techniques of intervention.

In

instances where the helper's own feelings seem to interfere with
treatment, the literature has typically recommended more self-analysis
or entrance or reentrance into personal therapy (DeBell [1963]).
Clearly, these very neat recommendations overlook the possibility that
further supervisory exploration of the therapist's feelings and
reactions may serve a number of therapeutic functions.

To restate,

these may include illumination of certain affective or behavioral
dynamics occurring within the client-therapist relationship, per se, or
clarification of feelings and attitudes originating within the helper
which need to be differentiated from those of the client.
Underlying this investigation are certain, basic notions elaborated
within the psychodynamic literature.

Chief among these is that core

process of therapeutic identification in which the helper must
establish an accurate empathic identification with his client before
real therapeutic work can begin.

Without the securing of a correct

identification with his client, the therapist risks misjudging the
client's presentation and responding in ways which are inappropriate to
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the client s actual needs.

Such can lead to therapeutic disaster.

Furthermore, the accuracy and fullness of this identification process
will depend to a large degree upon the therapist's capacity both £o
-re^in ofien to the experience of feelings and reactions within himself
and to discriminate from among them those which mirror the patient's
world and those which reflect the analyst's own internal processes.

It

is suggested that the supervisor bears both a clinical responsibility
here to facilitate the therapist's exploration and correct
identification of his feelings in the service of the therapy and,
thereby, a professional responsibility to protect the interests of the
treatment relationship itself.
Central to discussions of the therapeutic identification process
will be an examination of the range of feeling and response positions
which a therapist may assume in relation to a client.

This general

area of potential helper positions vis-a-vis the client is addressed
under the rubric of countertransference.

In turn, this investigation

defined two differing views of countertransference, Classical and
Totalistic, and adopted the latter, more inclusive view which includes
all of a helper's conscious and unconscious emotional responses to the
helpee (Lakovics [1983]).

It is this writer's belief that the

systematic thinking around these identification and countertransference
processes is best represented by the contributions of Racker and a
small number of other psychodynamic writers who will be referenced in
Chapter II.

Within this paper the terms "therapist," "analyst,"

"helper," "counselor" and "client," "patient," "helpee" will be used
synonymously to refer to those giving and those receiving help within
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the therapeutic contract.

In order to avoid awkwardness and repetition

for the reader, this researcher decided to use the masculine pronoun
forms of "he," "his" and "him."

Summary
Given the increased administrative responsibilities assumed by
supervisors within community mental health agencies, there is a need to
assess how clinical supervision can most effectively take place under
very real time constraints.

This investigation attempted to examine

the actual supervisory process and to identify the teaching areas which
supervisors emphasized in their clinical meetings with direct care
staff.

Selected supervisors were seen as having at least some degree

of interpersonal focus within their orientation to clinical
supervision.
Specifically, it was a goal of this study to compare and contrast
the supervisor's use of personal self-knowledge related teaching
interventions with his use of theory and technique related teaching
interventions.

The fact that the supervisory teaching of personal

self-knowledge has been comparatively underaddressed within the
literature suggests a likely gap in our understanding about this
process and the importance which it may have for the training of
clinicians.
With regard to the latter, we are reminded of DeBell's portrayal of
the effective helper as someone who comes to view the client from both
an objective and subjective point of view.

The therapist's attainment

of the latter, more subjective understanding of his client is
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predicated upon his becoming a therapeutic instrument within the
treatment relationship.

As such, he remains open to the feelings and

reactions elicited by relating with the client, identifies those
feelings and reactions and hopefully uses them in therapeutic ways to
further the treatment.
Conversely, it is suggested that when the helper's feelings and
reactions go unnoticed, a therapeutic risk is introduced that the
helper may become preoccupied with these feelings, may stray from the
therapeutic task of identifying with the client, and may begin to
respond in ways which are inappropriate to the client's needs (e.g., by
acting out).

It is thus proposed that clinical supervision may have a

significant, and, as yet, unappreciated, role in helping the therapist
to explore his personal feelings and reactions in such a way that they
are used as a therapeutic tool, and not seen as a hindrance, in
treatment with the client.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Definitions of clinical supervision have varied over time as a
function of different theoretical orientations.
"Supervision:

In their study

A Conceptual Model," Loganbill, Hardy and Delworth

(1981) highlight the divergent meanings attached to the term
"supervision" and describe a rather piecemeal attempt by the psychology
and education fields to integrate the activities and goals of
supervision into a comprehensive model.

Such a model, they argue,

pulls together supervisory themes common to the psychoanalytic, social
work, counseling and clinical psychology literature.

It is argued that

while each theoretical orientation emphasizes a particular supervisory
goal or value of its own, there exist generic supervisory tasks which
cut across--to varying degrees--all orientations.
This study embraced Loganbill, Hardy and Delworth's comprehensive
definition of supervision as an "intensive, interpersonallv focused,
one to one relationship in which one person is designated to facilitate
the development of therapeutic competence in the other person" (p. 4).
This definition is sometimes referred to as the "master-apprentice"
approach.

As explained in Chapter I of this paper, the four primary

functions of supervision focus upon protection of the client, the
training and growth of the supervisee both within and between stages
and evaluation of the supervisee.

Because this study was primarily

concerned with the training and growth stages of supervision, it
addressed the interactional context in which the supervisor facilitates
16
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the trainee's learning within the three clinical areas of
theory/information, skills development and personal self-knowledge.

It

is acknowledged that the richest contributions to the literature in
this area of the supervisor-clinician teaching relationship are based
in the thinking of psychoanalytic writers (Loganbi11, Hardy and
Delworth [1981]; DeBell [1963]).

Further, as noted in Chapter I, the

literature has typically focused on psychotherapy supervision as it is
delivered in private or inpatient settings rather than in community
settings, where administrative responsibilities impinge on the
supervisor's clinical role (Aponte [1980]; Cherniss and Egnatios
[1978]).
Of the three clinical areas presented above, it appears that the
literature has traditionally addressed itself more fully to supervisory
teaching of content and skills than it has to the teaching of trainee
self-awareness.

For example, Cherniss and Egnatios (1978) highlight a

traditional emphasis in the literature on studies of clinician
technique with clients, stressing the relative lack of studies on
supervisory processes which facilitate trainee learning in areas that
are not technique or information related.

Levine and Tilker (1974)

note the "seducing effect" of the literature on "strictly didactic
supervision," cautioning that this may ". . . lull the supervisor and
trainee into believing that clients can change solely through the use
of techniques and with no regard for the interpersonal aspects ... of
the (treatment) relationship" (pp. 182-83).

In urging further research

on the integration of more experiential approaches with didactic
approaches in supervision, Truax, Carkhuff and Douds (1964) describe
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supervision as a "learning process which takes place in a particular
kind of relationship leading to . . . the trainee's . . .
self-exploration" (p. 240).
In order to learn more about the supervisory teaching of personal
self-knowledge, the remainder of this chapter will focus on the
historical development of thinking around that aspect of the
supervisor's role which involves facilitation of the trainee's
self-awareness.

Central to this review will be:

(1) a primary

assessment of the evolution in definition of the supervisory role and
the subsequent teaching activities which it entails, and (2) a
secondary examination of the therapist's role and clinical
effectiveness as a helper.

Implicit within this review will be an

assumption that perceptions of the importance of the supervisor's role
as a teacher of personal self-knowledge have evolved to a point where
the teaching of the trainee's awareness of feeling is at least as
important as the teaching of theories and skills.

Similarly,

underlying this review will be the notion of the effective therapist as
someone who must equally engage in activities of healthy
self-examination as well as in activities of skills and content
learning.

Background
The supervision literature has its origins in psychoanalytic
thinking.

Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) and DeBell (1963) highlight

the rich theoretical contributions of the Freudian school dating back
to the earlier decades of this century.

These authors define the
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earliest and most broadly accepted supervisory goals to be "teaching
and testing," by which they intend the supervisor functions as both an
educator of some sort and a critical evaluator of what the supervisee
has learned.

These two functions are seen, not surprisingly, as

frequently working at cross-purposes within the supervisory paradigm,
DeBell noting, however, that "evaluation is a fact of life" and that
the participants in supervision are best advised to discuss concerns
over evaluation at the onset of their learning relationship.
In his "Critical Digest of the Literature on Psychoanalytic
Supervision," DeBell (1963) reconciles the evaluative goals with the
learning goals of supervision by recommending the creation of an
atmosphere of trust in which both learning and (relatively)
non-defensive evaluation may occur between participants.

It should be

noted here that attention to such areas as trust and openness within
the supervisory relationship as posited by DeBell is a more recent
(i.e., past 30 years) concern within the supervision literature and
signifies a departure from the earliest psychoanalytic view of the
supervisor as "controller" of the trainee.

Within this view, the

supervisor was to be strictly a teacher who would "explain, correct and
direct (i.e., control) the student analyst," using an "entirely
didactic approach without touching the affective problems of the
beginning analyst" (Lambert, 1981 [p. 423]).

Indeed, the affective or

more personal stirrings and conflicts of the trainee were to be
considered within the student's personal analysis, participation in
which was a requirement of classical psychoanalytic training.
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Thus, the student had available to him a supervising analyst and a
personal analyst for respectively different purposes:

the proper

learning of theory and technique and the illumination of personal
conflicts.

Insofar as the trainee's personal feelings or reactions

interfered with treatment, the supervisor would recommend addressing or
re-addressing the issue in analysis.

The latter became, in effect, a

repository for all countertransference problems of the therapist, to be
examined and understood on an intrapsychic basis and separate from the
context of the therapist-client relationship in which the problems
first arose.
It is safe to say that while a certain core of psychoanalytic
training has preserved the two-person model of supervision, there has
been within psychiatry and psychology a general movement away from
requiring personal analysis of students.

Indeed, DeBell (1963) and

Aponte (1980) note that the two-person model is both very time
consuming and costly and remains most appropriately suited to the
training of practitioners who engage in long-term, private
psychotherapy and not in the delivery of a wide range of community
mental health services.

The question logically arises here, then, as

to how a revised, less strictly analytic model of supervision
accommodates for the personal learning once afforded by the personal
analysis.

Is there a place within more general supervisory models

where attention to personal self-awareness dimensions occupies a
relatively equal position alongside the undisputed importance attached
to theory and skill learning?
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I refer once again to the primary work of Ekstein and Wallerstein
(1958) which challenges the assumption that the teaching and learning
of psychotherapy consist chiefly of rational elements and which expands
this view to include the purposeful embracing by the supervisor and
trainee of equally important "irrational . . . and . . . experiential
elements" within therapy (p. 177).

DeBell (1963) struggles with this

artificial division between didactic and personal learning by
describing the historical conflict in choice points which a supervisor
must face between deciding whether to teach or treat the supervisee
(Note that the earlier analytic literature clearly articulated this
polarity).

Such a supervisory dilemma, DeBell continues, is best

managed by recognizing the need for a delicate balance between
cognitive teaching and appropriate exploration with the trainee of his
emotional feelings and reactions toward a client.

Consolidation of the Supervision Model
It is important at this point to stress that the emphasis which
Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) and DeBell (1963) place on a balance of
didactic and personal learning within supervision essentially
consolidates the goals of the two-person model into the primary
supervisor-clinician relationship.

It was in the early 1950s that

analytic thinkers began to actively contribute to expanded versions of
the supervisory model which spoke more to the interactional qualities
of the relationship than to strictly directive and evaluative
elements.

As Meerlo (1952) has stated of the supervisory relationship,

if psychological facts are to be taught and examined and "...
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feelings . . . experienced together," then this must occur in a "close
relationship with a chosen guide."

Meerlo continues, that because the

exploration of the supervisee's intrapsychic and interpersonal
reactions is uniquely subjective and at times idiosyncratic, this part
of supervision may more readily be described as "psychological art" (p.
467).
Indeed, the expansion of the supervisory model to include more
attention to the interactive process between supervisor and clinician
appears, in part, to be based on already evolving views within the
literature of this time about the role and importance of the
therapist's feelings about his client.

In challenging the orthodox

analytic belief that the practitioner's countertransference feelings
are

. . nothing but a source of trouble," Heimann (1955) proposes

the opposite view that the therapist ". . . use his emotional response
as a key to (understanding) the patient's unconscious" (pp. 81, 84).
Heimann advocates not only for a more interactional view of the
therapeutic relationship (Note:

". . . my impression is that it has

not been sufficiently stressed as a relationship between two persons"
[p. 81]), but for more supervisory attention to understanding the
nature of the therapist's feelings.

Similarly, Blitzsten and Fleming

(1953) underscore the idea that successful therapy depends, in part,
upon good supervision which helps the student to recognize his still
unresolved conflicts which interfere with the therapeutic work.

Tower

(1956) advances the idea that the analyst's working with and
understanding of his inevitable countertransference responses to a
patient may be as important to a working through of the analysis as an
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intellectual understanding of the patient's transference.

In the light

of this heightened attention to the therapeutic role of the helper's
feelings, Keiser (1956) proposes that clinical supervision deliberately
provide an opportunity for "resolution of countertransference and
freedom to listen (to the supervisee) without distortion" (p. 540).
Clearly, such a view of supervision expands upon the earlier, more
strictly analytic model in which the analyst's feelings were addressed
outside the supervision rather than incorporated within it as a vehicle
for clarifying the treatment relationship.
In citing the above recommendations for increased attention to the
therapeutic role of the helper's feelings and to the supervisory
teaching of self-awareness, I wish to stress that it is the position of
this paper that productive supervision, in a general way, will consist
of the teaching of all elements of information, skills and personal
self-knowledge.

Indeed, what appears to begin to be emphasized in the

literature of the 1950s is not a relegation of the long-held importance
of theory and technique teaching to a lower position, but, instead, a
real ionment of the values attached to the teaching of personal
self-knowledge so that they share a position of relatively equal
importance with those values attached to content and skills teaching.
This seeming realignment reflects what is clearly a growing concern
among writers in the field with new and creative uses of the thera¬
pist's countertransference.

We are reminded, however, that this

emerging interest in the countertransference has a very specific
therapeutic application and when misused, may be detrimental to the
treatment relationship.
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In this regard, while Searles (1955) advocates vigorously for
heightened supervisory attention to the clinician's self-awareness, he
also cautions that excessive preoccupation with feelings and
countertransference may shift attention away from the patient and from
important demographic factors, thus creating its own imbalance in
supervisory emphasis.

Searles observes that at such times, for

example, therapists may exhibit little curiosity about a patient and
possess minimal information about patient history and background.

In a

similar vein, while Ackerman (1953) advocates for more supervisory
attention to the trainee's feeling responses, he advises that the
ultimate purpose of such attention remain clearly focused on the
interests of the client, warning that supervisees may indulge their own
feelings for reasons which are extraneous to the helping relationship.
On a more recent note, Ischaroff (1982) stresses the judicious making
of interpretations of feelings and reactions back to the supervisee
which "are based on emotional reactions elicited toward the patient and
the case" (p. 467).

Ischaroff continues:

"Interpretations in the

context of the supervisory situation are different from . . . total . .
. interpretations given in personal therapy," warning supervisors that
intentional probing into historical aspects of the supervisee's life
remains "outside supervision," except for those instances in which the
student (1) spontaneously identifies genetic links or (2) invites
exploration of these as a paradigm for understanding his reactions to a
client (N.B.:

exceptions are noted of long-standing supervisory

relationships characterized by high degrees of mutual trust in which
the supervisor may initiate historical probing, for the specific
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purpose of clarifying the treatment relationship [pp. 467-68]).

What

is being proposed here is a view of supervisory recognition of
therapist feelings and reactions which has as its purpose both the
facilitation of conflict resolution between supervisee and patient and
the overall improvement of the therapist's use of self as a therapeutic
instrument.

This suggests that any number of therapist feelings,

conflicts or attitudes may be identified and processed within
supervision but that such processing is tied to the goal of more
effectively working with the patient.

As such, teaching the supervisee

may involve "treating" the latter's feeling responses insofar as they
become identified and managed in the service of the therapeutic
relationship.

The Parallel Process
To this point, we have come to see an evolution in the perceived
role of supervision toward a more integrative model.

Such a model

combines supervisory attention to the teaching of information and
skills with increased attention to the teaching of personal
self-knowledge.

Within this more integrative model, all three teaching

activities take place within the interactional context between
supervisor and supervisee, as distinct from the classical analytic
model of supervision in which the teaching of the therapist's personal
self-knowledge was seen as belonging outside supervision.

It is within

this more complete teaching and learning relationship that the primary
relationship between therapist and client is reviewed and assessed.
Just as the counselor strives to help the client learn or relearn
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specific behaviors and ways of thinking, so the supervisor attempts to
facilitate the trainee's learning about psychotherapeutic process.
Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) differentiate between the patient's
"learning problems" and the therapist's "problems with learning,"
suggesting the parallel nature of the learning process between the two
relationships and emphasizing that errors in either relationship are
likely to be manifested in the other.
This notion of an interactional flow between the two relationships
was first elaborated by Searles (1955), whose term "reflection process"
refers to a proportional relationship, i.e., supervisor/therapist,
therapist/patient, in which the supervisor may be enabled to understand
the patient by examining felt discrepancies between what a therapist
states about a client and what he affectively conveys about that
client.

Searles contends that the supervisor's reaction to the

therapist's presentation is provoked by the fact that the therapist
"unconsciously communicates nonverbally that which he djd not
understand about the patient's communication to him" (DeBell, 1963 [p.
559]).

Hora (1957), Ischaroff (1982) and Watkins (1982) underscore the

supervisory importance of this parallel process, stressing that it may
afford the supervisor a "glimpse" into the therapeutic relationship,
especially at those times when the therapist is either unknowingly or
inappropriate!v identified with the behavior of the patient or
unknowingly reacting to it.

Clearly, at such a time the helper is not

in rational (i.e., conscious) control of his own behavior and risks
making inappropriate interventions if the nature of his
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emotional/behavioral connection to the client remains outside his
awareness.

Integrating the Role of the Therapist
One cannot discuss the goals of clinical supervision, especially
with regard to facilitating helper self-awareness, without a more
complete appreciation of the activity of therapist identification with
the patient.

As noted in Chapter I, in order for this core process to

be therapeutically meaningful, the helper must establish an accurate,
empathic identification with the client and his world.

In his emphasis

upon the therapist's careful securing of this identification, Racker
(1968) stresses the many emotional and reactive obstacles which the
helper may face in the process and labels these "countertransference."
Indeed, Racker (1968) offers among the most elaborately developed
systems of thought and organized views of countertransference within
contemporary psychodynamic literature.

In proceeding beyond the

(earliest and strictest) view of countertransference as an
"embarrassment and nuisance" to be saved for the therapist's personal
analysis, Racker constructs a view of the potential usefulness of
countertransference feelings as a vehicle for assessing both the
client's emotional state and his experience of the significant people
in his world.

What follows here is an abridged description of the

identificatory mechanism which Racker proposes and upon which much of
the thinking of this study is based.
Taking the most orthodox definition of countertransference as the
therapist's unconscious, repetitive attempts to relive or master some
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aspect of his own past life (Weiner [1983]), Racker (1968) advances the
idea that the therapist experiences a range of feelings and reactions,
both conscious and unconscious, which may cloud his view of a client
(Ischaroff [1982] calls these partial or complete "dumb" spots).

It is

essential to the work of therapy that the helper create a neutral and
observing function within himself which attempts to gain an accurate
picture of what is occurring in the therapeutic environment, i.e., from
the perspective of both patient, therapist and the relationship
created.

This monitoring function, often termed the "observing ego" in

traditional analytic literature, is constant and, by virtue of its
detached position, allows for a psychologically neutral place within
the helper's mind which takes inventory of both the unfolding
interactions with the patient and that portion of the therapist which
participates along with the patient.

In reference to the latter,

Racker describes a purposeful split in the observing ego function which
allows him, on the one had, "to be . . . receptive to manipulation by
the patient . . . and to varying degrees of madness occasioned by life
in the patient's world" and on the other hand, "to hold separately . .
. that world of (himself) which is there as observer and treater . . .
and which assesses that (first) part which is necessarily ill" (Racker,
1968 [p. 6]).

In effect, then, the observing ego tests therapeutic

reality.
Thus, Racker (1968) posits that it is the presence of this
observing ego function within the course of therapy that serves to
facilitate the therapist's securing of an accurate identification with
the client.

This understanding is gained empathically and serves as a
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foundation for the helper in enabling him to experience what it is the
patient knows and feels (a task which may be made elusive by the
patient s wanderings and manipulations).

Racker terms this essential

empathic understanding of the patient "concordant identification" and
suggests that it can be attained by the analyst only if he allows in
himself and observes the emergence of feelings which mirror the
self-experience of the patient.

(Note that the language of more

contemporary Rogerian approaches to counseling might describe this
correct empathic identification as "being fully there" or seeing from
"within the client's frame of reference" [Weiner, p. 20].)

If, for

example, the helper were to react overanxiously or overfearfully to the
patient's presenting feelings, he may well have missed the opportunity
for accurate empathy and, in so doing, have sidestepped early on his
identification with the patient.

Clearly, at such a time it would be

critical for the helper to examine the source of his overreaction and
to determine if the feelings surrounding it derive from (1) something
which the patient expresses and thereby needs to be understood or (2)
something within the therapist's own psychological predisposition or
mood at the time.
Expanding upon a second and more complicated level of
identification, Racker (1968) refers to the presence of additional
symbolic persons being represented within the therapeutic exchange,
namely, those significant other persons or objects (usually parental
figures), within the actual and psychic lives of both the patient and
analyst.

Racker sees as the therapist's additional task here that of

knowingly allowing himself to become identified with and treated as the
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patient's internalized objects.

This process--unconsciously generated

by the patient and projected onto the therapist--allows the therapist
an opportunity to understand the patient at whatever
emotional/developmental level he is in relation to the parent and an
occasion to "feel" what it is like to be treated as that patient's
introjected objects.
identification

Racker terms this process "complementary

and believes that this must occur in a positive way in

order for full therapeutic identification with the patient to be
achieved.
In summary, it follows from a discussion of Racker's model that a
failure by the helper to continuously monitor and examine his own
feeling reactions can lead to a failure in empathy and subsequent
identification with the client.

In such an instance, rather than

perceiving the feelings experienced as reflecting those of the patient
(either about himself or the significant figures of his life), the
therapist runs the risk of reacting to or against the patient.

An

example here might be that of the practitioner who rejects a part of
his own behavior, such as aggressiveness, which leads, in turn, to a
denial of the patient's aggressiveness and to a misidentification with
the latter's feeling state.

At such a point, the analyst may shut down

on, minimize or unknowingly reject the client's feelings, a position
which if prolonged, can lead to therapeutic impasse or eventual
dissolution of the relationship.

Typical analytic terms referring to

such therapist-induced crisis points in treatment include
"interactional pathology" and "countertransference neurosis." More
general terms may include "blind spot" or "stalemate."

Racker proposes
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that the role of the counselor's monitoring function at this time might
well be to ask questions like:

"What feelings, thoughts and fantasies

am I having about this patient?", "Am I allowing enough internal space
to appreciate that these feelings may be reflective of the patient's
feelings or may even be addressed to his parental images and
expectations of them?", "If I cannot attend to this patient, what's
getting in the way?" and finally, "How can I use the blockage to better
grasp the therapeutic process going on and to facilitate my goal of
identifying with the patient's world?".
In discussions of countertransference, it should be pointed out
that collective thinking about this activity has slowly evolved from
the earliest classical view of countertransference as encompassing
strictly unconscious drives within the analyst to the more current
totalist view as one which includes a broad range of both conscious and
unconscious therapist motivation, personal attitudes and social
values.

For some authors within the field, the term

countertransference is simply defined as "the feelings and attitudes of
the therapist."

Kernberg (1965) articulated this broadening view of

countertransference, stressing that while concern persists around
possible over-inclusiveness of the totalistic definition, there is
clear therapeutic benefit to examining a variety of helper behaviors
and positions which potentially shed light on the dynamics of the
treatment relationship.
In this vein, Ischaroff (1982) and Watkins (1982) refer to the
presence of cultural attitudes and aspects of the helper's character
structure which, even if partially recognized, may contribute as much
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as unconscious motivation to a blurring of the therapist's alliance
with the patient.

Similarly, along the lines of what Racker has

proposed, Kell and Mueller (1974) speak to a therapist's over- and
underidentification with the patient, suggesting that it is not until
the helper gains awareness of these extremes of identification that
therapy can proceed constructively.

In this regard, Ischaroff notes:

"• • • the shift from experiencing these identifications to
self-observation (of them) grows smoother as the student ... is more
able to tolerate them as a necessary part of . . . therapeutic process"
(p. 460).

Ischaroff (1982) and Searles (1955) emphasize that if this

shift from therapist experiencing to self-observation does not take
place, the supervisor may be alerted by the observed behavioral
discrepancies between what the trainee reports and the affective tone
which he conveys.
To this point, considerable attention has been devoted to a review
of substantive theoretical and historical trends in clinical
supervision.

Those contributions to the literature which we have

reviewed cannot be seen in a context which separates the teaching role
of the supervisor from the learning and facilitating (vis-a-vis the
client) role of the therapist.

The ultimate therapeutic goal remains

the technical and introspective competence of the helper as an
instrument in effecting change within the client.

Research Literature on Countertransference and Supervision
Loganbill, Hardy and Delworth affirm the position that

... by

definition, and certainly in actuality, psychoanalytic writers provide
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us with the most complex understanding of the dynamics involved within
the various aspects of the supervisory relationship" (1983, p. 8).

The

social work, counseling and clinical psychology literature are noted to
be more fragmented and less integrated in their overall
conceptualization of supervision, although Loganbill, Hardy and
Delworth noted that the social work literature, more than any other,
borrows heavily from psychoanalytic thinking.

However, it is stressed

that all theoretical orientations speak increasingly to the supervisory
goal of fostering therapist self-examination and subsequent capacity to
function independently.
While the psychoanalytic literature is rich in discussions of the
supervisory process, especially with regard to more recent explorations
of facilitating therapist self-awareness, it remains broadly
descriptive and abstract in its presentation.

Indeed, Peabody and

Gel so (1982), in commenting on the academic nature of psychoanalytic
thought, describe inherent difficulties in carrying out quantitative
and qualitative research in this area:
. . . one of the central challenges in conducting research on
psychoanalytic constructs . . . resides ... in operationalizing
. . . abstract global formulations. This . . . may underlie why
(we) were able to locate so few quantitative studies on
countertransference . . . and even fewer that were really
pertinent to descriptions ... of clinical practice (p. 245).
Lanning (personal communication, 1986) stresses that analytic writings
are "notorious for having little data-based research," a view which is
corroborated by Watkins (personal communication, 1987), Ischaroff
(1982) and many others.
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What appears to have emerged within the analytic literature of the
past two decades is an attempt by certain writers and researchers to
more systematically describe therapist and supervisor behaviors which
are tied to analytic constructs.

While the majority of these

contributions still remain theoretical in nature, they focus on
selected characteristics of therapist and supervisor behaviors and the
differential effects of these behaviors on both the therapeutic and
supervisory relationships.

As will be seen, a smaller number of recent

contributions to the literature are primary research efforts and thus
represent initial attempts to both quantitatively and qualitatively
describe the psychotherapeutic and supervisory process.

Given the

parallel nature of the therapeutic and supervisory relationships
presented thus far, what follows is a review of representative
contributions to the literature which address, first, specific
countertransference behaviors of the therapist and, second, specific
intervention behaviors of the supervisor in his teaching role with the
therapist.
Watkins (1982) proposes that the counselor's unrecognized and
partially recognized feelings can become acted out within the
therapeutic relationship in much the same way that the client
predictably acts out this transference. Accordingly, five categories of
in-session helper acting out are identified to include:

empathic

failures, attentional failures, aggressivity, sexual and seductive
behaviors, and logistical failures.

Weiner (1983) describes as other

possible clues of helper acting out the counselor's sudden feelings of
urgency to act upon a thought, reductions/increases in service fees or
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preoccupation with a client away from the session.

In a 1985 follow up

to his earlier study, Watkins expands upon the notion of empathic
failures and emphasizes that the therapist has a responsibility to
create selected identificatory "pathways" or "avenues" through which
identification between helper and helpee is fostered.

Some of these

pathways may include values (Are the helper's and patient's values
similar, dissimilar or somewhere in between?), demeanor (How alike or
at odds are counselor and client with respect to behavior and
mannerisms?), language (Is there a common language?

Are there cultural

differences?), physical appearance (How might discrepancies between
patient and analyst create a problem?

How might similarities

attract?), and expectations (Are the therapy goals of each member
similar or dissimilar?).
Watkins (1985) stresses that because these pathways are actualized
from the very first contact between therapist and client, it is
important that the therapist be carefully attuned to those particular
pathways which may potentially hinder identification with the patient.
Much like Racker (1968) and Kell and Mueller (1974), Watkins again
underscores the potential hazards of the therapist's over- or
underidentification with the patient.

He proposes an "area of optimal

identification" in which the helper remains open to possible
interactive trouble spots and becomes neither overenmeshed with nor
overdetached from the client (Respective terms for these extreme states
have been designated "overprotective and benign countertransference"
and "rejecting and hostile countertransference" [p. 358]).
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The attainment of Watkin's proposed area of optimal identification
is founded upon assumptions that the helper continuously engages in
activities which are directed at maintaining and improving his
self-awareness.

Watkins delineates five methods available to the

therapist which facilitate self-knowledge and thereby combat acting
out.

These methods include self-analysis, personal counseling,

genuineness/self-disclosure, referral and supervision.

Of these,

Watkins stresses the importance of supervision as a format in which
objective feedback can be made available about feelings and reactions
which are specific to the therapeutic relationship and which might
otherwise
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unnoticed within the helpers own self-analysis or

personal counseling.

In like fashion, Lakovics (1982) advocates for

the ongoing supervisory teaching of self-awareness from both an
academic and experiential perspective; to this end, he classifies
countertransference feelings/behaviors into six categories, presents
these in table form to the supervisee and refers to this table as part
of each clinical case review.
To summarize, in his expanded notion of empathic failure, Watkins
not only echoes much of Racker's thinking about potential
misidentification with the client but he also describes specific areas
of therapist feeling and behavior which may serve to block therapeutic
identification.

In so doing, he elaborates in a practical way upon

Racker's concepts of concordant and complementary identification and
provides both therapists and supervisors with an organized body of
clues as to some of the therapist-held attitudes and behaviors which
may signal helper acting out.

Weiner (1983) supplements Watkins' list
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of clues with additional helper behaviors which may represent helper
acting out.

It is important to remember that the pathways to

identification described by Watkins may be interrupted at any point or
for any number of conscious or unconscious reasons.

Depending on his

level of self-awareness and his skill at self-examination, the helper
may or may not detect his own contributions to therapeutic
misidentification.

At such times, the role of supervision is

especially critical in prompting exploration of the therapist's feeling
and behavior and in encouraging the therapist's openness to
self-examine on his own.

Lakovics (1982) invites the supervisee to

review his possible acting out behaviors through the reading of a table
which categorizes the range of potential countertransference
positions.

As will be suggested by the more recent research efforts

which follow, helper acting out may take a number of forms whose
importance has been underestimated.
Pope, Spiegel and Tabachnick (1983) surveyed 585 psychotherapists
in private practice (APA, Division 42) to determine the extent of
sexual attraction to clients, management of such feelings of
attraction, and type of training and support available to address such
feelings.

Previous literature in the area of sexual attraction dealt

primarily with the incidence and consequences of sexual intimacy
between therapists and clients.

There had been a virtual absence of

systematic documentation of helper feeling and behavior in this area.
Actual survey data revealed that 87% of respondents admitted feelings
of sexual attraction (9.4% of males and 2.5% of females admitted to
acting these out), 64% admitted feeling "guilty, anxious and confused"
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about the attraction and, of special importance, less than half
reported every receiving any formal guidance or training around this
issue.

Of those having received some training, only 9% indicated that

their supervision was adequate.

Interestingly, of those respondents

who believed awareness of the attraction was somehow helpful to
understanding the treatment relationship. most either sought
supervision or described it as "ongoingly available."

Speigel

(personal communication, 1986) in addressing her role as a veteran
member of ethics committees, proposes that "mismanagement of client
transference, which includes countertransference effects ... is a
major cause of poor professional judgment and ethics violations,"
noting that only issues of confidentiality violations come close in
frequency.

She advocates not only for the inclusion of training

programs on sexual attraction within formal academic curricula but also
for a relaxation of supervisory attitudes to include more "honest
dealing" between supervisor and supervisee with sexual feelings and
their management.

Speigel is careful to distinguish between therapist

experience of sexual attraction to a client and appropriate supervisory
exploration of this and therapist acting out of such feelings to the
detriment of the treatment relationship.
Anderson (1986) suggests that therapists in training often need to
go though a process of examining their personal sexual beliefs and
attitudes before they can be comfortable with the kind of sexual
material brought up by clients.

He adds that while only six of 64

sampled graduate programs in counseling and clinical psychology offer
course work in therapy for sexual problems, such course work is limited
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to providing essentially factual material on sexual problems and,
indeed, excludes an experiential format which encourages helpers'
examination of their own sexual beliefs.

In responding to this

perceived training gap, Anderson proposes a curriculum (now in effect
at the University of Missouri) which combines cognitive and
experiential elements over a sustained period of time (e.g., two
semesters) and which encourages increased freedom among practitioners
to discuss sexual material with their colleagues and supervisors.
Similarly, he advocates for supervisory openness to trainee discussion
of sexual feelings, as he observes that awkwardness in this area
frequently contributes to a mishandling of the therapeutic relationship
and to possible acting out by the counselor.
Addressing the helper's countertransference behaviors from another
perspective, Smith (1984) found that 14 out of 17 medical students
interviewing patients either avoided or underemphasized psychosocial
information (resulting in seriously deficient medical histories) due to
an array of fears elicited by patient information.

Such fears most

commonly included fear of loss of control, fear of harming the patient
and fear unique to the trainee as elicited by the patient's illness
(such as fear of cancer in the self).

Smith emphasizes that although

these students all had demonstrated adequate interviewing skills in the
classroom and had completed formal biomedical training, the majority
exhibited feelings and behaviors--most unrecognized by the trainee
prior to Smith's intervention--which significantly impaired interview
performance.

Smith concludes that "to improve the doctor-patient

relationship will probably require changing the doctor" and he
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advocates for ongoing availability to the medical student of
supervision which helps the practitioner "to experience and become
aware of his feelings, understand their effect upon the patient and
learn to manage them" (p. 587).
Weddington (1979) notes underattention in the literature to the
termination phase of psychotherapy and highlights the therapist's
potential contributions to untimely termination of the therapeutic
relationship.

Specifically, in conducting two case reviews of

psychotherapy termination initiated solely by the counselor, Weddington
describes the destructive consequences for the client (e.g., mass
confusion, intense feelings of abandonment and hostility) which such an
isolated decision may have.

As such, termination of the helping

relationship not subject to "mutual discussion and agreement with the
helpee" is often seen to be tied to unacknowledged and mismanaged
countertransferential feelings of the therapist, to include, for
example, feelings of loss of control or feelings of embarrassment about
a particular reaction to a client.

Schafer (1973) adds that at the

termination stage of psychotherapy, the helper is subject to deep
disappointment that the client may be only "partially improved," a
realization which may leave the helper to face himself and the prospect
that his own life, like the client's, may be only partially
improvable.

Weddington describes this as an inevitable phase of

mourning for the therapist which must be sensitively acknowledged and
managed and which must become a topic of "careful . . . attentive
supervision for the therapist . . . in . . . counterbalancing his own
countertransference reactions" (p. 1305).
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While the previously cited examples of systematic research efforts
around the therapist's countertransference behaviors are not exhaustive
in number, they nonetheless represent core areas of recent research
interest.

In all the examples noted, there is a clear recognition of

the importance of supervision as a potential learning and clarifying
experience for the therapist in his attempts to retain objectivity
within the therapeutic relationship and, thereby, remain correctly and
empathically identified with the client.

One cannot help but wonder,

however, what the therapeutic consequences might be for the client and
counselor in the absence of available supervision, especially at those
times when the helper feels blocked or, even worse, when he fails to
recognize his own feelings of frustration.

Moreover, when supervision

is available to the therapist, what specific supervisory interventions
are made to acknowledge the helper's feelings and behavior?

In effect,

what is the supervisory process that seeks to assist the therapist in
retaining his therapeutic objectivity?

To begin to address these

concerns, highlights from the literature on supervision research will
follow.
Lambert (1982) highlights the difficulties in conducting research
in supervision by first describing the inherent problems in conducting
research in psychotherapy; specifically, he states:

"Before we can

confidently train therapists, it is necessary to specify the actual
causal agents in personality or behavior change" (p. 425).

He goes on

to describe the emergence of research on the specific interpersonal
skills training of the therapist (i.e., teaching and imitating of
Rogerian technique and basic skills training in activities of
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attending, reflecting and summarizing), emphasizing that most
cumulative research efforts to date are geared toward the training of
the neophyte counselor.

Indeed, Lambert adds that systematic research

of supervision has tended to remain focused on the acquisition of
elementary interviewing skills," due in large part to the fact that
achieving consensus within the field as to which therapist attitudes
and behaviors actually contribute to personality change is a very
gradual process.

Lambert reminds us that, despite the importance of

(Rogerian) therapist-offered attitudes, research has up to now "only
been able to demonstrate a modestly positive relationship between
positive regard, genuineness and psychotherapy outcome" (p. 434).
While endorsing the generic supervisory goals of personal growth and
skills development of the counselor, Lambert concludes that the
activity of supervision needs to become a deliberate focus of more
research activity.

Specifically, he recommends that:

(1) work be done

on the outcome of supervision with a more experienced student
population and with practicing therapists, (2) research occur in areas
beyond the teaching of basic facilitative interpersonal skills, (3)
more attention be given to the actual behavior of the supervisor in
interaction with the personal qualities of the supervisee, and (4)
research look to prescribe specific learning environments for trainees
at specific points within their supervision.

Supervision Process
Lanning (1986) identifies a recent trend within supervision
research toward conceptualizing the process nature of supervision and
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credits this trend with the appearance of "more flexible and inclusive
models (of supervision) that stress different aspects of counselor
development at different stages of training" (p. 192). Similarly,
within these stage theory models it is assumed that the supervisor's
role must necessarily change to accommodate the different learnings
required by the trainee at different points in his therapeutic
development and at different stages in his relationship with a client.
In this vein, Stoltenberg (1981) proposes a developmental model of
counselor supervision that conceptualizes the training process as a
"sequence of four identifiable stages through which the trainee
progresses" (Littrell and Lorenz [1979] capture this same notion in
their "Developmental Framework for Counseling Supervision").

These

four levels involve both respectively different supervisee
characteristics and different supervisory skills of discrimination in
creating learning environments which are appropriate to the trainee's
evolving needs.

Stoltenberg posits the growth of the counselor from a

supervisor-dependent position, marked especially by a lack of
self-awareness and limited insight, into differentiated interactions
with clients, through stages of increased autonomy and insight and
culminating in a "master counselor" position which is characterized by
"adequate self and other awareness, willful interdependency with others
and insight which is accepting of one's own weaknesses" (p. 60).

In

this "Counselor Complexity Model," Stoltenberg pays particular
attention to the supervisory facilitation of the trainee's personal
self-knowledge and to subsequent integration of this over time with
skills practicing and theoretical knowledge.
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In commenting further upon the process nature of supervision,
Lanning (1986) notes that although the literature indicates what
supervisors do in their various roles, there has been to date no
instrument which provides a means to measure what supervisors
emphasize, in fact, in their sessions with trainees.

In citing recent

research contributions on aspects of the supervisor's role, Lanning
notes the work of Friedlander and Ward (1984) whose assessment of
supervision styles, resulting in the "Supervisory Styles Inventory,"
revealed three stylistic dimensions of supervision, to include
"Attractive," "Interpersonally Sensitive" and "Task Oriented."

These

results were seen to be consistent with other evidence which suggests
that a highly task-oriented style, for example, is endorsed by
cognitive-behavioral supervisors, and a highly interpersonal style is
endorsed by psychodynamic and humanistic supervisors.

In addition,

within Friedlander and Ward's investigation, supervisors appeared to be
more task-oriented with beginners and more attractive and
interpersonally sensitive with interns and practicing clinicians.
Similarly, Worthington and Roehlke (1979), in comparing 16 supervisors'
and 31 beginning supervisees' ratings of effective supervision, found
certain clear discrepancies between what supervisors and students
believed to be "good supervision."

In particular, while supervisors

seemed to perceive good supervision as predominantly based on the
frequent giving of feedback about performance, beginning supervisees
seemed to rate supervision as "better" when it involved a combination
of very direct supervisory leading within a "supportive and personally
pleasant environment."

With regard to the discrepancy between
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supervisor and supervisee perception of effective supervision, we are
reminded of the Cherniss and Egnatios study (1978) reported in Chapter
I, in which supervisees reported the highest level of satisfaction with
a feeling/insight-oriented approach to supervision whereas supervisors
reported more willingness to teach information and skills.

Once again,

the Worthington and Roehlke study involved beginning students as
subjects and both this and Friedlander and Ward's work focused upon
specific aspects of the supervisor's perceived role.
In returning to Lanning's concern with assessment of actual
in-session supervisory process, it seems noteworthy that as of 1986 no
instrument designed to assess this process had appeared in the
literature.

In addressing this need, Lanning recently developed the

Supervisor Emphasis Rating Form (SERF), which seeks to measure via
questionnaire the areas of emphasis established by a supervisor with a
trainee in relation to supervisory interventions which are based on
"process," "personalization" and "conceptual" skills teaching (These
correspond to the respective areas of skills, personal self-knowledge
and theory/information teaching presented earlier in this paper).

What

Lanning proposes is that the SERF is not intended to evaluate
supervision, per se, but that it is designed to describe the
emphasis(es) established by supervisors with supervisees by assessing
both members' retrospective accounts of supervision meetings which
occurred over a previous semester (The questionnaire is operationalized
to include 15 behaviors for each one of the three supervisory
intervention areas noted), thus totaling 45 behaviors in all.

Lanning

stresses the importance of the retrospective design of his instrument,
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explaining that in the original draft of his Instrument he solicited
supervisor feedback about what is generally perceived to be a focus of
supervision meetings with clients, a position which elicited nearly
unanimous agreement among supervisors that "all areas" were important
and thereby focused upon.

In recognizing the skewed nature of these

results (Note Lanning:

. . supervisors . . . still have difficulty

deciding some things are not emphasized just because they think they
should be" [p. 194]), Lanning reworded the directions of the survey to
request what was emphasized in particular, past supervisory sessions,
thus creating what is believed to be a less evaluative, and thereby
less threatening, tool for assessing actual supervisor behavior.
Of particular relevance to the interests of this study in the
supervisory processing of helper countertransference is a 1976 study by
Goin and Kline which attempted to assess the in-session supervisory
acknowledgment and management of trainees' countertransference feelings
and behaviors.

While the methodology used by Goin and Kline did not

conform to any standardized instrument, the data gathering technique
involved videotaping 24 supervisors (mostly members of psychoanalytic
institutes) and their trainees (second year psychiatric residents)
during clinical supervision meetings which took place at a University
of Southern California private outpatient department.

The authors

noted each instance when a supervisor spoke and recorded the content
area of each remark, thus providing a measure of how often supervisors
talked and the percentage of time spent on different subjects.

Goin

and Kline utilized the totalistic definition of countertransference as
a criterion for observing the presence of absence of supervisor remarks
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related to the residents' feelings and behaviors.

Of the 24

supervisors involved, twelve were observed to make no reference to the
residents' feelings (despite clear opportunities for such) and of the
remaining twelve supervisors, four approached the subject indirectly
(via third person reference or abstract concepts) and eight made direct
comments.

Of the latter eight, four devoted 1-8% of their remarks to

the subject and the other four devoted 10-13% of their discussion to
countertransference issues (ranging from direct identification of the
therapist's feelings to encouragement of discussion, and even
catharsis, of feelings tied to the case).

Interestingly, in a review

of residents' evaluations of their respective supervisors, those who
were rated as "best" were among the latter group of four who devoted at
least 10% of their supervisory dialogue to therapist reactions.
Goin and Kline (1976) describe as "phobic avoidance" the behavior
of the twelve subjects who did not deal with countertransference and
they suggest that reasons for avoidance of this topic are still rooted
in confused attitudes which equate supervisory discussion of
countertransference with "therapizing" of the trainee (p. 43).

Indeed,

these authors note that in no instance was a supervisor observed to
probe into the roots of a supervisee's feelings; discussion remained at
the level of feelings experienced in relation to the client and the
case.
Given the interests of this investigation, the Goin and Kline study
is especially meaningful for several reasons:

(1) it investigates the

in-session supervisory process, (2) it attempts to examine for the
first time the supervisory acknowledgment of therapist
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countertransference feelings and behaviors, and (3) It reveals a
significantly high incidence of supervisor avoidance of
countertransference issues for reasons which suggest uncertainty about
the meaning of countertransference.

Moreover, Goin and Kline's

investigation calls specific attention to the importance of the
supervisor's intervention style, in contrast with the usual research
emphasis placed upon the therapist's interactive style with clients.
Clearly, while the study did not address the effects of the
supervisor's interventions upon therapeutic outcome(s) with clients, it
strongly suggested that clinician satisfaction was tied--at least in
part--to addressing of the countertransference.

It seems likely that

the benefit of such helper satisfaction would be therapeutically passed
on to the benefit of the client and the treatment relationship.

Summary
The perception of the clinical supervisor's role, as suggested
within this review of the literature, has evolved to a point where the
teaching of the trainee's personal self-knowledge is seen to occupy a
position of relatively equal importance alongside the teaching of
content and skills.

This more complete view of the supervisory role is

in marked contrast with the earlier analytic view of the supervisory
role which prevailed until the early 1950s and which essentially
excluded the teaching of the trainee's personal self-knowledge.
According to the latter, more orthodox view, the personal feelings and
reactions of the therapist as elicited by the treatment relationship
were to be considered only within the therapist's personal analysis and
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separate from supervisory discussions of the therapeutic relationship.
However, as practitioners (note Heimann, Tower, Racker) became
increasingly interested in the role of the helper's feelings as a
possible tool for understanding the patient and subsequently sought a
more creative understanding of the countertransference, supervisors, in
turn, began to reexamine their own teaching role as facilitators of
trainee self-awareness within supervision and for the benefit of the
treatment relationship.
As described, the bulk of the literature on countertransference and
supervision is psychoanalytic in origin.

Accordingly, most

contributions to the literature in this area are broadly theoretical
and descriptive in nature; it has been only over the past two decades
that more systematic research contributions have appeared which attempt
to describe and in some cases, quantify, both specific therapist
countertransference behaviors and specific supervisor intervention
behaviors (Respective examples of these behaviors addressed within this
literature review have included studies of the helper's sexual
feelings, medical fears, termination anxieties and investigations of
the supervisor's interpersonal skills teaching).
By comparison with the research literature on countertransference,
however, the research literature on supervision contains relatively
little.

Indeed, this literature review has stressed that most

supervision research has remained focused on:

(1) the teaching of

basic interviewing skills with an inexperienced student population, (2)
the activity of supervision in inpatient or private settings, and (3)
the teaching of skills without regard for the actual behavior of the

I
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supervisor in relating to the supervisee.

With regard to the latter,

it is noted that there only recently has emerged a trend toward
conceptualizing the process nature of supervision.

This trend has

resulted in a limited number of studies on changing aspects of the
supervisor's teaching role (i.e., stage theory models), as necessitated
by changes in the supervisee's learning goals.

While such stage theory

models clearly speak to changes in the supervisor's behavior and role,
they do not capture supervisory process, per se.
The Goin and Kline investigation, particularly in conjunction with
Lambert s (1980) and Lanning's (1986) advocacy for more study of the
supervisory process, prompts us to look further at the actual
activities emphasized by clinical supervisors with the supervisees.
Given the traditional focus of the literature and research on
supervision within inpatient and private settings, it becomes
especially important to learn more about the supervisory process as it
occurs within community mental health agencies.

CHAPTER III
METHOD
Introduction
This study was designed to more closely examine the actual
supervisory process which community supervisors used in their
facilitative roles with clinicians.

This descriptive case study

compared and contrasted the approaches used by twelve (12) community
supervisors in addressing stages of impasse which they perceived their
respective supervisees had with their clients.
a semi-structured interview.

The method employed was

The goals of this study were twofold:

(1) to assess the emphasis(-es) of interventions exhibited by these
supervisors as they fell within any of the three teaching areas of
Theory/Information (TH), Technique (TQ) and Personal Self-Knowledge
(PSK); and (2) to assess the degree to which Personal Self-Knowledge
interventions by the supervisor were positively related to supervisor
reports of successful resolution of therapeutic impasse.
questions to be asked here included:

Specific

Did supervisory probing of

therapist feelings and reactions (PSK) contribute more than TH or TQ
interventions to moving the therapist beyond impasse with a client?
Were there specific probes (e.g., case specific vs. general) which were
more facilitative than others?

How did supervisors view the importance

of PSK interventions in relation to TH and TQ interventions?

Note that

an "Other" ("OT") category was included in the data collection to
capture supervisory interventions which were reported but not included
in the targeted areas of TH, TQ and PSK.
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By choosing to focus upon supervisor behavior at therapist-client
impasse, this investigation employed a specific counselor "environment"
which presumed that therapeutic objectivity had, at least to some
degree, been lost and that the helper was uncertain how to proceed.
One assumption which Kell and Mueller (1974) make is that "therapeutic
stalemate results from deadlocks in the therapeutic relationship which
reflect a collusion between client and therapist and which can be
understood, in part, as the therapist's inappropriate identification
with the client.

It is presumed that the helper's feelings toward the

client and case must first be identified and expanded upon before the
therapeutic relationship can proceed beyond the point of stalemate.
Thus, by focusing upon this environment of counselor impasse, a
therapeutic condition was created which presumably maximized the need
for PSK interventions by the supervisor.

It was against this framework

that the emphasis(-es) of supervisory interventions was assessed.
The semi-structured interview method was chosen as an exploratory
exercise which would serve to better explicate the complex
interpersonal process of supervision.

The rationale was that an

interview approach would generate observations and hypotheses in an
area where little prior direct investigation had occurred.

Borg and

Gall (1983) stress the advantages of the semi-structured and open-ended
interview method over other approaches when the researcher seeks to
reconstruct the sequence and details of the informant's thought
processes.

Given the focus of this investigation on supervisor reports

of their own behavior, therefore, it appeared that a descriptive
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approach utilizing a semi-structured Interview method was perhaps most
likely to generate valid information.

Subjects
Subjects consisted of twelve (12) clinical supervisors who worked
at community mental health centers within one southern New England
metropolitan area.
were male.

Eight of these supervisors were female and four

Ten supervisors possessed Masters Degrees (five MSWs, five

MAs of which two were doctoral students) and two held earned
doctorates.

Of the twelve supervisors, the mean number of years of

direct care experience within community settings equalled 12.5 years,
and the mean number of years of supervisory experience equalled 6.1
years.

While, for most supervisors, the average number of years of

direct care and supervisory experience fell close to the reported
means, one doctoral level supervisor possessed a total of five years of
direct care and two years of supervisory experience while another
master level supervisor had 22 years of direct care and 18 years of
supervisory experience (See Appendix for breakdowns by individual
supervisor of sex, degree, status, years of experience, and professed
clinical orientation).
The metropolitan area from which the clinical supervisors were
selected consisted of no less than fourteen (14) established mental
health agencies which provided services to a total population of
500,000.

Respondents were initially identified from among a list of

selected names of supervisory staff whose performance as clinical
supervisors was assessed by respective agency directors to be
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outstanding with regard to clinical quality control of the cases
overseen.

Agency directors were asked to identify supervisors who,

regardless of their presenting theoretical orientation to treatment,
demonstrated some interpersonal focus within their orientation to
clinical supervision.

Agency directors were requested to provide at

least two such names, when possible, of supervisory staff who were seen
as

outstanding" or "excellent" so as to provide a large enough pool of

potential subjects from which to select final interviewees.

This

selected sample occurred as a result of agency directors' perceptions
of supervisor competence which was based upon observed professional
performance over time.

Further selection based on the amount of

supervisory experience or degree status was not attempted as this
investigation was focused upon capturing and describing supervisor
practices as they actually existed in community agencies.

The final

selection of twelve supervisors, further detailed in the "Procedures"
section, was based primarily on the richness of the interviews which
supervisors offered and, secondarily, on the degree to which
supervisors represented a cross-section of mental health agencies not
necessarily familiar to this researcher.

The number of subjects to be

used within this study was arrived at after considering this writer's
expectation of the abundant data which, it was hoped, would be derived
from each supervisor.

Instruments
The study involved this researcher's conducting a semi-structured
interview of up to two hours with each supervisor and categorization of
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the data obtained through these interviews using a modification of a
protocol developed by Goin and Kline (1974), to be discussed under
"Data Collection and Analysis."
Given the focus of this investigation on assessing the
emphasis(-es) of activities actually engaged in by supervisors with
their supervisees, careful attention was given to (1) the creation of
an interview format in which questions asked of subjects were directed
at the level of their recalled interventions around client-therapist
impasse, rather than at the level of discussions of theoretical
orientation or conceptions of how supervision should be; (2)
appropriate maintenance by the interviewer of a semi-structured
dialogue format between researcher and subject so that the subject
could be redirected back to the topic of impasse if he moved
significantly away; and (3) the intentional design of a relatively
open-ended questionnaire format so as to minimize potential
predispositions of this interviewer, such as the role which his own
opinions about supervisor behavior at impasse might have in interfering
with the natural chronology of the subject's reports.

To further

reduce those potential response effects which could include the
subject's feelings of suspicion or hostility toward being asked to
account for his supervisory activities, efforts were made to assure
that (1) the interview protocol included a written orientation to the
topic in wording familiar to the respondent which identified this
researcher's area of interest, rationale for a retrospective study,
time parameters of the interview and assurance of confidentiality; and
(2) the use of five predominantly open-ended questions which allowed
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the subject relative freedom to construct his recollections of the
supervision experiences.
end of the interview.

A sixth open-ended question was asked at the

The interview protocol follows.

interview Orientation
uo™I,nl!Jnt?reSted iF? le?rnin9 more about the clinical supervision of
very difficult cases in which the clinician is, in one form or another
uncertain how to proceed in the counseling relationship. This stage
stalemate," or "block," though numerous other
terms may be used to describe the condition. This investigation uses
the term impasse. This investigation also uses the terms therapist,
counselor and clinician synonymously.
While there are probably many ways in which a supervisor detects
client-therapist impasse, some of the more commonly cited ways
include: (1) a therapist's direct admission of being "stuck"; (2) a
therapist's more indirect expressions of boredom, frustration, anxiety
about a case; and (3) repeated, irrelevant details about a client or
case which suggest a recycling process and lack of therapeutic
movement.
The supervision literature has been, for the most part, broadly
descriptive in its discussions of the ways in which supervisors work
with clinicians at difficult points in the treatment relationship such
as impasse. The majority of studies have focused on views of
supervision which are conceptual rather than practical in nature. It
is for this reason that I have chosen to explore supervision from the
perspective of the supervisor's recollection of actual, past
supervision experiences.
I want to know more about your reality in working with difficult
supervision experiences in a community mental health setting. You will
be asked to recall two supervision experiences where a supervisee was
at impasse.
Your replies will be held in strictest confidence and results of
this study will be reported in group form. Copies of results will be
made available to you if you wish.
We will plan about 30 minutes for each recall with 30 minutes left
over for general discussion.
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Interview Prot.nrnl
wlth^heraDlsts^t
imn«tIin9i'"0re»about
exPeriences
in working
witn
inerapists at impasse.
I want you toyour
think
of sDecific
S10n experiences you've had with supervisees who had (1) two or
more years professional experience and (2) at least a six-month
IfPvou1can^trSltth0thh*P W-Jh y°U which y0U d describe as compatible.
in«?hio
v match tha cntena exactly, please select as closely as
thprlnlft Y
t0 report on experiences with the same
therapist or with different therapists.
nnn/i^knM^f y°U t0Jselect one supervision experience in which you felt
good about your work in helping the clinician to successfully resolve
thLlnPa+^G
Bi hatV T6311 that there was a return of movement to the
therapeutic relationship).
.. .
lik? you*0 select a second supervision experience in which you
did not feel good, or less than satisfied, about your work in helping
the clinician to successfully resolve the impasse (By that, I mean that
there was little or no return of movement to the therapeutic
relationship).
When I use the term "movement," I'm referring here to apparent
changes in the client-therapist relationship which you, as supervisor,
observed through changes in the therapist's reports or behavior about a
case.
Do you have any questions?
Again, let's allow up to 30 minutes for each recall and leave 30
minutes for more general discussion.
Let's start with RECALL OF A POSITIVE SUPERVISION EXPERIENCE:
I.

Please describe the signs of impasse, if any, which you saw.
Target:

identification of therapist reports/behaviors
signalling impasse

Clarifying statements:

II.

In other words, how did you know it
was an impasse? Were there
particular cues to the impasse which
you saw?

What were some of your very first thoughts about this impasse?
Target:

Initial ideas about intervention and source of
impasse, e.g., therapist, client, both
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Clarifying statements:

III.

discus^ : , \r\deta” as,you can recall, the things you
iismsed with the clinician about Impasse, includl^TIny
statements, directives, questions or suggestions which mu made
As much as you can, try to describe these in the order in which
you actually presented them to the clinician.
Target:

Interventions actually used

Clarifying statements:

IV.

Tell me how you worked with the
therapist in handling the impasse.
What ways did you use to guide the
therapist?

a.

Is there anything else you can recall discussing with this
clinician about impasse?

b.

Are there particular highlights of the discussion that stand
out in your mind?

What were you and the clinician talking about when you first
sensed a change toward movement beyond the impasse?
Target:

Intervention(s) preceding/related to movement

Clarifying statements:

V.

What were some of your first
reactions to this impasse? Did you
have initial ideas what caused it’
About ways to intervene?

What was happening in supervision
when you first noticed a change
toward movement? Was anything
particular occurring in supervision
when movement began?

In looking back, which of all your interventions would you
describe as "most important" in getting movement started? Why?
Target:

Supervisor perceptions of most relevant supervisory
activities

Clarifying statements:

In retrospect, what was the most
helpful thing you did to get movement
started? Was there one
intervention(s) you made which was
critical to turning things around?
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lgt'? continue with RFCAII OF A NFRATTVF SUPERVISION Frprgirtirf.
I. Please describe the iians af impasse, if any, which you saw
Target:

Idcntificati°n of therapist reports/behaviors
signalling impasse.

Clarifying statements:

In other words, how did you know it
was an impasse? Were there
particular cues to the impasse which
you saw?

II. What were some of you very first thoughts about this impasse?
Target:

Initial ideas about intervention and source of
impasse, e.g., therapist, client, both

Clarifying statements:

What were some of your first
reactions to this impasse? Did you
have initial ideas about what caused
it? About ways to intervene?

III. Describe, in as much detail as you can recall, the things you
discussed with the clinician about impasse, including any
statements, directives, questions, or suggestions which you
made. As much as you can, try to describe these in the order in
which you actually presented them to the clinician.
Target:

Interventions actually used

Clarifying statements:

Tell me how you worked with the
therapist in handling the impasse.
What ways did you use to guide the
therapist?

a.

Is there anything else you can recall discussing with this
clinician about impasse?

b.

Art there particular highlights of the discussion that stand
out in your mind?

IV. If you perceived any changes, however slight, toward movement,
what were you and the clinician talking about at that time?
Target:

Potentially useful interventions preceding/related
to movement
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Clarifying statements:

V.

In looking back, were there particular interventions vmi HiHn'*

“? WS$ *0U
Target:

fee1

A helped ^rreUUonsMpy?o ^

ha

Supervisor perception of potentially useful
supervisory activities which were
unrecognized/avoided in working with the therapist

Clarifying statements:

VI.

Did you notice any changes toward
movement? If so, when did you notice
them. What was happening in your
supervision at that time?

Were there interventions you wished
you had tried but didn't? What
difference might they have made?

Writers in the field of supervision have said that there are
three teaching perspectives we can use in working with
clinicians. These consist of teaching aspects of
Theory/Information, teaching aspects of Skills/Techniques and
teaching aspects of Personal Self-Knowledge. Usinq the examDles
you gave, what do you think about teaching PSK as a way of
helping the therapist to move on? How important was it in the
examples you used?
in general, as a supervisor, how important do you believe
teaching PSK is? How would you compare the importance of PSK
interventions with TH, TQ interventions?
Are there particular times you would use PSK interventions?
Times you would not?

What is your:
Degree status _
Number of years of professional experience _
How would you describe your theoretical orientation to treatment and
supervision? _
Would you like copies of the results of this investigation sent to
you?
Y
N
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Each of these five interview questions had sub-points identified on
the interviewer's protocol and posed to subjects only if they neglected
to cover the content of the sub-points in their open-ended responses.
For example, "target" referred to baseline information sought by this
researcher in the subject's response to the question.

"Clarifying

statements" provided for the researcher alternative ways to phrase the
original question in the event the subject did not fully understand it
as worded.

These sub-points were provided for the researcher's benefit

and served as a guide in structuring the researcher-subject dialogue,
if the need arose.

Similarly, key words within each protocol question

were underlined for researcher emphasis in posing each question.
Protocol questions #1 and 2 of both supervision recalls were
designed to introduce the subject to the recalled experience by first
eliciting the subject to describe the characteristics of the impasse
conditions and to identify his first thoughts about it.

The goal here

was to identify features of the impasse which the supervisor perceived,
specifically with regard to therapist reports or behaviors about the
impasse.

Description of the impasse focused subject attention on

details of the experience yet away from his own behavior and thus set a
tone for the questions to follow.

In question #2, subject

identification of initial thoughts about impasse directed the subject's
attention in a general way to himself and provided a framework for
revealing reactions to the impasse such as perceived causes or ideas
about intervention (e.g., in areas of TH, TQ, PSK).

Question #3 of

both recalls essentially invited the subject to describe all the
interventions which he recalled using in working with the clinician
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around Impasse.

This question was designed to gather the bulk of

primary data about the actual Interventions used by the supervisor.
Questions #3b and c Invited the subject to review his responses to
question #3a for completeness and accuracy of the data.

Efforts were

made to keep question #3 especially open ended and researcher
participation at a minimum, except for requests for clarification of
responses around the nature and type of supervisory Interventions
actually employed.
Question #4 of the positive recall attempted to identify if a
particular supervisory intervention, or pattern of interventions,
preceded the supervisor's perception of the clinician's observed
movement beyond impasse.

The goal here was to examine more closely

whether or not a particular type(s) of intervention(s) was most
directly linked, in a chronological sense, to the beginnings of
movement.

Question #4 of the negative recall sought to identify the

presence of potentially useful interventions which may have been
under-recognized or under-implemented by the supervisor.

Question #5

of the positive recall was designed to assess the subject's perception
of the most important intervention he made, to be later contrasted with
his demonstrated intervention emphasis.

Question #5 of the negative

recall, much like question #4 of the same group, sought to identify the
presence of potentially useful interventions of which the supervisor
had only retrospectively become aware.

Question #6 was asked at the

end of the total interview and invited subjects to openly discuss their
use of PSK interventions.

The goal of question #6 was to assess

supervisor perception of the relative importance of PSK interventions
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both with respect to the supervision recalls and to general supervisory
practice.
It was intended that this researcher's questioning style remain
more reflective than interpretive and remain focused on (1) directing
the subject to recall the content of the interventions actually
employed at impasse; and (2) limiting requests for clarification of
statements to content which pertained directly to the recall of actual
interventions around impasse.

Procedure
Prior to the twelve interviews, two pilot runs were conducted in
the observation room of this writer's community work site.

The two

interviewees and observers were selected on the basis of the first four
workers' verbal agreement to participate in this research project;
participants were selected from outside this writer's administrative
and clinical unit.

Feedback was informally processed immediately

following the interviews and included information on the clarity and
content of protocol questions, the organization of the interview, and
this researcher's interview style.

Both the interviewees and observers

reported that the protocol questions and overall organization of the
interview were clear and understandable.
Orientation as very helpful.

They described the Interview

In both pilot runs, the interview process

went uninterrupted except for brief periods of time in which
interviewees required time to organize their recollections.

This

researcher's interview style was described as reflective and
clarifying; it was not experienced as directive.

Although the first
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interviewee noted a sTight stiffness in this researcher's tone, she
reported that this eased as the interview progressed.

This Initial

stiffness was attributed (in discussion with the observer and
interviewee) to this researcher's own anxiety about the first pilot
run.

It was further agreed that as this researcher relaxed in his

stance as a collegial interviewer, the interviewee felt more
comfortable to think and share freely.

As noted earlier, this was

consistent with the goal of this study to create an equal and
cooperative relationship, based on role similarities, between
researcher and subject.
Although provisions had originally been made for this researcher to
maintain field notes as a way of monitoring his own personal reactions
to the interviewee's reports, this researcher found no need to maintain
such notes given the focus of his attention and energy on creating and
following a semi-structured dialogue with the interviewee.

Both pilot

runs were completed within less than 90 minutes, although it was
decided to introduce the interview to formal subjects as requiring up
to two hours.
Subsequently, this researcher contacted agency directors by
telephone to present the area of research interest and to formally
request the names of at least two outstanding supervisors.

Although

the option was offered to agency directors to explain the research
topic in a face-to-face meeting, all directors chose to discuss the
project by telephone.

Of the fourteen agency directors contacted,

three declined to participate and, of the remaining eleven directors,
two offered one name each and nine offered two names each, providing a
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total pool of twenty subjects.

One of these subjects was removed from

the pool because she had a longstanding friendship with this
researcher.

This researcher verbally requested the agency directors'

permission to directly contact the remaining supervisors named and only
one director requested a few days in which to first personally Inform
his staff of the project.
A brief Letter of Introduction which described this researcher's
interest in learning more about the activities of community supervisors
in dealing with difficult clinical cases was sent to each of the
remaining supervisors named.

The content of the letter (See Appendix)

highlighted both the lack of community mental health research to date
and this writer's own role as a community supervisor.

The purpose of

highlighting role similarity was to (1) create a rapport with potential
subjects and thereby (2) reduce potential defensiveness on the part of
subjects which may be elicited by an invitation to discuss actual
supervisory activity.

Nederhoff (1981) and Shosteck (1977) support the

notion that role similarities between researcher and subject may
produce more valid subject responses, a primary rationale for this
writer's self-election as the interviewer.

All supervisors returned a

self-addressed, stamped envelope within the requested period of ten
working days, indicating their willingness or not to be interviewed.
Of the remaining nineteen supervisors who were contacted, four
declined to participate in this research project due to reported time
constraints and fifteen agreed to participate.
were interviewed.

All fifteen supervisors

As much as possible, interview times were scheduled

at the supervisors' convenience and, with the exception of two
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interviews conducted at this researcher's office, interviews took place
at the supervisors' work site during standard work hours.

With the

exception of two interviews, one lasting 45 minutes and the other just
over two hours, interviews were approximately 90 minutes in length.
The formal structure of the interview consisted of (1) an initial
greeting and thanking the subject for his availability; (2) presenting
the subject with an Informed Consent Form (See Appendix), which
explained the need to audiotape the interview and secured the subject's
permission to do this; (3) presenting the subject with a copy of the
Interview Orientation; and (4) orally presenting the Interview
Protocol.

All interviewees demonstrated an active interest in

discussing the topic of impasse and sharing their particular
experiences.

Most supervisors reported that the process of selecting

recalls was relatively easy since they had reviewed their supervision
caseloads prior to meeting.

Only one supervisor exhibited some

difficulty in selecting his recalls due to initial confusion over the
criteria for impasse.

At a relatively early point in the interview

process, many supervisors commented on this researcher's own role as a
community mental health supervisor, a fact which appeared to put these
supervisors at ease and to allow them to focus on the impasse scenarios
which were presented.

While all supervisors spontaneously recalled

supervision experiences without drawing upon written documentation,
supervisor #8 reported that he would have provided more detailed
responses if he had had access to a recently misplaced copy of his
supervision notes.

Nonetheless, the absence of these notes was seen in
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no way to diminish the richness of detail and information which was
evidenced in supervisor #8's, and other supervisors', recalls.
Supervisors displayed a range of interview styles which were
characterized, at one end, as concise and direct and, at the other, as
tentative and descriptive.

The former style was generally consistent

with briefer interviews which involved this researcher less in a shared
dialogue with the interviewee and more in a listening and observing
role.

By contrast, the latter, more descriptive style tended to

characterize longer interviews and included a greater number of
supervisor invitations to this researcher to participate in the
supervisor's process of "thinking aloud" about impasse situations.
Several of these more process-oriented supervisors (especially #s 1, 3,
5, and 8) were very deliberate in their efforts to guide this
researcher through a step-by-step elaboration of their thinking about
the causes and resolution of the impasse situation.

Data Collection and Analysis
Data were analyzed (1) to assess the emphasis(-es) of interventions
exhibited by supervisors as interventions fell within any of the four
teaching areas of Theory/Information, Technique and Personal
Self-Knowledge, and Other; and (2) to assess the degree to which
Personal Self-Knowledge interventions were positively related to
supervisor reports of successful resolution of impasse.

Data obtained

on audiotapes were transcribed, and the results were studied in several
stages which proceeded from a general reading to a specific analysis of
the twelve protocols.

The first stage of the data collection and
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analysis involved several preliminary readings of the transcribed
material to obtain an holistic, intuitive sense of the data.

This

stage included a general overview of the progression of each recall
from its presentation of the impasse scenario through the various
stages of supervisory intervention, outcome and supervisor comments.
The transcripts were then reread several times with a more reflective
attitude to prepare this researcher for the more exacting explication
process required in subsequent phases and to assist him in retaining a
sense of the wholeness of the data in spite of its dissection in
subsequent phases.

These latter readings focused upon the details of

the impasse and the supervisor's actual intervention activities.

Each

transcript was randomly assigned a number from one to twelve.
While protocol questions #1 and 2 served to orient supervisors to a
recollection of their management of the specific impasse situation,
question #3 clearly generated the bulk of supervisors' responses.

This

question more than any other facilitated supervisors' exploration of
and introspection about their handling of the client-therapist
impasse.

Supervisor responses to this question included not only a

listing of interventions but, as well, an ongoing assessment of the
impasse situation and the rationales for particular intervention
choices.

Having been provided in question #3 with the opportunity for

an unstructured recollection of their approach to impasse, many
supervisors anticipated and effectively addressed on their own the
concerns of questions #4 and 5.

Thus, for many, the actual responses

to questions #4 and 5 were fairly brief and served to confirm already
reported observations which these supervisors had made about their
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handling of a particular impasse.

Those few supervisors who were not

part of the latter group relied upon a continued assessment of the
impasse situation and the rationales for particular intervention
choices as a means of addressing questions #4 and 5.

In general,

supervisor responses to question #6 of the protocol were more casual
and personally reflective than responses to questions 1-5.

This

question seemed to mark a shift in the direction of the interview for
many supervisors away from a focused review of the impasse situation
and toward a more relaxed sharing of personal beliefs and experiences.
Responses varied considerably in length and content.
Overall, supervisor responses to question #1 of the protocol were
brief and consisted of a serial listing of two or three signs of
impasse which stood out in the supervisor's mind.

These responses were

highlighted in yellow on each transcript and later transferred, along
with responses to questions 2 through 5 of the protocol, to a separate
one-page data sheet which will be described later in this section.
Using a modification of a data collection table used by Goin and
Kline (1974), this researcher isolated and highlighted in yellow the
intervention statements made by supervisors as part of their response
to question #3.

The language and content of each statement was then

analyzed, and each statement was designated as belonging to one of the
TH, TQ, PSK or OT intervention areas; for ease of reference, statements
were color coded by intervention area by placing a self-sticking dot at
the beginning of each statement on the transcript.

The content of

supervisor thoughts about the intervention process, addressing
questions 2 through 5 of the protocol, was similarly analyzed and color
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coded as belonging to one of the four intervention areas.

Supervisor

responses to question #2 were analyzed for their often detailed
description of the dynamics of the client-therapist relationship.

This

information frequently served to guide supervisors in their initial
formulation of an approach to impasse.

However, the content of

supervisor thoughts took on particular significance at the intervention
stage, in that supervisors frequently preceded or followed their
reported interventions with rationales for their respective
intervention choices.

As such, actual interventions were frequently

analyzed as being part of and related to a more comprehensive approach
to impasse which included the supervisors' thoughts and decisions about
intervention.
To address concerns of reliability, another clinical supervisor,
and trusted colleague, was asked to independently review six of the
twelve transcripts to analyze the content of supervisor intervention
and thought statements and to write these out prior to reviewing them
with this researcher.

A discussion followed about the style and

content of the interviews.

There was agreement on analysis of

statements by major intervention categories; some disagreement existed,
however, around the criteria for counting supervisor statements, such
as phrases, which used synonyms to further describe an earlier
intervention or thought.

It was concluded that intervention and

thought statements would be categorized by their core content areas and
that additional descriptive information, often amplifying in nature and
taking the form of partial statements, would not be counted
separately.

In addition to the preceding measure, another clinical
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colleague was asked to independently review three transcripts and to
analyze for the presence of possible intervention patterns.

This was

followed by an informal, reflective discussion which sensitized this
researcher to the subtleties and complexities of supervisors' thinking
about their intervention choices.
For purposes of this investigation, a "supervisor intervention
statement" was defined as any supervisor-generated comment whose
content was related to an approach which was recalled by the supervisor
as actually having been utilized in this supervision with the therapist
at impasse.

Many of these statements were recognizable as simple

sentences with action verbs.

Similarly, a "supervisor thought

statement," also later referred to as a "commentary," was defined as
any supervisor-generated comment which offered or reflected upon the
rationale(s) for a particular intervention choice.

These thought

statements were both solicited and unsolicited by this researcher and
took the form of complete sentences, phrases or questions (such as
rhetorical questions which a supervisor might pose in thinking aloud).
As noted, assignment of each supervisor statement to a TH, TQ, PSK
or OT category was based upon an analysis of the language and content
of each statement.

The TH, TQ, PSK and OT intervention areas were

subdivided into content areas which facilitated the assignment of a
statement to a specific category.

This approach essentially replicated

Goin and Kline's method of categorizing supervisor statements through
an analysis of their language and content.
areas follows:

An outline of these content
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Theory/information-related:
principles of therapy and counseling
-

general psychiatric/psychological knowledge
patient-referenced comments/probes re: family patterns, patient
history, patient dynamics, patient transference, patient to
therapist process

Technique-related:
-

skills
concrete interventions such as summarizing, interpreting,
confronting

-

supervisor modeling of technique

Personal Self-Knowledge-related:
-

therapist-referenced comments re: therapist feelings, attitudes,
reactions elicited by the therapeutic relationship or case
supervisor modeling of personal self-knowledge

Other-related:
-

supervisor-offered support

-

case management

The TH, TQ, and PSK categories were organized around supervisor
intervention and thought statements which were directed, respectively,
at facilitating the therapist's understanding of idea or patient (TH),
skill or method (TQ) and self (PSK).

More simply stated, the three

categories captured other-directed and self-directed intervention and
thought statements.

Clearly, these were not absolute categories.

This
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researcher recognized, for example, that skill-directed intervention
statements often involved the therapist in a learning experience which
necessarily utilized and exposed aspects of his personal self (i.e., a
therapist has a "style" of interpreting or a "manner" of confronting
which must be learned and practiced; this involves the blending of
personal elements with the acquisition of an interpersonal skill).

For

purposes of this investigation, however, skill-directed interventions
or thoughts were understood as facilitate efforts to help the
therapist acquire specific interpersonal techniques which were outside
himself and thereby distinct from PSK-directed interventions or
thoughts.

Once again, while the given categories were not absolute in

and of themselves, they ultimately distinguished between other-directed
and self-directed intervention and thought statements.
While the list of content areas under the TH, TQ and PSK categories
is not exhaustive, these areas were chosen to be inclusive of salient
teaching and learning elements within the clinical field (e.g.,
principles of therapy and counseling will minimally include the range
of therapy approaches, acknowledgment of various strategies and
interventions, stage theory, termination process, etc.).

This

researcher used his own clinical judgement and experience as a mental
health professional in identifying supervisor intervention and thought
statements from the transcripts and assigning them to a category.

As

noted earlier, this categorization process was first reviewed with
another rater and a consensus was reached about the criteria for
assignment of supervisor statements.

Again, this assignment occurred

through an analysis of the language and content of each supervisor
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intervention and thought statement.
reported:

If, for example, a supervisor

*1 told her I believed she was being empathetlc enough as a

counselor but that I felt she overlooked that the client saw her as a
punishing parent," this researcher would categorize the first half of
the statement ("she was being empathetlc") as a skill-directed
Intervention and the second half ("the client saw her as a punishing
parent") as a Theory/information-directed intervention with reference
to the patient's transference.
Interventions were also reported which technically fell outside the
designated TH, TQ and PSK intervention areas.

For example, it was

conceivable that a supervisor might respond by offering support to a
therapist at impasse or by reviewing case management responsibilities.
For this reason, the fourth category of "Other-related" interventions
was included, though this remained outside the primary goal of the
investigation to assess supervisory emphasis among three established
intervention areas.
After completing the analysis and categorization stage of the
supervisor statements, this researcher reviewed the statements within
the text of each transcript and copied them in exact chronological
order on a separate data sheet which was then attached to the
corresponding transcript (See Appendices for listings by representative
recalls of paraphrased supervisor intervention and thought
statements).

Results of each set of positive and negative recall

statements were presented separately yet in side-by-side fashion for
easy review.

Each intervention and thought statement indicated the

transcript page number from which it had been copied.

Color-coded
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intervention statements appeared on the left side of the data sheet,
and color-coded thought statements appeared on the right side of the
data sheet, so as to afford this researcher a means by which to count
at a glance the interventions and thoughts by intervention area and to
analyze for the presence of particular patterns of interventions.
A frequency count by area of supervisor intervention statements and
pre-intervention and intervention thoughts was done for each subject to
determine the presence or absence of a particular intervention
emphasis(-es).

These counts were also totalled by positive and

negative categories of recall for each supervisor, and the totals were
compared and contrasted to determine possible differences in the degree
of each supervisor's activity level between positive and negative
recalls.

Group counts by area of intervention statements and

pre-intervention and intervention thoughts were then done across all 24
recalls to assess the presence or absence of a particular intervention
emphasis(-es) within the subject pool.

Results of group counts within

the categories of positive and negative recalls were again compared and
contrasted for possible differences.
The separate attachment of data in condensed, one-page form was
used in combination with the text of the transcript in analyzing each
of the 24 recalls.

As such, the condensed form of the data not only

afforded a quick overview of each supervisor's activities and thoughts
as revealed in responses to questions 1 through 5 but, more important,
provided an indexed point of reference for this researcher so that he
could easily return to the text of the transcript in search of
additional information surrounding a supervisor's choice of or thought
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about Intervention.

To this end, the language of each supervisor's

recalls was studied closely and quotes were used to Illustrate and
explain the emergence of patterns, or particular features, which
characterized that supervisor's thinking and approach to impasse.
While specific attention was given to assessing the content of
supervisor intervention and thought statements to determine the
presence or absence of a qualitative emphasis among the four
intervention areas, particular attention was paid to the language and
content of PSK-related statements and to assessing the role which these
played in the more successful resolutions of impasse.

Whenever

possible, this researcher analyzed the sequence and possible mixing of
supervisor approaches, a description of which could not be adequately
captured by the results of a frequency count alone.

Both positive and

negative recalls were assessed against the presence or absence of a
particular qualitative emphasis(-es) occurring within supervisor
interventions and thoughts.

By working closely within the context of

the transcript in this way, this researcher gleaned data which
supplemented the separately listed intervention and thought statements
and which often expanded their meaning in the light of supervisors'
decision-making process about impasse.
Given the discursive and individualized nature of supervisor
responses to question #6, this section of the protocol did not
naturally lend itself to the organizing and copying of data on a
separate data sheet.

Instead, this researcher chose to highlight in

yellow the content areas of each transcript which most closely
addressed question #6 or which offered personal insights about
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supervision which shed light on this question.

These responses were

discussed in summary fashion and separate from recalls of the impasse.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter will include:

(1) an overview of supervisor response

categories; (2) a detailed description of the components of
supervisors' decision-making process, to include the preintervention
stage and the intervention stage, with its subsumed PSK, TH, OT and TQ
thought and intervention categories; (3) a description of the
qualitative differences between positive and negative recalls; and (4)
a brief overview of supervisors' reflections on supervision.

To some

degree, this reporting of the results will be tied to the beginnings of
discussion about the process nature of the decision-making model being
presented.

Overview of Supervisor Response Categories
As illustrated in Table 1 the distribution frequency of
supervisors' interventions conformed to the same pattern within and
across positive and negative categories of recall, i.e., supervisors
intervened most frequently in, respectively, the TH, PSK, OT and TQ
categories.

Although supervisors reported making approximately 25%

more interventions within their positive recalls (N = 88) than within
their negative recalls (N = 65), the TH-related interventions accounted
for close to two thirds of the total actual interventions across both
sets of recalls, with PSK-related interventions accounting for almost
one quarter, OT-related interventions accounting for one tenth and
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Number and Percentage of Supervisor Responses by Intervention Area
as They Occurred at the Preintervention and Intervention Stages
of Positive and Negative Recalls
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TQ-related interventions accounting for less than one twentieth of all
actual interventions.
This same distribution frequency characterized the pattern of
supervisors' preintervention thoughts within and across positive and
negative categories of recall, although there was less disparity
between the levels of TH- and PSK-related activity at this stage than
there was at the actual intervention stage.

Note, for example, that

within the positive recall group, supervisors engaged nearly equally in
TH- and PSK-related preintervention thoughts (N = 23, N ■ 18) while
they engaged equally in these areas within the negative recall group (N
= 18).
While the distribution frequency of supervisors' intervention
thoughts conformed to the same pattern within and across positive and
negative categories of recall, this pattern revealed a different
emphasis from that revealed within the above-described intervention and
thought patterns, i.e., instead, supervisors thought most frequently in
PSK areas, to be followed by the TH and 0T areas.

Although supervisors

reported approximately 22% more thoughts within their positive recalls
(N = 88) than within their negative recalls (N = 65), PSK-related
thoughts accounted for over one half of the total intervention thoughts
across both sets of recalls, with TH-related thoughts accounting for
just over one third and OT-related thoughts accounting for about one
sixth of all intervention thoughts.

There were no reported TQ-related

intervention thoughts.
The pattern which emerged of supervisors to think most frequently
in PSK-related ways while intervening most frequently in TH-related
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ways suggested that supervisors engaged in a deliberate decision-making
process in approaching the management of therapeutic impasse.

While

this decision-making process was revealed in supervisors' responses to
all five questions of the protocol, the bulk of the data was captured
in responses to questions 1 through 3 and consisted of information at
both a conceptual and behavioral level, i.e., reports about what
supervisors thought about impasse and what they did with their
clinicians.

As illustrated in Table 2, each supervisor exhibited a

different approach to impasse which began with preintervention thoughts
and which culminated in an intermingling of intervention thoughts and
activities that characterized the very nature of the supervisory
process itself.

The Preintervention Stage
The chief focus of this stage was the supervisor's assessment of
the client-therapist relationship which was seen to be at impasse.
Eleven supervisors assessed both the client's needs and behaviors and
the worker's response to those needs and behaviors in at least one or
both of their recalls (representing 16 recalls).

Six supervisors

focused exclusively on some aspect of either the client's needs or the
therapist's needs, but not on an interplay between these, in one or the
other of their recalls (representing six recalls).

Of the remaining

two recalls, one supervisor was entirely client-focused within both his
positive and negative recalls.

Subjects who did not address the

interplay between client and therapist factors at this stage went on to
do so at the intervention stage.
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Across all recalls, typical descriptions of client behavior
centered around "difficult and manipulative," "resistant" and
"mistrustful" behaviors, frequently made in reference to chronic mental
health clients who were seen as incapable of either setting limits upon
existing relationships with therapists or of forming relationships at
all with therapists.

Similarly, typical descriptions of the worker's

behavior in these cases centered around "very frustrated,"
"overinvolved," "avoidant" and "helpless" behaviors in response to
something about the case or within the client's presentation.
It should be noted that descriptions of client needs and behavior
remained remarkably similar across all recalls at the preintervention
stage.

Generally, supervisors portrayed clients as having relatively

serious developmental and interpersonal deficits which appeared to
manifest themselves within the therapeutic relationship as one or two
extremes of behavior, i.e., either excessive demands upon the worker's
emotional availability or resistance to emotional relating of any kind
with the worker.

Although these categories were not absolute,

described client behaviors tended to fall toward one or the other end
of this continuum.

Except for five recalls in which supervisors

diagnosed clients as "borderline" and one in which a young man was
diagnosed as "autistic," supervisors generally refrained from offering
diagnostic impressions of clients.

Instead, they tended to describe

clusters of client symptoms and behaviors which were consistent with
the picture of the chronic mental health client served within community
mental health centers and familiar to this researcher.
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The eleven supervisors who conceptualized some interplay of client
and therapist factors which contributed to impasse placed slightly
greater emphasis on descriptions of the client's role over that of the
worker in contributing to the maintenance of the impasse.

This

emphasis was apparent both in the slightly greater number and, in some
cases, the selective elaboration of supervisory descriptions of
different aspects of the client's role.
However, there were clear indications that supervisors took nearly
equal stock of the worker's behavior in assessing impasse scenarios, as
revealed by the relatively high number and, in several cases, the
selective elaboration of supervisory descriptions of different aspects
of the worker's role.

In addition, total supervisor responses to

question #1 of the protocol ("Describe the signs of impasse which you
saw") revealed that, with the exception of five recalls in which
supervisors were entirely client-focused, supervisors more often cited
some facet of the worker's behavior than they did the client's behavior
as the sole clue that an impasse existed.

Representative examples of

these responses included the therapist's anxiety, overfunctioning,
frustration, worry, repetition of detail and admissions of being
"stuck."

For those supervisors who were entirely client- or

case-focused at this stage, responses to question #1 included
descriptions of the client's "mistrust of the worker" and "very slow
progress," and more general descriptions of a misdirected therapeutic
approach.

Those recalls which were entirely worker-focused at this

stage included responses to questions #1 and 2 which elaborated upon
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either the therapist's frustration and overinvolvement or upon some
aspect of the therapist's personality and life circumstances.
In focusing on the dynamics of the client-therapist impasse, many
supervisors described a pattern of therapist interaction with clients
in which clinicians tended to either over- or underidentify with their
respective clients.

These extremes in therapeutic position appeared to

mirror the extremes of client behavior described above and, at least in
part, to be in direct response to them.

Although supervisors only

began at this stage to elaborate on descriptions of therapist over- and
underidentification with clients, they clearly cited 11 cases of
therapist overidentification and nine cases of therapist
underidentification with clients.

Some of the most frequently

described supervisee behaviors which were common to both of these
positions included feelings of anxiety, frustration and inadequacy.
More typical descriptions of clinicians who were seen as overidentified
with clients included "overinvolved," "overwhelmed" and "helpless,"
whereas the terms "avoidant," "uninvolved" and "hostile" more
frequently characterized supervisory descriptions of workers seen as
underidentified.

In presenting one therapeutic impasse, supervisor #8

described the relational imbalance between the therapist and client by
highlighting the therapist's overresponding to the client's requests
for help (i.e., overidentification):
So this woman would interview someone and come into my office as
if I had the client sitting there. . . . There's a certain kind
of empathy that you can have in a crisis situation where you re
so listening that I don't think it's empathy in the professional
meaning. . . . Where the person is so involved with what the
client in crisis gives that they end up getting stuck the (same)
way this woman took on the crisis and each time she . . . saw th
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client. She'd be lost in the client's material . . . and
couldn't help.
Similarly, supervisor #7 described the worker's attempts to address
all of the client's needs in such a way that the needs kept escalating
(i.e., overidentification):
The clinician focused on segments of the client's demands more
than looking at what those instances meant in the whole overall
context of the client . . . the client would complain . . . there
was almost like wanting to consistently resolve the immediacy of
what the client presented . . . and the client kept presenting
more.
Supervisor #2 described an impasse where the therapist related only
minimally with a client who exhibited difficult and uncooperative
behaviors (i.e., underidentification):
She was having a lot of difficulty sitting with the client; she
was not liking her very much. This case was a very difficult
client, someone who, on the surface, looked a bit more put
together . . . she would get very defensive and put the therapist
on the defensive and accuse her . . . this client had a history
of rejecting therapists.
In like fashion, supervisor #1 described a therapist's indifference
to a client (i.e., underidentification):
... a client of a man I supervise called the center and said
she didn't want to see this therapist anymore . . . the client
was feeling not really heard ... he (the therapist) didn t know
who she was, and didn't accept who she was . . . and the sense
was that the therapist was always kind of telling her things to
do, in giving her the same directives and advice over and again.
This tendency of therapists to either over or under respond to the
client's presentation appeared, to varying degrees, across most
supervisor recalls at this stage and, indeed, seemed to be at the core
of the impasse situation.

Specifically, by over or under attending in
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some way to the client, clinicians appeared to relinquish their helping
role from an "area of optimal identification" with the client, a
position which Watkins (1985) earlier described as critical to an
empathically accurate understanding of the client and his world.

In

describing impasse situations, the majority of supervisors reported a
specific pattern of therapeutic misresponding to clients which was
sustained over time and which was seen as no longer effective in moving
the therapeutic relationship onward.
In assessing this pattern of therapist over and under response to
the client, supervisors described the need to move their supervisees
into a more therapeutically appropriate position of relating to the
clients they served.

Specifically, this included either distancing

overidentified therapists from their clients or moving underidentified
therapists closer to a position of interpersonal relating to their
clients.

At this stage, supervisors predicted that several learning

processes would be involved for clinicians as part of their needing to
undertake therapeutic movement away from or toward a client.

Briefly,

for overidentified workers, it would be important to establish a sense
of self which was separate from the client and which afforded a more
objective eye to the process level of the therapeutic relationship.
Typically, this would include the learning of client themes, the
surrendering of unrealistically high worker expectations for client
change, a reduction in the worker's overall sense of responsibility for
the client's well-being and the worker's increased containment of his
own anxiety.

In highlighting this notion of therapist immersion in a

case, supervisor #3 described a worker whose personal identity
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overdetermined his therapeutic approach with a client:
. . . the clinician kept coming up with interventions . . . they
had long lists of things ... he was pouring more energy into
the therapy session and the client was putting very little out. .
. . I began to see a repetitive feel to it. . . . I became
aware that some of the style of the frustration and working
harder was a personality style the therapist had, the way he
attacked his work and his life, too . . . that every problem can
be changed.
Other representative descriptions of workers who needed to "step
back" from a case included:
It got kind of uncomfortable for the worker ... if the person
had less anxiety about what the man was contemplating. You know
that in therapy, a lot of times clients will talk about things
they're never going to do . . . "I'll blow my brains out" "Well,
do you have a plan?" "Well, no, but I feel like I want to"
"Okay, then, let's talk about what's underneath that." Rather
than doing that, the worker became very anxious and began to
respond only to content.
I saw a clinician who ordinarily was a pretty good limit-setter
tolerating enormous abuse . . . and he behaved as if it wasn't
happening, as if this was nothing . . . and he was talking as if
he had it all under control.
Likewise, supervisors conceived that for underidentified workers it
would be important to focus on creatively locating positive and
engaging human qualities within the client which would serve as a basis
for improved interpersonal relating.

Typically, this process would

include the worker's surrendering and reworking of a negative view of
the client and his replacement of inappropriate expectations for client
change with an increased commitment to relating in the "here and now."
In responding to question #2 of a recall, supervisor #4 reflected on
the worker's need to take a different view and interactive approach
with the client:
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Nothing was happening. The worker looked forward to them
cancelling or not showing up or just wishing they'd go away . . .
my second and third reaction was "Let's try and look at the case
in a different way, and try and connect with the people who are
behind the roles and behaviors and all that."
Other supervisors addressed this need in different ways:
. . . the person that I supervised was keeping very task-focused
in the beginning of the relationship ... and what I felt was
that there needed to be more relationship building.
. . . the therapist was avoiding the client, whether consciously
or not . . . calling out sick on certain days and not bothering
to contact the client. ... I had to wrestle with whether this
had something to do with the client-therapist relationship or
whether it was a larger work issue. The therapist reported he
had used the same tack with his client for all five years.
In elaborating on this need to move clinicians toward a more
therapeutically appropriate position of relating with clients, most
supervisors at this stage identified tentative directions which they
would take in working with their supervisees to resolve impasse.

This

sense of a tentative supervisory direction evolved out of supervisors'
descriptions about the client-therapist relationship and specific
changes which needed to occur in the therapist's approach to or
understanding of a case.
Accordingly, in thinking about ways to facilitate movement,
supervisors most often conceived that they would intervene with their
supervisees in theory-information-related (TH) ways which generally
consisted of reviews of psychotherapeutic principles and
client-referenced information.

Nearly all 24 recalls contained some

direct supervisor reference to or implication of the need for a TH
intervention.

For example in summarizing her thinking about an impasse
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situation, supervisor #5 stressed the importance of the therapist's
understanding the client's behavior and its impact on the therapeutic
relationship:
. . . the client had gotten up and said "I'm going to break your
window." The therapist got up and stood in front of her and I
think she burst out of the room ... my concern wasn't so much
around the kid's behavior, which was ubiquitous, but for her to
give me an understanding of why the opening relationship strategy
of this youngster was to say get up and I'm going to break your
window ... so my first thought was we have a borderline
youngster who wants to know at the outset . . . who will control
whom. So those were my initial thoughts and that control was not
an issue of power but safety and that the therapist, if she saw
it in terms of power would be alienated from that concept.
Other supervisors highlighted the need to address the
psychotherapeutic principles or client-referenced information of a case
in the following ways:
. . . there were difficulties getting in certain members of the
family. At each session the therapist would ask for certain
members and usually wouldn't get the members she asked for.
There was a lot of chaos at different levels . . . within the
family . . . within the family team ... so it was kind of like
at every level it was played out . . . and we'd have to look at
that.
. . . to try to get the clinician to take a look at, to take a
position on the case. Yeah, this is a client who's been
diagnosed as borderline, and presents as extremely manipulative
with clear suicidal and homicidal behaviors.
My first thoughts were for her to tell me what the case was and
what was going on in the case at that time. It's helpful to me
to just talk about the case.
I needed more details, more details of what was going on.
While the supervisors conceived less frequently that they would
intervene in personal self-knowledge-related (PSK) ways, they placed
noticeable emphasis at this stage on the importance of addressing the
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role of the worker's personality and life circumstances in influencing
treatment with a client.

More than two thirds of the 24 recalls

contained some supervisory implication of the need for a PSK
intervention.

For example, in describing how the personal qualities of

a therapist interfered with a specific treatment approach, supervisor
#5 speculated about the need to address the worker's self-awareness:
. . . some of my first thoughts were about her and who she was.
She's very gentle, decent, soft-spoken, very slight of body,
diminutive . . . had clear strengths but those were not so
apparent . . . and the nature of the impasse . . . was still over
who was going to control the session . . . the therapist is still
groveling with that issue .... but if she understood ... if
she came to use and see parts of herself differently, it would be
much easier for her to embrace.
Other representative excerpts of supervisors who envisioned the
need to intervene from a PSK perspective included:
The first thoughts are much more related to the supervisee than
to the client . . . this was much more indicative of the
supervisee's needs than of the client's needs, her being the
all-giving, compassionate woman who . . . tucked her client in .
. . so my first thought was trying to follow that need and what
was it that presented that need.
So part of what was coming up was sort of what she wanted to do
with her life and whether the therapist wanted to work with this
difficult population. She was struggling with those issues of
her own at the same time that these issues came up. My thoughts
were ... we would look at what was going on for her first, then
go back to the client and what was happening for the client.
Supervisor #5 conceived of a blended TH and PSK intervention
approach with her supervisee, given the perception that the worker s
theoretical beliefs and personal identity were closely connected:
The therapist had come to this work not only with traditional
views and training in the order of psychodynamic theory • • •
with an unwaivering belief in the origins of emotional and mental
disturbances that these services originated in and wanted for a
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misdirected drive. In his thesis, he was completing a Ph.D.
thesis ... he made a great deal of emphasis on the form and
process of a theory as opposed to the relationship that was being
stemmed from the therapy . . . the difficulties as they presented
themselves to me were the rigidity of his approach to this case
and his use of self, which was minimal.
In rounding out the picture of how supervisors conceived they would
approach working with their supervisees, a very limited number reported
they would intervene in other-related (OT) ways which consisted largely
of supervisory support (SUP) of the worker.

Typically, these

supervisors would describe cases as "tough" or "difficult" for the
therapist and, thereby, suggest the need for some type of
supervisor-offered support.

For supervisor #9, however, providing the

supervisee with a safe and trusting learning environment was a
prerequisite of clinical supervision:
I needed to work with this woman because she told me so. She
trusted me very much. . . . And to be honest with you, that is
the main tool that I use in supervision is forming a good
relationship with people I supervise so . . . they don't feel I
am somebody who will be coming down on them judgmentally.
Finally, there was only one instance at this stage of a supervisor who
conceived of a technique-related (TQ) intervention.

This finding was

consistent with earlier reports in the literature which suggested that
the supervisory teaching of technique was emphasized more with
beginning counselors than with more experienced clinicians such as
those represented within this study.
In summary, based on an assessment of one or both members of the
therapeutic relationship, the majority of supervisors at the
preintervention stage formulated some tentative intervention directions
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to be taken in beginning to work with their supervisees around
resolution of impasse.

In many cases, assessment of the therapeutic

relationship included a review of the client's needs, the therapist's
historical response to those needs and some indication of recommended
changes in the therapist's response pattern so that movement could be
reintroduced into the therapy.

For the most part, supervisors

described clinicians as being either over- or underidentified with
their cases and, accordingly, as needing either to be distanced from or
moved toward a position of closer relating with their clients.
Supervisors described a range of approaches they might use in
moving clinicians toward one or the other of these therapeutic
positions of relating with clients.

While supervisors most often

conceived that they would intervene in theory information-related ways,
they devoted considerable time and attention to describing the
potential role and importance of personal self-knowledge-related
interventions.

In forecasting intervention directions, most

supervisors stressed both supervisory facilitation of the worker's
conceptual understanding of the client and case and facilitation of the
worker's awareness of his role as a personal as well as professional
participant in the helping process.

As such, TH and PSK interventions

comprised the major focus of supervisory thinking about facilitation of
impasse, while OT and TQ interventions had a relatively limited role at
this stage.
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The Intervention Stage
Within the intervention stage, supervisors continued to assess the
client-therapist relationship as they intervened with their
supervisees.

For the majority of supervisors, this ongoing assessment

of the therapeutic relationship included an internal review of not only
supervisors' perceptions of how therapists needed to adjust their
manner of therapeutic relating with clients but, more important, of
supervisors' decision-making about the ways in which they could most
effectively work with each supervisee in a teaching and facilitating
capacity.
The attention given within these reviews to descriptions of
supervisory decision-making about how best to work with each clinician
suggested a very deliberate intervention process in which the
supervisor selected interventions according to a perception of how the
worker would be most open to hearing and utilizing them in the service
of the therapy.

In addition, these internal reviews, or supervisor

commentaries, served as a point of detachment for many supervisors
either to retrospectively evaluate an intervention made or to
problem-solve (i.e., "think aloud" about) a future intervention
direction to be taken.

While nearly all 24 recalls contained

interventions in those areas which supervisors had conceived of at the
preintervention stage, the pattern of actual interventions which
emerged was complex and varied and frequently consisted of an
interweaving of interventions which may or may not have been apparent
in supervisor descriptions at the preintervention stage.
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Following is a more detailed review of the supervisory process as
it was revealed at the intervention stage.

Given the abundance of data

generated at this stage, information will be selectively highlighted,
and representative excerpts chosen, which support major trends in
supervisory decision-making that appeared by intervention category.

In

order to afford the reader a sense of the chronology of the
decision-making process, specific excerpts will be included which
illustrate the evolution of a particular supervisor's thinking and
intervening as it proceeded throughout this stage.

For the reader's

ease of reference, these selected excerpts will be assigned a title
which symbolizes a key feature of the supervisory recall.

P5K Thoughts and Interventions
For six of the twelve supervisors, at least half of the supervisor
commentaries were PSK-referenced across both positive and negative
recalls.

For an additional five supervisors, at least half of the

commentaries were PSK-referenced within one or the other of their
recalls (representing a combined total of 17 recalls).

These

commentaries consisted of a variety of supervisor thoughts and
impressions about some aspect of the therapist as a personal
participant within the helping relationship; moreover, this personal
information typically served to inform supervisors' decision-making
about ultimate choices of intervention with supervisees.

Generally,

commentaries contained information that related either to the
therapist's feelings and reactions toward a client or case or to the
therapist's character structure and personality.

Subsumed within the
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latter category were a limited number of references to the therapist's
life circumstances.
In assessing the interactive dynamic between the client and
therapist which appeared to result in therapeutic deadlock, many
supervisors focused on specific emotional reactions of the worker which
obstructed his ability to fully relate with the client.

The following

are representative descriptions of these reactions:
First there was a great deal of fear, because this client had
attempted suicide many, many times. So that's I think, one of
the clinician's obsessions that this client shouldn't commit
suicide. (Supervisor #7, positive recall: "the obsessed
worker")
No, it wasn't working well, and in the meantime the worker is
seeming to feel more and more intense . . . she's getting more
worried . . . what was beginning to come across . . . was a
feeling of frustration . . . what came across finally is that she
felt like if she only did a good enough job things would be
fine. (Supervisor #11, positive recall)
I think the therapist felt discouraged and angry.
#6, positive recall)

(Supervisor

Basically, it was the feeling that she wasn't doing the client
any good, that she was feeling insecure about her own abilities
at that point. (Supervisor #9, positive recall: "the worried
worker")
I think a lot of it had to do with her feelings toward them.
That seemed to be the major part of it. A lot of her sense of
identifying with a product from her work and the need to make a
sow's ear into a silk purse, so to speak, and that underlying
paradigm of "I want to do therapy" . . . they were the kind of
couple who would really challenge a therapist's narcissism.
(Supervisor #4, positive recall: "the entitled worker )
I think out of her own frustration she was buying into that a
little too much and saying, "Well, if that's the way you feel
maybe you should just go ahead and do that." (Supervisor »2,
positive recall)
It clearly seemed to me that the client and worker just didn t
get along, and you can use any words you want to describe that
situation ... a personality conflict . . . a blind spot or wha
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ever. He was reacting too much . . . there were things about
this client that were just very irritating to him. (Supervisor
#12, negative recall)
He did not like this kid. He said it. This was not indirect.
He would say it and be ashamed of it simultaneously. He didn't
like the idea that he didn't like him. (Supervisor #5, negative
recall: "the rigid therapist")
It was sort of a counterphobic response to the whole thing. I
think he was very scared. (Supervisor #11, negative recall)
In the preceding examples, and elsewhere throughout the recalls,
supervisors took a range of different approaches in addressing the
clinician's emotional reactivity to a case.

These approaches varied

considerably in the degree to which they contained supervisory
interventions which openly acknowledged the worker's feelings.

For

example, for at least five supervisors there was some explicit
recognition of the supervisee's feelings within the context of a
supportive intervention.

These dual-purpose (PSK/SUP) interventions

effectively labelled and legitimized the clinician's feelings in such a
way that the beginnings of movement beyond relational impasse were
evidenced.

In this vein, supervisor #6 described how he worked with a

resistant therapist in order to get her to agree to an important
therapeutic task:
We decided to give it another try and send a letter encouraging
the mother. Sort of a friendly letter, not a critical letter . .
. or a letter threatening to close or anything. I emphasized to
the therapist that it could not be threatening ... I just had
to remind her of it ... I said "Well, I understand why you are
anqry. It happens a lot. But we can work this through for the
good of the client. . . ." She felt supported by me. I accepted
her feelings, saying "I feel I can feel this way, too. And any
person can feel this way. But being the case is the way it is,
we should give it another try." And it did work out.
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Supervisor #9 (the "worried worker") explained that by openly
acknowledging and accepting the supervisee's feelings of inadequacy the
supervisory relationship could move on to a different level of
approaching impasse which included a review of the client's behavior.
As noted earlier, this supervisor placed fundamental importance on the
establishment of a trustful learning environment for the supervisee:
Oh, I was able to talk to her about that . . . and I said to her
"Look at it. You are feeling like somehow, you're not doing any
good for her and I'm telling you that you are doing some good so
let's start talking about why you're not able to see that." I
then started talking about what the suicide attempts meant within
the context of her (client's) wider system.
In reporting a long list of interventions which she used with a
clinician, supervisor #5 (the "rigid therapist") elaborated on the way
in which acknowledgment of the worker's negative feelings toward the
client facilitated the worker's openness to other ways of dealing with
the impasse:
I would validate and recognize the feelings and acknowledge the
realistic things that made this kid difficult to like and then I
would suggest that the therapeutic task could be framed ... to
make this kid more likable and that it wasn't just this therapist
that was having trouble liking him, but a whole group of people;
and as long as that were the case, the finer aspects of therapy
or change were unlikely to proceed.
Note that the type of movement facilitated by the supervisor's
supportive addressing of the worker's feelings varied in each of the
above three examples and included, respectively, a worker s successful
completion of a therapeutic task, a worker's expanded view of the
client's behavior and a worker's openness to exploring new ways of
engaging with his client.

Of critical importance here is the fact that
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each of the described PSK-related interventions appeared to serve as a
catalyst to the supervisee's learning and his subsequent ability to
begin exploring the therapeutic impasse in new ways.

Interestingly,

for the latter two of these three therapists the beginnings of movement
included a shift in their learning emphasis to client-related (TH)
information, whereas for the first worker the shift directly resulted
in the implementation of a therapeutic task (i.e., writing a letter)
which successfully engaged the client.

Thus, while the supervisory

choice to address worker feelings and reactions effectively prompted a
learning process for each of the three therapists, that learning
process would be different for each worker and would include, to
varying degrees, participation in some or all of the TH-, PSK-, TQ- and
OT-related areas.

To the extent that the supervisor engaged the worker

in different interventions from among any of these four learning areas,
he contributed to the formation of the intervention weave earlier
described.

Again, this weave was more or less complex depending on the

number and variety of intervention choices which each supervisor made.
To continue, many supervisors who chose not to directly acknowledge
the worker's feelings and reactions at this stage utilized alternative
intervention methods which continued, albeit more indirectly, both to
address and redirect the worker's emotional reactivity and to provide
the worker with a sense of supervisory support.

Although these

approaches were characterized by interventions which involved the
clinician less directly and openly in a shared review of his feelings
and reactions, they nonetheless resulted from a clear supervisory
perception that therapeutic movement could not be restored until the
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worker adjusted the nature or degree of his affective Involvement with
a case.

Not surprisingly, such an adjustment typically called for

supervisory interventions which were aimed at facilitating the worker's
distancing from or moving closer to a client.
For a majority of those supervisors who did not openly label the
supervisee's feelings, a preferred intervention was the therapeutic
reframe, in which supervisors deliberately rearranged elements of
information about a client or therapeutic relationship in order to
afford the clinician a new and more promising insight about ways to
work within the therapeutic relationship.

In strategizing his approach

with the "obsessed worker," supervisor #7 explained that discussions of
the worker's anxieties had not helped to reduce them:
I think I did more of a reframe than looking at the clinician's
fears. I'm not sure why I did do it that way rather than looking
at it . . . maybe because I felt it was an issue that was
ongoing, and that we had talked about it and it didn't reduce any
of the anxiety about dealing with a client.
In continuing, supervisor #7 described his particular choice of reframe
as a way of disengaging the therapist from an overidentified,
overfunctioning role with the client.

Of special interest here is the

supervisor's creation of a particular view of the client's pathology
(TH intervention) which was founded on a recognition of the worker's
responses to the client (PSK commentary):
The clinician is someone who's an expert in death and dying.
And, I said well, maybe we should look at it as someone who in
fact is terminally ill. That at one point this client without
our control will, might, complete a suicide. We may not be able
to stop this from happening no matter what we're trying to do.
If you look at it as the client being terminally ill, who
eventually is going to do something and this is basically what we
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are feeling, that this person may ... be so impulsive he may
succeed in doing that. He has a purpose more than anything.
For supervisor #7, this particular intervention represented a turning
point in the supervisory process and signalled the beginning of the
therapist's appropriate relating with the client.

Implicit within this

resolution of impasse was a sense of the worker's relief as a result of
the therapeutic reframing of the case:
So the clinician felt more like, Okay. It's in some way out of
my control . . . the attitude that she had with the client
changed in that they both didn't feel every time that he showed
up, they both felt in crisis . . . (she) was able to kind of step
backward and kind of look more at what's going on.
In three instances, supervisors utilized therapeutic reframes
specifically to address workers' feelings of inadequacy about their
cases.

In focusing on the therapist's feelings of overresponsibility

and helplessness with a suicidal client, supervisor #9 (the "worried
worker") chose to redefine the therapist's role through a systemic
approach which relocated much of the responsibility for the client's
well-being onto a family.

For this supervisor, the choice to reframe

the case closely followed an earlier described intervention in which
she supportively addressed the worker's feelings.

Here, note that

while the interventions shifted from a PSK to a TH focus, the
supervisor commentary remained PSK/SUP referenced throughout.
Supervisor #9 described her intervention as follows:
I started talking about what the suicide attempts meant within
the context of her (client's) wider system and how those
responses could set off triggers in the family. And it made her
see that it was really not her inadequacies, but had much more to
do with the client's system than it did with her . . . it gave
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her tools so that she could say, "Okay, now I have something in
my head to do so I can go in there and do it!".
In reviewing her supervisee's feelings of frustration with a very
manipulative client who threatened to terminate therapy, supervisor #2
chose to reframe a specific interactive approach with the client.

The

decision to provide this type of reframe came about as a result of the
supervisor's perception that the therapist was too frustrated to openly
process her feelings.

By directly modeling a statement, this

supervisor both empowered the worker and demonstrated the therapeutic
importance of expressing her relational commitment to the client:
I suggested that, instead of saying "Well, if that's the way you
feel ..." going back to her and saying "I've thought some more
about what you've said, and although I respect your feelings
about what you want to do, at the same time, I think we are doing
some important work and that we've made some strides, and I would
like to stay invested with you and to continue with you." And
she did this with the client, and the client opened up. . . .
And that seemed like a breakthrough.
Once again, although this supervisor's internal review process
consisted chiefly of thoughts about the clinician's role as a personal
participant in the therapeutic relationship (vis-a-vis her feelings and
reactions), the resulting intervention consisted of a reframe (TH)
which was presented by the supervisor in the form of a specific
technique (TQ).
On a different note, supervisor #3 chose to reframe a therapist's
understanding of his contribution to the impasse by presenting the
client-therapist relationship as an extended metaphor about
oppositional energies.

As in the last example cited, this supervisee

was seen as being too emotionally embroiled in the case to participate
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in a literal discussion of his feelings.

In addressing the worker's

feelings of helplessness and subsequent overfunctioning, this
supervisor highlighted the idea that doing less would achieve more:
I was talking about sort of a judo, especially when someone was
used to being oppositional in relationship to their significant
person or the world or whatever . . . that using some sort of
Karate, using the energy of the opponent to get them to move
rather than using your own energy . . . "the same thing like a
paradoxical approach can work with this client. Because you can
terminate with her if you want to ... or you can change what
you're doing . . . drastically change it."
Supervisor #3 went on to report that by agreeing with the client's
perception of her own illness, the therapist shifted the relational
balance in such a way that the client and therapist could begin working
together, i.e., the worker had successfully regained therapeutic
control of the relationship.

In this example, the supervisor collapsed

some very fundamental principles about interpersonal relating into a
descriptive metaphor (TH intervention) which helped to both relieve the
worker and to distance him from the client.

In this way, the

clinician's feelings were effectively addressed and supported without
becoming an overt topic of supervisory discussion.
Several supervisors at this stage described utilizing therapeutic
reframes specifically to facilitate an underidentified worker's
interpersonal relating with the client.

While some of these reframes

were more elaborately developed than others, all of them addressed, to
varying degrees, the clinician's prerequisite need to surrender a
particular viewpoint which obstructed interpersonal relating with the
client.

Most often, this viewpoint was in some way related to a

therapist-held expectation about the client or ideas of therapeutic
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change.

For example, in assessing his worker's feelings of repulsion

for an unmotivated, physically unattractive, "back woods-type" couple,
supervisor #4 (the "entitled worker") deliberately guided the therapist
through a process of thinking aloud about the clients, with a goal in
mind to assist the worker in dropping inappropriate expectations of
change:
I would say, "What do you think about these people?" There was
an article in Family Therapy Networker . . . about doing "bad
therapy." It was a technique where the therapist was asked,
"What would you do if you were doing bad therapy with Mrs. X?
What would you say to her?" And somebody inevitably would say,
"you stupid idiot!" rather than couch it in polite terms. And
out came all of this "crazy people" and all that sort of
business. But the thing was, that helped to normalize it. Okay,
that's the way you feel about them. You have to accept that
there are that kind of people. But here you are. They are
coming to you for something. Can we get beyond this and look at
what some of the basic human needs are? What I suggested was
that she drop expectations of change. Basically, to kind of
"hang out" in the present with them.
In this reframe, the supervisor engaged the clinician in an exercise of
free associating her thoughts about the clients and, in the process,
facilitated the expression of antagonistic feelings which had blocked
therapeutic engagement within the relationship.

Once again, a TH

intervention resulted from a supervisor's internal review which was
consistently focused on the personal responses of the worker to the
case.

By indirectly giving permission to the worker to identify and

experience these feelings and subsequently surrender unrealistic
expectations of change, supervisor #4 redirected the worker into a
position of closer interpersonal relating with her clients:
And the product, the net result, was that these people rea^.
formed incredibly, much to the worker's surprise, and mine, they
formed a fairly trusting alliance with the worker. I mean, they
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used to do things like bring in handicrafts that they had made
and show them to her.
Underscoring the importance of this therapeutic goal to increase
the clinician's acceptance of and interpersonal connection with the
patient, supervisor #6 succinctly described a reframing of the client's
personality and behavior.

It should be noted that this supervisory

intervention closely followed an earlier described intervention in
which supervisor #6 supportively addressed the worker's feelings, which
resulted in the latter's writing of a letter to the client.

This

intervention preceded a face-to-face meeting:
This woman was kind of a husky, tough, rough woman. But I told
her (clinician) that this is just an appearance, that she had to
get beyond that to get to the person. I said . . . "So let's
reframe the mother's situation as a mother who is trying very
hard to do well with a difficult situation."
In this instance, the supervisor addressed the clinician's fears of the
client which he saw as resulting from both a view of the client's
abrupt behavior and the natural temperament of the worker to be a "very
soft-spoken" and "not aggressive" kind of person.

As will be seen

shortly in this section, the supervisor's perception of the
supervisee's character structure and personality played a significant
role in helping to guide supervisory choices of intervention.
Accordingly, the following example is chosen to illustrate how a
supervisor combined information about both the client-specific feelings
and the natural defensiveness of a clinician in choosing to reframe the
impasse situation.
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In working with a psychotherapist around lowering her expectations
for therapeutic outcome with a family, supervisor #1 described very
directly reframing the clinical approach to a case after reflecting to
herself that the therapist had, in a rare moment, admitted to her own
hostile overreaction to certain members of a family for not attending a
session.

Supervisor #1 reflected in a commentary:

I tend not to give a lot of directives to her in terms of what to
do. It was one of the few times, though, I remember this
therapist talking about her own stuff, and her own mistakes. She
tends to be able to see the client's part of a problem more so .
. . than her own part of it. It's difficult for this therapist
to be vulnerable, to show her weaknesses, but she did it . . .
she was just sort of all over the place. She has a leadership
role within family team, and was feeling threatened by her lack
of delivering this family.
Accordingly, this supervisor deliberately chose not to focus on a
discussion of the worker's feelings but, instead, to reframe the
therapeutic approach to the case in such a way that the worker could
modify her thinking and expectations that successful family therapy
occurred only when all family members were present.

While this

supervisor believed that the therapist's self-initiated recognition of
her emotional reactions was critical to a supervisory working through
of the impasse, she emphasized the delivery of interventions which
reframed the clinical thinking about family treatment:
So we talked about kind of a philosophical, theoretical
difference her and I have around my own belief of whoever comes
in from the family, you work with them, versus her belief of
really trying to structure and control who you can get, who you
ask for and who comes in.
Similarly, in focusing away from a direct identification and
exploration of the therapist's feelings, this supervisor prompted the
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worker to examine the consequences of her reactions for the treatment
team:
We processed an awful lot of how it was affecting the rest of the
team because this therapist and I co-run the team together.
When supervisor #1 finally reviewed the importance of strategizing an
approach with her supervisee which was based on a perception of what
would be least likely to arouse the latter's defenses, she described
having successfully begun to move the clinician toward a position of
closer relating with the family:
Since then it's really been fragments of the family she has
gotten ... she told the mother that whoever she could get would
be fine, to just bring whatever kid she could get to come . . .
and that's moved things along much better.
Up to this point, the supervisory intervention process has been
examined from the perspective of the supervisor's use of information
about the supervisee's client and case-specific feelings in selecting
an intervention approach.

As described thus far, these approaches have

typically consisted of interventions which either openly identified and
supported the worker's feelings or which, in one fashion or another,
reframed the worker's view of the client or case in such a way that he
could begin to surrender feelings which obstructed his therapeutic
relating with the client.

However, as illustrated within the two

preceding excerpts and as predicted within supervisors' responses at
the preintervention stage, supervisors also utilized information about
aspects of the supervisee's personality, temperament and life
circumstances in making important intervention choices.

In this vein,

supervisors #6 and 1 had made clear observations about the personal
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make up" of their supervisees in choosing a supervisory reframe:
She is a very soft-spoken, not agressive kind of person.
It s difficult for this therapist to be vulnerable, to show her
weaknesses.
Ten of the twelve supervisors at this stage reported either
commentaries or interventions which in some way addressed the more
enduring personality traits or specific life circumstances of their
supervisees.

For many supervisors, information about the therapist's

personal style served directly to inform the choice of intervention.
In the following example of a positive recall (the "task master"), the
supervisor tried several different TH interventions before engaging in
a series of internal reviews which led to an insight about the
supervisee's openness to examining her own feelings; the therapeutic
goal here was to increase the clinician's interpersonal closeness with
the patient.

This excerpt will be presented in dialogue form so as to

afford the reader a sense of the evolution in the supervisor's
interventions and commentaries.

In responding to question #3 of the

protocol ("Describe in as much detail as you can recall the things you
actually discussed with this worker"), supervisor #10 explained:
I made recommendations as far as spending more time with the
client (TH intervention), kind of interpreting in our supervision
time what the client must be feeling (TH intervention) ... and
trying to build that awareness in the person (TH intervention). .
. . I remember pointing out the limits of her . . . the client s
verbalizing her needs (TH intervention). If she couldn't
verbalize them, then, the person I supervised said, Well, what
can I do? She's not telling me!"
Interviewer:

In other words, "I have nothing to work with!

Supervisor:

And the client was intellectually limited; she has
a borderline I.Q. and also a lot of the pressures
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and anxieties. And I wanted to highlight things
that might be affecting her way of presentation.
She was very obsessive about certain things
(extended TH commentary).
Interviewer:

The client or worker?

Supervisor:

The client. And I think that that obsessive kind
of agitation around certain issues was an irritant
to the person I supervised (PSK commentary). She
didn't know how to work with that therapeutically .
. . that was another issue in supervision. When
bringing that out after a while of supervising on
this case, there was not acknowledgment of that,
that there was ... an irritation with the client
(PSK commentary).

Interviewer:

How did you deal with that in the context of your
supervision?

Supervisor:

I confronted it and I raised the issue to process
it. But once she really denied having a problem
and said, "No, it's frustrating that I can't get
her to plan releases or focus back on the task" . .
. I think at that point I didn't push it. I went
back to focusing on what the client must be feeling
and processing that (TH intervention).

Interviewer:

Okay, what else stands out in your mind?

Supervisor:

I also raised with her the importance of
consistency (TH intervention). The one thing that
I recommended to her that made a difference, I
think, that kept the contact and started to develop
the relationship. Well, I started to sense that
she was contacting the client, more, having more
contact, doing more home visits, keeping it more
consistent (TH commentary).

Interviewer:

What do you think it was that you did that effected
this change toward increased contact?

Supervisor:

I think it's pretty simple. In looking back on it
that was her personal style, it was more of a
direct recommendation, more behavioral. And that
trying to build her other relationship skills, I
don't think that talking about them during
supervision impacted all that much, but when she
could do it more directly ... as a task ... it
worked . . . because her style was masked in a
superficially open way, it was harder to really

no
confront that honestly ... It was easier to
direct her (extended PSK commentary).
In this illustration, the supervisor described intentionally focusing
her interventions on the psychotherapeutic principles of the case
(i.e., consistency of interpersonal contact) as a result of her
observation and assessment of the worker's resistance to activities of
self-examination.

As such, given the congruence of the task-oriented

approach with the perceived personality of the worker, supervisor #10
selected an intervention which was seen as least likely to arouse the
worker's defenses and, thus, most likely to promote learning about and
movement within the therapeutic relationship.

Once again, it is of

interest to note that while most of the interventions were directed at
an understanding of the client's behavior or psychotherapeutic
principles (TH), the commentaries themselves proceeded from a TH to a
PSK focus and ultimately resulted in a supervisory choice of
intervention which was seen to be the best match with this therapist's
personality.
In a similar fashion, supervisor #5 described carefully and
sensitively strategizing how best to work with her supervisee (the
"rigid worker") around facilitating his interpersonal closeness with
the client.

After supportively addressing the therapist's feelings, as

earlier reported, this supervisor shifted into an assessment of how the
worker could creatively call upon parts of his own personality to
improve the quality of relating with the client.

In assessing this

therapist's personal style, the supervisor perceived that an overly
serious and formal presentation disallowed spontaneous interactions
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with the client and thus contributed to therapeutic stalemate.
Speculating that until the therapist relaxed with himself he could not
begin to meaningfully relate with the client, supervisor #5 described
the process of locating a positive personality characteristic that both
therapist and client shared in common:
I think in his head, he moved from dealing with this as a theory,
as a theoretical notion in this case, into "what am I going to do
to make an unlikable kid likable?" I mean it really brings it
right down to something that's possible to think about, to
organize, to think strategically about . . . the thing that I did
with this therapist was to engage his humor. He could be very
funny. His humor tended to be cynical, so did his client's, and
I thought that there was a lot funny about what went on between
them . . . and as long as this therapist remained so serious and
worried, that well the issue of control was unclear . . . that I
had to really move him off of this sort of very serious, without
I mean at the same time pushing any extremely serious purpose,
but that he was stuck in his own ability to use himself, to be
able to use humor and to use his kindness.
It was reported that this clinician "did move through this impasse with
this kid" and "he loosened up a great deal, started to . . . provide
therapy with much more flexibility." For this supervisor, the approach
to impasse was relatively long and complex and included the utilization
of personal information in choosing interventions which, first,
acknowledged the worker's feelings and, second, facilitated the
worker's therapeutic use of his personality within the treatment
relationship.

The latter was achieved without a direct confrontation

of the worker's serious personality and, instead, through a recognition
of specific elements within his humor which linked him to the client.
Interestingly, despite clear indications of therapeutic breakthrough in
this illustration, the supervisor chose to report this as a negative
recall given her perception of both the amount of time and personal
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work involved in resolution of the Impasse and the experience of
interpersonal difficulties which arose between her and the worker
within their supervisory relationship.

This latter finding, not

uncommon for a portion of supervisors within the negative recall group,
will be addressed later in this study.
To continue, in reporting a positive recall, supervisor #5 (the
"friendly worker") proceeded along somewhat different lines from those
described above in choosing a supervisory approach to impasse which was
again based on an assessment of the clinician's need to utilize new and
different parts of herself in the service of the therapy.

Having cast

a view of this therapist at the preintervention stage as someone who
was "very gentle, decent, soft-spoken" but who "had clear strengths
(which were) not so apparent," supervisor #5 proceeded at the
intervention stage to assess and intervene in ways which were directed
at increasing the clinician's use of adult authority with the client.
The specific therapeutic goal was to shift control from the client to
the counselor in making decisions about when to take walks during the
therapy hour.

In the following excerpt, note how the supervisory

interventions supportively confronted the worker with elements of her
personal style and at the same time proposed the need for a new
interactive approach with this client:
The specific suggestions I gave were to . . . look for the ways
her client attempted to wrest control and for her to believe that
was not what the client wanted (TH intervention) . . • I
her that she is very much engaged in spiritual pursuit and in
deep meditation . . . she's got a very complete life (PSK
intervention) . . . that nobody had any obligation to work with
this kind of client . . . that to have to struggle with issues of
control and rarely get to issues of insight that could make this
job pleasurable, there was no obligation to do this (SUP
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intervention), but that if these are the kinds of kids she wanted
/Dei/0*
then she had to summon all of her adult authority
(PSK intervention) . . . because being a peer was deadly, and she
took this as a condemnation. She got defensive. She's not a
particularly defensive human being, unlike the other one (PSK
commentary) . . . she got frightened I was saying she couldn't do
it and I said I'm not sure you want to do it because you keep
taking therapy into this sweetheart alliance and the kids get
scared, it doesn't help (PSK and TH interventions).
Supervisor #5 reported that by intervening in this way, she had
empowered the clinician to take on a new role with her client:
In the last few weeks she's begun to talk to me about how she's
taking control of this one client, how if there are walks to be
taken, she decides them, and when.
In this case, while the supervisor intervened from a variety of TH, PSK
and SUP perspectives, she engaged in a series of PSK commentaries about
the worker's personality and lifestyle which originated at the
preintervention stage and which extended throughout the intervention
process.

In this way, the supervisor's use of personal information

about the supervisee, including a perception of the worker's general
openness to herself, served to inform the making of intervention
choices which both supportively confronted elements of the worker's
personal style and recommended creative adjustments within that style
which would better serve the needs of the treatment relationship.
In assessing the above therapist's temperament and its influence on
her therapeutic role, supervisor #5 lapsed into a more general
discussion of her supervisory values in which she underscored the
importance of respecting the worker as a person.

As part of her

acknowledgment of the inevitable personal learning for the worker which
this supervisor believed was an essential component of good
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supervision, supervisor #5 described her role as protector of the
worker's self-esteem:
The issue in the supervision, it feels to me especially with
therapists who are having trouble having an impasse, and the
issue that I have to negotiate as well as I can, are issues of
shame, are issues that I am not a worthwhile therapist.
In similar fashion, supervisor #3 echoed this fundamental concern for
the protection and support of the worker when, in a PSK commentary
about a clinician's prevailing sense of inadequacy, she reported:

"I

certainly wouldn't say this to him this frankly, because people have
very fragile egos."

At a different point within this same commentary,

supervisor #3 likened the process of supervision to that of
psychotherapy, in that assessment of the worker or client as a person
directly influenced the choice of an intervention or therapy approach.
This supervisor explained:
This is an individual case, he feels less competent about
himself, and that's why I think it took him alot longer to figure
out what was going on. And I don't make really directive
statements like "don't do that anymore" or "do this" unless
they're doing something unethical or illegal ... or I think
it's leading to something very dangerous. So we sort of, it's a
process, almost like being in therapy.
Supervisor #3 concluded this commentary by describing how her own
approach to supervision had been influenced by participation in a
course about supervision as therapy:
I had a supervision course in the fall of '86. It was really
helpful because instead of doing what I had assumed supervision
usually was, which is you talk about the client all the time,
they talked about what supervision is: an intervention with the
therapist. One of the things that they made was the targeting
voice for the therapist, because I'm not dealing with the client,
who's not here. So what's here and real is my interaction with
the therapist, that's what I concentrate on ... I guess it is
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on the edge (of therapy) because it really does deal with how
someone emotionally reacts to a situation.
In reporting a positive recall (the "self-critical worker"),
supervisor #8 highlighted this notion of supervision as therapy and
described his protective role of the worker's self-esteem.
Specifically, supervisor #8 reflected that his choice of an
intervention approach was directly tied to his perception of the worker
as a self-critical, overly sensitive woman.

After assessing that this

therapist was personally overinvolved with her client, supervisor #8
strategized an intervention approach which was intentionally
non-directive and which sought in a deliberate way to facilitate the
worker's self-initiated understanding of her own contribution to the
impasse.

To have directly confronted the clinician with her

over-involvement would, in the supervisor's judgement, have aroused the
worker's defenses in a way which would obstruct further learning about
the impasse.

In the extended excerpt that follows, note that the many

illustrated TH interventions derived from a clear and consistent
supervisory assessment of the worker as a personal participant within
the therapeutic relationship.
The therapist has a very critical voice, which she struggles
with. She is always looking for where the criticism is in a way
which not helpful to her (PSK commentary). I saw this as being
very revealing for her and wanting to have her arrive at:
"What's happening here?" "What is it that I did?" (PSK
commentary). I started very slowly just in exploring that, what
had happened and asking her about her understanding and how she
felt the client had experienced her interventions (TH
intervention). And what fantasies the client might have had
about the relationship (TH intervention). And how this might
have changed their contract for the psychotherapy (TH
intervention). So I was just following and asking (TH
intervention). It was kind of open-ended and speculative, not
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threatening (SUP commentary). I said "What's your sense of what
that might have meant?" and we just followed where that went (TH
intervention).
At this point in the recall, supervisor #8 elaborated on his personal
view of the worker and the likely reasons for her contribution to the
impasse; once again, supervisor #8 affirmed an intervention approach
which was aimed at gently guiding the therapist to form her own
conclusions.
This is working in the context of this woman. For her, for
someone who is attempting to be that compassionate or identifying
with that transference projection of the all-accepting mother,
they must have their own personal reasons for that, which is
usually just the opposite: that they had very rejecting parents
and they are a little phobic, frightened of being rejected in any
way (PSK commentary) ... so she struggled to be a limit-setter
with her patient ... so I played that out with her as well,
which means that I asked questions in a very open-ended way like
"let's explore what's happening here" "what ideas do you have?"
(TH interventions), and always hoping that she'll arrive at the
judgements herself, because the therapist is very critical and
she looks for where she went wrong (PSK commentary).
Supervisor #8 went on to report that this therapist initiated a set of
clinical questions of her own which culminated in a more realistic
picture of the treatment relationship (vis-a-vis her own
overprotectiveness) and eventually in a decision to begin termination
planning with the client.

Supervisor #8 stressed his belief that it

was only by working in the "context of this woman" that he could
address a "personal knot" in her work and, thus, begin to assist her in
resolving the impasse.

In concluding his commentary, supervisor #8

reported:
When I really think about it, the other cases that we were
supervising, these things come together, and the impasse is a
personal knot in this woman's work in different reflections.
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It's about the client's ability to work independently from the
therapy process and this woman's ability to allow that. For this
woman, who really scrutinizes her work because she questions her
ability and who, on the other side of the coin, thinks she is the
only one who can help these people, my approach was not
confrontational and direct, but in slow questioning, in asking
the right questions which allow her relationship to the client to
emerge so that she can begin to see it. And she has a good
sight.
In this illustration, as in several previously described ones, the
supervisor utilized information about the personality of the clinician
in strategizing an intervention approach which was least likely to
arouse the worker's feelings of self-criticism and, thus, most likely
to facilitate her learning about and movement within the treatment
relationship.

As such, the intervention approach included an emphasis

upon the posing of client-related (TH) questions which directed the
clinician away from an open review of her own performance.

Clearly, as

this supervisor had correctly assessed, the clinician would provide her
own self-evaluation and would redirect the course of her clinical
treatment with the client.

Once again, supervisor #8's specific choice

of a TH-related intervention approach was founded on his carefully
developed assessment of the worker as a personal participant (PSK
commentary) in the therapeutic relationship.
It is of interest here to note that the care and attention which
supervisor #8 demonstrated both in his assessment of the worker s
defenses and his subsequent planning of a constructive intervention
approach were much like the protection and strategic planning which a
psychotherapist might display in working with a client to facilitate
change.

In both instances, supervisor and therapist intervene
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according to a perception of how the supervisee or client would be most
open to hearing and utilizing feedback.

Accordingly, to the extent

that the supervisor or therapist detects an area of defensiveness which
potentially hinders the worker's or client's capacity to learn and
change, he more or less strategizes an intervention approach which, in
turn, seeks to avoid triggering that very defensiveness.

While many of

the illustrations to this point have included examples of supervisors
who, to one degree or another, avoided an open acknowledgment of their
impressions about the worker's personality, there is a small number of
supervisors for whom a clear acknowledgment of some aspect of the
worker's personality or character structure seemed to be a common
practice.

For some of these supervisors the open sharing of their

impressions appeared to assist clinicians in moving beyond impasse
while for other supervisors the consequences seemed negligible.

The

following two examples were chosen to illustrate each of these
respectively different supervisory outcomes.
For supervisor #6, efforts to move the clinician beyond a
therapeutic stalemate were unsuccessful until the supervisor shifted
his intervention focus to a discussion of the worker's
self-expectations and her strongly maternal personality.
In reporting this negative recall, supervisor #6 stressed that,
although there was a therapeutic breakthrough in the case, his reason
for selecting it as a negative supervisory experience was based on the
degree of frustration which he encountered in overseeing the treatment
relationship with an autistic boy.

Specifically, after engaging in a

lengthy series of detailed interventions which emphasized the client's
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behavior and diagnosis, supervisor #6 reflected on a continued Impasse
in the treatment relationship and took stock of the worker's growing
sense of disappointment with herself for not helping the client to
improve.

At that point, supervisor #6 recalled:

I observed that she had very high expectations of herself as a
person and worker, and that she demands a lot about herself. And
I told her that and that there's nothing wrong about that. But
it's important to maintain a balance so that very difficult
situations could be better tolerated.
In this instance, supervisor #6 supportively confronted the worker with
her self-imposed standards of performance and pointed to the need for a
healthy therapeutic balance at difficult points in the treatment.

It

was shortly after the sharing of this supervisory feedback that the
clinician reported a renewed willingness to explore alternative ways of
dealing with her autistic client.

Among other things, this clinician

remained concerned about the client's disruptive behaviors during
sessions and she wondered about ways in which she could alter her own
behavior so as to help the client better contain his restlessness.

In

direct response to this query, supervisor #6 openly shared with the
therapist his impressions of her maternal and protective qualities and
recommended that she increase her therapeutic distance from the client
by surrendering some of her maternal investment.
Well, one of my suggestions to her was to give him more space.
Because she's a motherly kind of therapist and I say "you are
motherly, let's try to give him more space" ... she smiled, ana
she's a mother in real life and said it was true she may want to
be that here, and that she was overinvolved emotionally ... ana
kind of overwhelmed by the enigma of this child.
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Clearly, this was an instance where the supervisory sharing of
observations about the worker's personal style occurred openly and
without arousing defensive reactions.

In actuality, the intervention

appeared to signal a turning point in the clinician's manner of
therapeutic relating with her client.

In summarizing this turning

point, supervisor #6 described that as a result of this therapeutic's
disengaging herself from an overinvolved helping role the client "was
calming somewhat" and "making more eye contact."
With respect to a less positive supervisory outcome, supervisor #1
described her many frustrating attempts to educate a doctoral level
clinician about the fundamental principles of forming a relationship
with the client.

As cited in a much earlier excerpt, the client had

requested a change of therapist because she was "feeling not really
heard" by her current clinician.

In reporting this negative recall,

the supervisor highlighted that her efforts to facilitate the
clinician's interpersonal engagement with the patient met with
frustration:
I've talked with him about what it means to accept someone, that
that's what she's been asking for is to feel accepted by him. I
then talked with him about behavioral stuff and how he was
intermittently rewarding her for showing up without an
appointment. ... So then I talked with him about the
difference between structuring people and accepting them and that
you can structure and accept them at the same time (extended TH
interventions). . . . And I don't think he understood • • • this
is a therapist who doesn't have a whole lot of either clinical
skill or insight and has a tendency to take the content of what
people say and not look at the big picture (TH commentary).
Supervisor #1 continued to report that when she became frustrated and
angry with the therapist for not integrating these basic relational
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skills she shifted her intervention focus to an open and supportive
sharing of her observations about the worker as a "good person."

One

speculates here to what extend this shift in the supervisor's
intervention emphasis was in part a result of her own need to suppress
the expression of her negative feelings toward the clinician and, thus,
to insure protection of the supervisory relationship as a safe learning
environment.

Notwithstanding this possibility, however, supervisor #1

explained that her decision to endorse this therapist's character was
tied to her supervisory goal of promoting the therapist's understanding
of the difference between his role as a personal and professional
participant in the helping relationship:
What I did is talk to him about how I think he is a really . . .
good person, he always wants to do good things for people, and
talk with him about how sometimes to be a therapist you can't be
the good guy, that what you want to do with another person as a
human being is . . . countertherapeutic and with this client
setting limits for her is difficult but critical and he'd rather
be the good guy, be around and available, but as a therapist we
can't do just that.
Supervisor #1 went on to report that while this clinician "was able
to hear the feedback" he did not adjust his manner of therapeutic
relating with the client and remained stuck in his efforts to form a
relationship.

Interestingly, although this supervisor's choice to

openly and supportively share personal observations about the worker
did not facilitate movement, the supervisor continued to utilize
personal information in her ongoing assessment of this impasse
situation.

In concluding her commentary, supervisor #1 speculated that

this therapist's difficulty in integrating changes within his
therapeutic style was influenced by factors in his cultural background
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and conditioning:
I think he has some ability to talk about that (i.e., changing
reactions and behaviors), but to translate that Into action with
a client, I think there's a gap. 1 think In relation to the
therapist, he comes from another culture, which ... Is some of
his difficulties . . . his sort of passivity stuff is more
accepted or appropriate in the culture that he's from than this
one.
It should be noted here that this researcher learned In a subsequent
conservation with the supervisor that the Impasse persisted after
several weeks and that the supervisor was considering an intervention
approach which would begin to examine the connection between the
worker's cultural Identity and his therapeutic style.
In rounding out the picture of how supervisors utilized personal
information to inform their decision-making about intervention choices,
a very limited number reported openly addressing with the supervisee
the role which life circumstances played in influencing the treatment
relationship.

This finding was in contrast to supervisory thinking at

the preintervention stage in which supervisors more frequently cited
and elaborated upon the presence of real life situations which were
seen to affect the therapist's clinical judgement and performance with
a client.

At the intervention stage, however, supervisors appeared to

selectively share with supervisees observations about real life events
which supported and facilitated the supervisory teaching of more
inclusive psychotherapeutic principles about impasse.

As such, the

acknowledgment of the life event, to one degree or another, seemed to
provide for the clinician an Immediate personal frame of reference for
his understanding of the supervisor's larger teaching intervention.
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For example, supervisor #3 integrated information about specific
events within the life of her supervisee in such a way that she clearly
demonstrated a connection between these events and the therapist's
overfunctioning therapeutic style.

As noted in an earlier excerpt,

this supervisor successfully moved the clinician beyond impasse by
focusing upon a view of the therapeutic relationship as an extended
metaphor about oppositional energies.

Prior to engaging the worker in

a review of that metaphor, supervisor #3 succinctly addressed the
worker's overcommitment to "curing the patient" by commenting on his
personal circumstances:
I commented on the amount of energy he was putting in and the
amount the client was putting in to resist him. I commented that
he is finishing a doctoral program and looking for a doctoral
placement, that he was getting married at the end of April . . .
and that when he got frustrated, like now at finals, he would
feel more anxious and get more crazy about this case.
In this representative example, the supervisor's concrete
acknowledgment of life events appeared to ground the worker in an
understanding of his personal contribution to the impasse and, thus, to
better prepare him for involvement in a conceptual review of the
therapeutic relationship as metaphor.
To a lesser degree, supervisor #2 reported that she initially
talked about "the therapist and her wanting to leave her position to
work in a hospital setting" as part of a larger discussion about
working with a difficult client.

This supervisor believed that it was

critically important for the worker not only to separate her immediate
desire to leave the job from her prevailing sense of frustration with
the client but, more important, to understand that a decision to leave
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constituted a primary avoidance of the treatment relationship
altogether.

While most of supervisor #2's subsequent interventions

were focused on a reframing of the clinician's interactive style with
the client which resulted in a successful therapeutic outcome, this
supervisor acknowledged that the worker's "decision to reinvest herself
clinically, and get past that point of wanting to leave" was initially
prompted by an open review of her life circumstances.
In this final illustration of how supervisors utilized information
about life events to inform intervention choices, supervisor #11
reported a negative recall in which the clinician was seen to be at
relational impasse with both the client and supervisor simultaneously.
This supervisor portrayed a very complex supervisory relationship in
which she first engaged in a series of unsuccessful TH-related
interventions to facilitate the clinician's awareness of his passive,
masochistic role with the client and, subsequently, engaged in a series
of PSK-related interventions to explore the parallel nature of the
clinician's role with the supervisor.

Specifically, upon observing the

therapist's "tolerance of enormous abuse from a female client," this
supervisor speculated that a similar dynamic was being replicated in
the supervision and that this dynamic had its roots in clearly
identifiable events within the clinician's life:
There were a lot of other things going on with this clinician
that T think were very biq issues in the treatment. . . • Here i
seeing jKV'th.re was also a transferentiai th^
with us. . . . It was very close to therapy . . • very> ve y
briefly this worker's mother died of cancer when he was
fmirtppn
I myself was the age his mother was when she
HipH
It was a very intense relationship with us. He was very
dependent."*He**ioul d present things he Wouldn't do; he would give
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me work that was completely Inadequate and Incompetent and that I
disapproved of.
Supervisor #11 continued to highlight the Impact of specific events
which occurred at this point in the supervision:
I went away for surgery, and the day before I came back, his
father died of a heart attack. So, this worker had alot happen
to him around parental things, and I began to explore with him
his relationship to me . . . there were a number of things . . .
it turned out his mother was extremely critical and yelled a lot,
and I think that got played out in treatment and supervision
where he kept putting me in a situation to criticize him. I
talked to him, I said you know you've backed me against the wall
with this. You're getting me to do exactly the same things that
happened with you and this client.
Supervisor #11 reported that despite some initial improvements in his
limit-setting ability with the client, this clinician "wasn't able to
really move the relationship forward at all."

Indeed, the supervisor

reflected that while this clinician had gained some insight into the
connection between the events in his life and the transferential
dynamic with this client and supervisor, he remained too emotionally
identified with the situation to work his way out of it in a timely and
appropriate manner.

Eventually, however, the clinician entered

psychotherapy at the supervisor's recommendation.

Supervisor #11

summarized:
I don't think he ever moved out of that relationship with her; I
think that he was able to go through some of the motion, but not
emotions. I believe that was because he was in the midst of
grieving, he was caught up in a very intense
J1h^,ng
that he never worked through that was being r“‘;tivated by h
father's death and my own illness. ... He did go into
treatment but it wasn't soon enough to affect that relationship
which was terminating for him.
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Unlike supervisors #2 and 3 in the earlier described examples,
supervisor #11 called upon both past and current events within the
clinician's life in an attempt to facilitate an understanding of the
larger psychotherapeutic principle surrounding the impasse (i.e., the
unfolding transference).

Interestingly, this illustration represented

the only one of 24 recalls in which a supervisor reported choosing to
intervene by intentionally probing the historical aspects of the
supervisee's life.

TH Thoughts and Interventions
For five supervisors, at least half of the supervisor commentaries
were TH-referenced within one or the other of their recalls
(representing five recalls).

Of the remaining 19 recalls, all

contained one or more TH-referenced commentaries.

Although TH-related

information was the second most frequently utilized by supervisors in
their thinking about impasse, it was the most frequently delivered
category of intervention.
While supervisors utilized PSK-related information as a means of
assessing how best to intervene with each worker as a personal
participant within the treatment relationship, supervisors utilized
TH-related information in their ongoing assessment of client
information and the psychotherapeutic principles surrounding a case.
As such, TH- and PSK-related information worked hand in hand to provide
the supervisor with an overview of both the relational dynamics between
client and therapist and the clinical themes (TH) which characterized
each impasse.

In this way, TH-related information served to clarify
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the client's behaviors within the context of the therapist's
misresponding to those behaviors and suggested the need for changes in
the therapist's manner of relating with his client which would
hopefully serve to restore therapeutic movement.

As discussed earlier,

these changes typically called for some adjustment in the worker's
thinking about and responding to the client which tended either to
distance overidentified therapists from their clients or to move
underidentified therapists closer to a position of interpersonal
relating with their clients.

In order to avoid the unnecessary

replication of many excerpts which were detailed in "PSK Thoughts and
Interventions," briefer representative examples are highlighted here
which illustrate the different ways in which supervisors utilized TH
information.
For some supervisors, the assessment of how therapists needed to
adjust their manner of therapeutic relating with clients was based upon
clear and literal descriptions of the client's behavior.

Accordingly,

in assessing the clinician's need to assume more therapeutic control of
the treatment relationship, supervisor #5 (the "friendly worker )
focused on one aspect of the client's behavior which epitomized the
relational imbalance between client and therapist:
This kid would ask to go for walks, plus she would demand to go
for walks and I had this very distinct image of the kid taking
the therapist and going for a walk. If I wanted to have an image
of that happening 9 . . the image I would want was the therapist
taking the child by the hand . . . not the therapist being
dragged in the dust by the kid.

Although supervisor #5 reported just this one, extended TH-related
thought in her commentary, she utilized this information about the
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client's behavior in successfully strategizing an intervention approach
which would disengage the clinician from an overinvolved "sweetheart
alliance" with the client and, in the process, increase the clinician's
use of adult authority within the treatment relationship.

The reader

is reminded here that supervisor #5 combined this TH-related
information about the "image of the kid" with PSK-related information
about the clinician in selecting an intervention strategy which both
proposed the need for a new interactive approach and supportively
confronted the worker with elements of her personal style.

As such,

the resulting weave of TH and PSK interventions derived from a weave of
TH and PSK thoughts about the client-counselor interaction.
In similar fashion, supervisors #2, 4, 6, 10 and 11 focused in at
least one of their recalls on a literal description of some aspect of
the client's behavior which served as information in helping the
supervisor to shape an intervention approach.

Once again, these

supervisors combined information about the client's behavior with
PSK-related, and in some cases OT-related, information about the
clinicians in assessing the ways in which these therapists needed to
adjust their manner of relating with clients.

For example, supervisors

#2 and 6 described difficult clients who, respectively, wanted to
"leave therapy . . . test the therapist" and who "mistrusted the
therapist and . . . had a tough presentation."

It was against this

background of information about the client's behavior that supervisors
#2 and 6 assessed the therapists' "frustration" with and "avoidance and
fear" of their clients and, in turn, formulated a combined TH, PSK and
OT intervention approach which sought to increase these therapists'
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level and quality of interpersonal relating with their clients.

These

two supervisors' selections of TH interventions (consisting,
respectively, of a detailed review of the therapeutic relationship and
a reframing of the client's personality) helped to facilitate movement
beyond the impasse.

As illustrated earlier, supervisor #10 (the "task

master") described the client's "obsessive" behavior and "anxieties"
(TH) as "irritants" to the worker (PSK) and with this information in
mind, she explored several different TH and PSK intervention choices
until she settled on one TH intervention choice (i.e., addressing the
idea of relational consistency) which moved the worker along.

In

reporting her negative recall, supervisor #11 described the client's
"abusive" behavior toward the clinician and combined this information
with her observation about the clinician's emotional overinvolvement in
strategizing a combined TH, PSK and OT intervention approach which was
aimed at increasing the worker's limit-setting skills with the client
and affording him more therapeutic control within the relationship.
The resulting TH interventions which supervisor #11 selected (i.e.,
reviewing thoughts and events within the treatment relationship) did
not contribute to restoring movement within the therapeutic
relationship.

In still another negative recall, supervisor #4

described his unsuccessful attempts to disengage the therapist from an
overfunctioning role after reflecting upon the client's "distraught
behavior . . . suicidality" and the therapist's overly anxious response
to this behavior.

Although supervisor #4 selected TH and PSK

interventions which addressed, respectively, the client's and the
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worker's feelings, he speculated that the worker was simply too
uncomfortable with the client to remain therapeutically involved.
For many supervisors, the assessment of how therapists needed to
adjust their manner of therapeutic relating with clients was based upon
an overview of both the psychotherapeutic principles surrounding the
impasse and conditions within the treatment approach which contributed
to the maintenance of the impasse.

These supervisors cited core

problems in the process of relationship formation and development
between client and therapist and, once again, portrayed clinicians as
misresponding in some way to the client or case.
For example, in at least one of their recalls, supervisors #1, 2
and 4 reflected upon the absence of therapeutic relating between client
and therapist and described problems in these therapists' approaches
which consisted, respectively, of a therapist's excessively "contentand diagnosis-focused" style, a therapist's "attitudes" toward her
client and a therapist's "unrealistic expectations" for change.

These

supervisors combined information about the overall lack of relationship
development which characterized the impasses with TH- and PSK-related
information about the therapists' approaches, in selecting
interventions which were directed at facilitating these workers
interpersonal relating with their clients.

Although supervisor #1

reported a series of TH interventions which respectively addressed
behavioral consequences, the interactional nature of therapy and the
difference between "structuring" and "accepting" people, she reflected
that these interventions only minimally influenced the therapist s
manner of relating.

Likewise, supervisor #2 reported in her negative
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recall that TH interventions which examined details of the client's
daily life, diagnosis and personality did not contribute to moving a
"very narcissistic" clinician beyond the impasse.

On the other hand,

as illustrated earlier, supervisor #4 (the "entitled worker") described
very successfully moving the therapist beyond impasse by selecting a TH
intervention which consisted of a reframe about the "back woods-type"
clients and their world.
Conversely, having cast a view of therapeutic relationships in
which workers were overinvolved with their clients, supervisors #3, 7,
8, 9, 10 and 11 envisioned the need for new therapeutic approaches
which would remove the worker from the immediacy of the helping
relationship and increase his therapeutic control.

Within one or the

other of their recalls, supervisors #3, 7, 8 and 10 characterized the
worker's involvement as responding "in kind" to the client.

These

supervisors described a type and intensity of clinician response to the
client which mirrored the client's behavior, precluded the
establishment of a more objective view of the relational dynamics and
thereby hindered the clinician's learning of more therapeutically
appropriate ways of interacting with his client.

The reader is here

reminded of supervisor #7 (the "obsessed worker") who observed that the
"theme of the suicidal client ... to look for one magical thing that
will resolve all his stuff" was reflected in the behavior of the
therapist who "focused more on detail than the overall situation and
matched (the client's behavior) in the way she would respond to each
situation."

It was with this TH-related information about the

client-therapist dynamics in mind that supervisor #7 combined specific
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PSK-related information about the therapist's feelings of
responsibility for the client, in selecting a TH intervention approach
which reframed the client's suicidality.

This reframing intervention

clearly disengaged the worker from an overfunctioning role by
suggesting that the client was ultimately in charge of decisions about
his own life.
In reporting less successful resolutions of the impasse, however,
supervisors #3, 8 and 10 described a type of client-therapist
"collusion" in which the therapist's sustained re-enactment of the
client's problematic behavior resulted in frustrating supervisory
attempts to restore therapeutic movement.

Although supervisors #3 and

8 reported no movement beyond the impasse, supervisor #10 explained
that by combining TH, TQ and 0T interventions (consisting,
respectively, of a review of the therapeutic contract and the
therapist's style, the modelling of a confrontative statement and the
scheduling of a case management conference) she facilitated a shift in
the clinician's style of therapeutic relating which resulted in the
beginnings of movement beyond impasse.
Finally, in describing the client-therapist overinvolvement which
characterized their positive recalls, supervisors 19 and 11 envisioned
the need to intervene from a systemic perspective.

These supervisors

combined PSK- and OT-related information about their supervisees with
specific TH beliefs about the importance of a systemic approach in
selecting interventions which consisted, in large measure, of systemic
reframes.

In one of her ongoing assessments of the impasse, supervisor

#9 (the "worried worker") explained that her first thoughts were "to
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enlarge the system . . . because a lot of times the worker experiences
being stuck as something between them and the client."

By enlarging

the system in this way (specifically, by involving family members and
residence staff and redefining their roles in the client's life),
supervisor #9 reflected that the clinician was relieved of her "feeling
insecure about her own abilities" once she saw that she was not solely
responsible for the maintenance of the impasse.

The systemic reframing

which these two supervisors utilized reportedly contributed in a major
way to restoring the clinicians' feelings of self-confidence to a point
where they could begin to adjust their manner of therapeutic relating
with the clients.

As such, supervisors #9 and 11 combined important TH

and PSK information in selecting a TH intervention which reframed the
client's support system and which, in the process, relieved the
worker's feelings of inadequacy.
Once again, note that in their utilization of information and their
selection of intervention approaches, supervisors combined information
and made choices from among all four TH, PSK, TQ and OT areas.

While

the resulting weave most frequently consisted of PSK-related supervisor
thoughts and TH-related interventions, all intervention categories shed
light on some aspect of supervisors' decision-making process about
impasse.

OT Thoughts and OT and TQ Interventions
Eight supervisors reported OT-related thoughts within at least one
of their recalls.

For three of these supervisors, the commentaries

contained one or more OT-related thoughts across both of their recalls
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(representing a combined total of 11 recalls).

Supervisor commentaries

at this level consisted of thoughts about some aspect of the
supervisory relationship itself or observations about the clinician's
professional training and performance.

Except for one OT intervention

in which supervisor #10 advocated scheduling a case management
conference, all remaining OT interventions were directly supportive in
nature.
In reporting their positive recalls, supervisors #2, 8 and 9
described the importance which they gave to the role of support within
the supervisory relationship.

Echoing her thoughts from the

preintervention stage, supervisor #9 (the "worried worker") underscored
the level of trust which she and the worker had established in the
course of their supervision and reflected that the worker knew "I was
there and that I believed in her."

Supervisor #9 specifically noted

that by providing support and trust she created for the supervisee a
safe learning environment in which to practice new therapeutic
approaches with the client.

Accordingly, this supervisor combined

supportive OT interventions (consisting of direct affirmations of the
worker's skills and words of encouragement) with earlier reported TH
and PSK interventions in successfully moving the treatment relationship
beyond impasse.

Similarly, in acknowledging the therapist's need for

"a lot of support ... and positive feedback" in dealing with a "very
difficult client," supervisor #2 intervened by directly pointing out to
the worker the positive therapeutic changes which had occurred.

Again,

supervisor #2 combined this OT intervention with a variety of earlier
described TH, PSK and TQ interventions which successfully reengaged the
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therapist with her client.

Reflecting more indirectly upon the need

for providing support within his supervisory relationship, supervisor
#8 (the "self-critical worker") described the "kind of open-ended and
speculative" style which he adopted in gently facilitating the
clinician's awareness of her own contribution to the impasse.

In

selecting a TH intervention approach which successfully moved the
therapist along, this supervisor carefully combined PSK-related
information with specific OT-related information about the need for a
supportive supervisory style.
In reporting their negative recalls, supervisors #1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and
8 described a variety of problems within the supervisory process
itself.

For example, supervisors #1, 2 and 7 highlighted their

feelings of frustration with supervisees who were characteristically
defensive and who resisted these supervisors' attempts to facilitate
the workers' self-examination vis-a-vis the treatment relationship.
Accordingly, supervisors #1 and 7 described feelings of anger and
frustration with supervisees who, respectively, had "little insight"
and who "argued back and forth."

In processing her sense of

disappointment with herself for not "confronting" and "pushing" a "very
narcissistic therapist" more than she did, supervisor #2 confessed that
she "bought in" to the worker's negativity about the client after
concluding that the worker was too defended to examine her own
contribution to the impasse.

This supervisor added, much like

supervisor #3 in her commentary, that her supervisory relationship with
the therapist was further complicated by the fact that they had once
been peers.

Both supervisors #2 and 3 believed that this shift from
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peer to supervisory relationship eroded a sense of interpersonal trust
which existed previously and resulted in tensions between supervisor
and supervisee around issues of accountability.
While supervisors #5 and 8 also described feelings of frustration
within their supervisory relationships, they focused their observations
on problems within the supervision which resulted from perceived
deficits within the clinician's professional training and performance.
As illustrated earlier, supervisor #5 (the "rigid worker") commented
upon the worker's adherence to a narrow, overly intellectual approach
to treatment which disavowed the importance of interpersonal relating
with the client.

Supervisor #5 observed that this clinician's highly

theoretical style was replicated in the supervisory process itself and
resulted in a frustrating "parallel experience" for the supervisor in
which the clinician "would argue with me the merits of my thinking on
how to approach kids" while resisting supervisory recommendations to
spend time in the "here and now" with the client.

Likewise, supervisor

#8 reflected upon his supervisee's basic "inability to engage (her)
clinical voice" and provide a balanced clinical assessment of treatment
relationships.

Echoing his preintervention thoughts that he "shouldn't

have hired her," supervisor #8 later explained, in response to question
#4, that this was for him an "example of supervisory failure" in which
he became seen as "disapproving" and "not liking" the supervisee.

By

way of contrast with the previous two supervisors, however, supervisor
#3 reported in her positive recall that she combined information about
her systemically oriented supervisee's "lack of training and
inexperience with individual therapy" with PSK-related information
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about his feelings of inadequacy about doing individual therapy in
shaping an intervention approach which successfully mobilized this
worker to perform in his new role.
With the exception of supervisor #10's case management
intervention, 0T interventions consisted of a range of supervisory
supports which encouraged, protected or affirmed the worker in some
fashion.

Moreover, these 0T interventions were uniformly supportive

across positive and negative recalls and occurred even in the face of
0T commentaries which reflected negative supervisory relationships.

To

this end, supervisor #7 explained that although he felt "very
frustrated" with the clinician he made a "real effort ... to point
out what she had perceived correctly (about the client)."

In other

representative examples of 0T interventions, supervisor #9 reported
that she "basically empathized" with her worker about the impasse,
supervisor #6 "assured" his supervisee of her skills, whereas
supervisor #11 expressed concerns for the clinician's "safety" with
respect to an abusive client.
While supervisors did not report TQ-related commentaries in their
recalls, supervisors #1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 10 each reported making one TQ
intervention (representing a total of six recalls).

Representing the

least frequently utilized category of intervention (4%), TQ
interventions consisted of supervisory activities which either
recommended specific strategies (e.g., "hanging out” with the client,
writing a letter) or which modelled specific techniques (e.g., wording
and framing of statements both in supervision and in three-way meetings
with the client).

In one or the other of their recalls, supervisors 2,
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4, 5 and 6 described TQ interventions which recommended a different
interactive style with the client and which derived from a larger
reframing approach which sought to improve the worker's quality of
interpersonal relating with his client.

Positive and Negative Recalls
To a large degree, by directing attention to the nature of the
supervisory relationship itself, the earlier described OT commentaries
set the stage for our understanding of some of the major differences
between positive and negative recalls.

In some cases, these

differences were further highlighted in supervisors' responses to
questions #4 and 5 of the protocol, which will be addressed in this
section.

Although supervisors reported more intervention and thought

activity in their positive recalls (approximately 25% more reported
interventions and 22% more reported thoughts), the distribution
frequency of their reported interventions and thoughts by intervention
category conformed to the same pattern across both sets of recalls,
i.e., supervisors intervened most frequently in, respectively, the TH,
PSK, OT and TQ areas and supervisors thought most frequently in,
respectively, the PSK, TH and OT areas.

The fact that supervisors

overall reported doing and thinking more within their positive recalls
than they did within their negative recalls was due, perhaps in part,
to many supervisors' greater enthusiasm in reporting successful
outcomes rather than perceived failures.
Beyond this, however, the reader is reminded vis-a-vis the OT
commentaries that for at least half of the supervisors reporting
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negative recalls, there existed a condition within the supervisory
relationship itself which interfered with these supervisors' efforts at
working through the impasse.

By contrast, in reporting their positive

recalls, all supervisors either openly described--or
implied--relatively compatible, trust-based supervisory relationships
which appeared to enable the supervisory working through of the
impasse.

In addition, it should be noted here that while the details

of the client-therapist impasse were relatively similar across positive
and negative recalls, supervisors reported clear movement beyond
impasse in all of the positive recalls, whereas they reported seven
instances of no movement and four instances of only slight to partial
movement in the negative recalls.

Supervisor #5 (the "rigid

therapist") was the only supervisor who reported clear therapeutic
movement beyond impasse in her negative recall, although she described
her own relational impasse with the supervisee.
Of the seven supervisors (#s 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12) who reported no
movement beyond impasse, all described some type of recurrent
interactive problem between client and therapist which interfered with
the course of relationship formation or development.

A representative

example here was supervisor #8's worker who responded overanxiously to
each of the client's crises and, in turn, escalated the crisis
behavior.

The four supervisors (*$ 1, 6. 9, 10) who reported slight to

partial movement beyond impasse described the beginnings of change
within the client's or therapist's behavior which appeared to signal
some restoration of movement, however small, within the therapeutic
relationship.

Representative examples here included supervisor #6's
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description of an autistic client who "made more eye contact" and
supervisor #l's observation, in response to question #4, that the
clinician began looking at "some of the beginning parts of therapy."
Once again, with this group of four supervisors, observed changes were
modest and suggested that much more supervisory work would need to
occur in order to promote and sustain the type of therapeutic change
that was evident in the positive recalls.
Except for supervisor #5's description of clear restoration of
movement with "the rigid therapist" (NB:

"he did move through this

impasse . . . used humor ... in general loosened up a great deal to
do therapy with more flexibility"), negative accounts of impasse were
in marked contrast with positive accounts both with regard to reported
treatment outcomes and reported levels of supervisor satisfaction with
their management of the impasse situation.

With regard to the latter,

the reader is reminded that although supervisors #5 and 6 reported
varying degrees of success in moving their treatment relationships
along, both had earlier explained that their particular choices of a
negative recalls were based, respectively, upon perceptions of
difficulties in the supervisory relationship which paralleled problems
in the treatment relationship and frustrations in overseeing a
hard-to-treat diagnostic category.

Similarly, supervisors #11 and 12

described their frustrating attempts to work through the impasse.

As

illustrated earlier, while supervisor #11 did not complain about her
supervisory relationship, per se, she described her many struggles to
facilitate her worker's awareness of the parallel impasse which existed
in both the treatment and supervisory relationships.

Even with all her
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efforts, this supervisor felt she did not succeed at facilitating
movement.

In responding to questions #4 of the recall, supervisor #12

noted that she "felt very much at odds with this case . . . and found
it extremely difficult to deal with, feeling as though I, as
supervisor, and the client are triangulated because it never seems to
get out of this position."
Perhaps most important of all, however, five supervisors (#1, 2, 3,
7, 8) openly declared their concerns about problems within the
supervisory relationship which in some way obstructed the working
through of the impasse (NB:

given supervisor #5's eventual success at

restoring movement, she was excluded from this group, despite her
problems with the worker's rigid approach).

These supervisors

described problems which directly interfered with the supervisee's
capacity to hear and/or implement recommended interventions.

As

revealed within the OT commentaries, most of these problems were
related to the worker's characteristic defensiveness and unwillingness
to self-examine, although for one supervisor (#8), the problem was tied
to deficits in the worker's clinical training and judgement.
Supervisors #2 and 3 added that their supervisory tensions were
heightened by the fact that they had once been peers with their
supervisees.
In summary, a majority of the supervisors reporting negative
recalls described frustrating supervisory experiences which stemmed
from difficulties in either the therapeutic or, more often, the
supervisory relationship.

Two supervisors described parallel

difficulties at both the treatment and supervisory levels.

For the
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most part, reports of supervisory frustration coincided with reports of
limited success in restoring movement beyond the impasse.
In responding to question #5 of the negative protocol, ("In looking
back, were there particular interventions you didn't use which you feel
might have helped the relationship to move on?"), supervisors #2, 3, 8
and 12 described changes which they would make in the actual process of
relating with their supervisees (consisting, respectively, of
"confronting more," "redefining the supervisory role," "listening
better to references . . . not hiring" and "intervening earlier").
Although supervisor #5 successfully resolved the therapeutic impasse
with "the rigid therapist," she addressed her own supervisory impasse
with this clinician in responding to question #5:
He was in such a power struggle with me, my hunch is that I got
caught up in defending my own position more than I stayed focused
on what he needed to adapt my position.
Of the remaining supervisors who responded to questions #5 of the
negative protocol, four (#s 1, 4, 10, 12) identified PSK interventions
(consisting, respectively, of addressing therapists' cultural
background, expectations, personal style and reactivity) and three
reported different TH or TQ interventions (consisting, respectively, of
other treatment strategies, limiting the number of client visits and
modeling interactions) which they felt might have helped to restore
therapeutic movement.

Supervisors #1 and 12 cautioned, however, that

while their supervisees may have been open to hearing personal
information about themselves, they probably lacked the necessary
personal skills to integrate and utilize that information in the
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service of the psychotherapy.

Indeed, supervisor #12 speculated that

if she had probed her supervisee's feelings further, an "explosion
would result."
By contrast, supervisors reporting positive recalls did not
describe problems within the supervisory process which ultimately
interfered with resolution of the impasse.

Although these supervisors

may have noted different degrees of frustration with their clinicians
or with the circumstances of the impasse itself, they managed to
intervene in ways which fundamentally shifted the therapist's approach
and which resulted in clear, sustained restoration of movement beyond
impasse.
Accordingly, in responding to question #5 of the positive protocol
("In looking back, which of all your interventions would you describe
as most important in getting movement started?"), supervisor #1 cited a
"good supervisory relationship" which enabled the clinician to

be

vulnerable" and, in turn, to successfully implement changes within her
approach.

Six supervisors (#s 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12) within the positive

recall group reported that TH interventions which were tied to specific
PSK information about the supervisee were the most important
interventions in triggering movement.

Representative examples here

included supervisor #9's (the "worried worker") reframing of the
client's support system so as to relieve the worker's feelings of
inadequacy and supervisor #8's (the "self-critical worker") careful
review of the details of the client-therapist relationship as a way of
directing an overly sensitive worker's attention away from issues of
her own performance.

Of the remaining supervisors within this group,
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three (#s 2, 3, 11) believed that a combined TH/PSK intervention
approach (such as supervisor #3's combined presentation of the judo
metaphor and review of the clinician's life circumstances) most
directly contributed to restoring movement, despite the fact that each
of these two supervisors had earlier called upon important PSK
information in shaping their final intervention choices.
Finally, in addressing question #4 of the negative protocol ("If
you perceived any changes, however slight, toward movement, what were
you and the clinician talking about at that time?"), three (#s 6, 9,
10) of the five supervisors who reported movement described 0T
interventions (consisting, respectively, of supporting the worker,
using the supervisory process to express disappointment and scheduling
a case management conference) which coincided with some shift in
therapeutic direction, while the remaining two supervisors (#s 1 and 5)
described TH interventions (consisting of a discussion about
relationship building and a reframing of the client's personality)
which, to different degrees, were associated with movement.

Note once

again that in her choice of a reframing intervention, supervisor #5
(the "rigid therapist") had earlier called upon personal information
about this clinician's temperament and feelings about the client.

The

reader is reminded here that although supervisor #8 reported no
movement beyond impasse, he responded to question #4 by alluding to his
own "supervisory failure" in "disapproving" of a worker who lacked
skills and "could not contain her anxiety."
Except for supervisor #1, supervisor responses to question #4 of
the positive protocol ("What were you and the clinician talking about
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when you first sensed a change toward movement beyond the impasse?")
were essentially the same as their previously reported responses to
question #5, i.e., these supervisors perceived that their most
important interventions were exactly those which coincided with a
change toward movement beyond the impasse.

Although supervisor #1

cited a trustful supervisory relationship which encouraged therapeutic
risk-taking as her most important intervention approach, she observed
that it was the supervisee's "talking about her own stuff" that first
signalled a shift in the therapeutic direction.

This supervisor

reflected that she remembered "just sitting there" and wondering "what
to do" after the clinician remarked:

"I think a major part of the

problem is my own countertransference."
The following brief overview of responses to question #6 will shed
additional light on how supervisors viewed the importance of their
supervisory activities.

Supervisors' Reflections on Supervision
When they were asked about the importance of PSK-related activities
in their recalls, seven supervisors (#s 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12) within
the positive recall group and two supervisors (#s 6, 11) within the
negative recall group described these as very important intervention
activities in helping therapists to move on.

Of the above supervisors

in the positive recall group, three (#s 1, 2, 9) explained that the
success of the PSK interventions was due to their supervisees' level of
"skills” and "openness" in utilizing this information, whereas two
supervisors (#s 5, 8) attributed the success of their PSK interventions
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to approaches which creatively called upon the supervisees' use of self
as an instrument in the psychotherapy (e.g., supervisor #5's engagement
of the worker's "qualities of adult authority").
Although supervisor #11 reported no movement in her negative
recall, she reminded this researcher of her success in encouraging the
supervisee to enter his own psychotherapy and she described this
supervision experience as "very provocative," given the fact that it
triggered personal associations within her own life.

Supervisor #10

described her PSK activity as having "limited importance" across her
recalls, whereas supervisor #3 recalled that she could have used "even
more" PSK interventions, noting that supervision erroneously "focuses
more on the client than the therapist."
On the other hand, six supervisors (#s 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9) within the
negative recall group described that PSK-related activities were not
helpful because their supervisees lacked either the openness to hearing
personal information or the capacity to utilize it in a way which
illuminated the therapeutic relationship.

Supervisor #5 added that her

"rigid worker took umbrage" at direct exploration of his personal
responses because that appeared "too much like psychotherapy.
When they were asked to compare the relative importance which they
gave to PSK-related activity in their general supervisory practices,
five supervisors (#s 4, 5, 6, 8, 12) described their commitment to some
sort of "balance" of the three intervention approaches.

Supervisor #4

explained, however, that he would not want to hire someone who was
"guarded about their feelings," citing the example of the "old-time
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M.D." who, while trained about symptoms, "weighed these against medical
instincts."
In noting that "openness to feelings was very important but not
sufficient," supervisor #5 described a balance in which "personal
reflection is used in combination with theory," while adding that she
inquires at the outset of each supervisory relationship whether or not
the clinician has been involved in personal therapy.

This supervisor

stressed her belief that without personal experience in therapy, the
clinician cannot adequately understand "transference ... and the
centrality of the therapist in the client's life."

Supervisors #8 and

12 qualified that their use of PSK-related interventions depended on
the training and temperament of the worker, supervisor #12 noting that
"some very experienced, intellectual clinicians could not use personal
information."
By contrast, four supervisors (#s 2, 3, 7, 11) replied that
PSK-related activity was the single most important intervention
emphasis at times of impasse.

These supervisors agreed that the

success of PSK interventions depended on the openness and, to some
degree, the personal maturity of the supervisee.

Supervisor #3

stressed her belief that "all you have is your own process" and that,
as a result, the understanding of theory is meaningless unless it
becomes tied to personal experience.

Supervisor #7 observed that "what

the supervisee feels is often information about the client."

He added

that he frequently self-discloses within the supervision as a way of
modeling for the supervisee effective use of personal self-knowledge.
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In rounding out the picture, systemically oriented supervisors #1
and 9 explained that they engaged very carefully in PSK-related
activities, the former noting that she is "more didactic with beginners
who lack skills" and the latter explaining that she uses PSK
information indirectly by, for example, asking workers what they "think
rather than what they feel."

Finally, supervisor #10 cited her

"natural preference" for a TH/TQ-related approach, given her fear that
PSK activity "blurs" the supervision by delving into personal history.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
This investigation was founded on assumptions which Loganbill,
Hardy and Delworth (1981) put forth about the interpersonal nature of
supervision as an "intensive ... one to one relationship in which one
person is designated to facilitate the development of therapeutic
competence in another person."

Lambert (1982) and Lanning (1986)

expanded upon the process nature of the supervisor's role as
facilitator and proposed that research be conducted which focuses on
the supervisor's actual behavior and chosen interactive emphasis within
supervision meetings.
Support for this view of supervision as an interactive process was
evident in earlier contributions to the literature, namely, Meerlo
(1952), Truax, Carkhuff and Douds (1964) and Cherniss and Egnatios
(1978) advocated for research into the actual ways in which supervisors
facilitate their supervisees' learning.

It appears that this expansion

of the supervisory model to include more attention to the interactive
process between supervisor and supervisee was based, in large part, on
already evolving views within the analytic literature of the 1950s
about the role and importance of the therapist's feelings about his
client.

Note the contributions of Heimann (1955), Tower (1956) and

Keiser (1956) who proposed that the therapist begin to use his
emotional responses as a key to understanding the patient and
therapeutic relationship rather than as a "hindrance to psychotherapy"
to be dealt with in personal analysis.
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Thus, by incorporating within his teaching role some exploration of
the clinician's personal responses, the supervisor assumed dual
responsibility for facilitating his supervisee's personal and clinical
learning within the supervision itself.

Eksteln and Wallerstein (1958)

and DeBell (1963) emphasized that the consolidation of these two goals
into the primary supervisor-therapist relationship reconciled the
artificial division between the goals of personal and didactic learning
which existed in the strictly analytic, two-person model of
supervision.

In their revised, more comprehensive roles, supervisors

simultaneously functioned as interpersonal evaluators of their
supervisees and clinical evaluators of the patient's treatment;
moveover, this simultaneous evaluation process resulted in the making
of decisions which shaped the direction and eventual outcome of the
supervision.
It is proposed that insofar as these evaluation and decision-making
activities shed light on the actual behavior of the supervisor jn
interaction with his supervisee, they afford us a more complete
0

understanding of supervision process than do the recent stage-theory
models of supervision (Stoltenberg [1981], Littrell and Lorenz [1979])
which address supervisors' roles at fixed points within the
supervision.

In effect, the supervisors within this investigation have

shared with this researcher how and why they intervened as they did
along continuous points within the supervision process; the reasons for
these decisions included not only a combination of thoughts and
observations about the client and therapist but, in some instances,
supervisors' personal responses to the supervisee himself.

Given the
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specific interests of this investigation in the nature and role of PSK
interventions, this discussion will focus chiefly on an analysis of
supervisors' different usages of PSK information and, secondarily, on
an analysis of the ways in which supervisors' interpersonal
relationships with their supervisees appeared to influence the
intervention process.
To begin, it is this researcher's observation that in their roles
as facilitators of therapeutic competence, the majority of supervisors
within this investigation exhibited a level of care and strategic
planning in working with their supervisees which was much like that
which a therapist displays in working with his client.

Although the

supervisory and therapeutic contracts differ with regard to their
stated goals for professional and personal growth, they share in common
the goal of facilitating behavioral change.

For supervisor and

therapist, this change process must be carefully planned in ways which
most effectively involve the supervisee and client in a review of their
beliefs and/or feelings.
We are reminded here of supervisor #3's view of supervision as an
"intervention with the therapist" which is "on the edge of therapy
because it deals with how someone emotionally reacts to a situation."
This supervisor added that she does not deal directly with the client
in supervision but that "what's here and real is my interaction with
the therapist."

In his portrayal of the parallel process, Searles

(1955) advocated this very notion of a therapist-centered supervision,
in which the supervisor may be enabled to understand the patient by
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examining felt discrepancies between what a therapist states and what
he affectively conveys about the patient.
Expanding upon this view of supervision as therapy, supervisors #5
and 8 highlighted the importance of protecting the worker's self-esteem
by avoiding supervisory interventions which trigger the worker's
personal defenses and subsequently interfere with the clinical learning
process.

Indeed, many supervisors reflected that, in general, they are

particularly careful in their use of PSK-related interventions and that
they select these based on their perception of the supervisee's
capacity to hear and process personal information.
Accordingly, the facilitative relationship between supervisor and
supervisee is perhaps best understood in the light of the supervisor's
decision-making process about how most effectively to move clinicians
beyond impasse.

While this decision-making process included an ongoing

assessment of the client-therapist relationship and of changes which
clinicians needed to make in order to be more therapeutically effective
with their clients, it appears that supervisors engaged in a selective
intervention process according to their perceptions of how workers were
most open to hearing and utilizing interventions in the service of the
therapy.

This deliberate intervention process took into account the

supervisor's internal assessment of his worker as a personal
participant within his professional role and included a review of the
worker's feelings, reactions, personality and life events.

By

calibrating the worker's personal responses to a client, whatever their
origins, the supervisor was afforded an opportunity to plan
interventions from among the TH, PSK, TQ and OT areas which, it is
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hoped, maximized the clinician's opportunities for learning about the
psychotherapeutic process within which he was stuck.

The desired end

result would include a shift in the therapeutic position which either
distanced the worker from or drew him closer to the client.
By the same token, it is also hoped that such a deliberate
intervention approach minimized the risk of arousing the worker's
personal defenses.

Commenting on the latter, Kell and Mueller (1972)

stressed that, in addition to workers' inevitable personal responses to
patients in the course of therapy, workers feel especially vulnerable
at times of impasse.

Thus, in encouraging an intervention approach to

impasse which addresses both the clients' needs and clinicians'
personal responses, these authors emphasized that supervisors must
achieve a balance between facilitating changes in workers' therapeutic
style and simultaneously protecting workers' self-esteem.
Our understanding of supervisors' deliberate intervention processes
would not be complete, however, without a deeper appreciation of the
ways in which supervisors selectively utilized information to inform
their intervention choices.

It is recalled that while the supervisors

within this investigation most frequently thought about intervention in
PSK-related ways which somehow addressed the worker's personal
participation in his professional role, they most often intervened in
TH-related ways which focused on the client and psychotherapeutic
process.

As such, by intervening most frequently in ways which focused

supervisory attention onto issues of client behavior and
psychotherapeutic process, supervisors introduced a client-centered
intervention emphasis into the supervisory process which was based on
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assumptions that supervisor and supervisee shared a mutual
responsibility for the client's treatment planning.

After all, one of

the core functions of clinical supervision as proposed by Loganbill,
Hardy and Delworth was, prima facie, protection of the client's needs.
To this end, not only did supervisors openly share the majority of
their client- and case-related thoughts with their supervisees in the
form of specific TH interventions, but they also invited supervisees to
"think aloud" about and plan interventions which best served the
client.

Although supervisors minimally used TQ-related interventions,

these also served to orient supervisory attention onto the client by
urging workers to adopt new interpersonal skills which better matched
the client's personality.

Thus, both TH and TQ interventions tended to

structure supervisory activities around a common client-related goal
while directing supervisory attention away from a review of the worker
as a personal participant within his professional role.
By contrast, while supervisors utilized TH-related information to
more or less freely intervene in ways which clarified the client's role
and the need for a new therapeutic approach, supervisors utilized
PSK-related information to selectively intervene in ways which were
most likely to move the clinician toward a new therapeutic position of
relating with his client.

At the risk of oversimplification, TH

information informed both supervisor and supervisee of what needed to
be done differently, whereas PSK information informed the supervisor of
how to get the supervisee to do it differently.

This selective

intervention process resulted in two categories of PSK-related
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Interventions which, for our purposes, will be termed first- and
second-level facilitators.
First-level facilitators consisted of PSK interventions which
openly shared some aspect of the supervisor's personal observations
about the worker and which frequently served to stimulate the
supervisee's learning process within the supervision itself.

Sharing

in common a nurturing function with the OT interventions, these PSK
interventions often supported and legitimized the therapist's feelings
or personal world in such a way that the worker felt ready to move on
to a new TH or TQ level of learning about the impasse.

Occasionally,

this personal sharing included encouragement of the worker to surrender
his unrealistically high expectations for therapeutic change.

In this

way, first-level facilitators tended to clear the way for the worker's
participation in an expanded, conceptual review of the impasse and of
new approaches to working with the client.

It is noted that while

these first-level facilitators constituted the entire category of PSK
interventions listed in Table 1, they accounted for a modest 24% of all
interventions across positive and negative recalls.
On the other hand, second-level facilitators consisted of
supervisory interventions which blended important PSK information into
TH, and occasionally TQ, interventions and which, in turn, facilitated
actual changes within the clinician's manner of relating with his
client.

Although these second-level facilitators were outwardly

characterized as TH or TQ interventions, they relied heavily upon PSK
information which supervisors assessed should not be openly shared with
therapists.

Thus, by incorporating important PSK information into
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choices of TH or TQ Interventions, supervisors manipulated information
in a way which protected workers and directed their attention onto the
client and case and away from their roles as personal participants in
the therapy.

Insofar as these blended interventions were a part of the

total pool of reported TH interventions, they refine our understanding
of the TH intervention emphasis revealed within this study, i.e., this
most frequently delivered category of interventions derived not only
from supervisors

thoughts about the client and psychotherapeutic

process but, as well, from a mix of supervisors' observations about the
client and worker which were presented in the form of TH interventions.
This deliberate supervisory rearranging and consolidating of different
elements of PSK and TH information into an intervention form which was
seen as most likely to facilitate clinical learning and therapeutic
movement reaffirms a view of supervision as a creative decision-making
process which attempts to protect the interests of both the clinician
and client.
Because these blended interventions resulted directly in reported
changes within therapists' interactive style which benefitted clients,
they were seen to represent a deeper and more strategic supervisory use
of PSK information than was exhibited within the first-level
facilitators.

This intervention approach characterized supervisors'

use of reframes and other creative strategies, such as tapping into the
clinician's use of self, which were far more prevalent within the
positive recall group.

As such, these second-level facilitators served

an especially powerful function in assisting clinicians to make needed
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adjustments within their therapeutic style without ever involving them
in an open review of their personal process.
It should be clarified at this point that In their respectively
different ways, both the first- and second-level facilitators addressed
supervisees' feelings and reactions by linking them to specific client
behaviors or psychotherapeutic conditions which existed within the
treatment relationship.

This finding was consistent with Ischaroff's

(1982) earlier recommendation that supervisory interpretations made
back to the supervisee should be "based only on reactions elicited
toward the client and case," so as not to arouse the worker's personal
defenses.

Although second-level facilitators did not include open

interpretations of the supervisee's feelings, we are reminded that they
were clearly based upon supervisory assessments which analyzed the
connection between therapists' feelings and clients' behavior.
Interestingly, this finding supported supervisory opinions expressed
within this study about the importance of carefully combining PSK and
TH intervention activities in a way which was focused on the client and
which, therefore, did not appear too much like psychotherapy.
With regard to the goal of this investigation to assess the nature
and role of reported PSK interventions, therefore, it should be noted
that supervisors avoided the making of intervention choices which
randomly probed their supervisees' personal world for reasons which
were "extraneous to the supervision" (Ackerman [1953]), such as idle or
self-centered curiosity about the clinician's personal history.

For

the most part, PSK interventions were made judiciously and within the
context of understanding the client's needs and behavior.

The
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first-level facilitators at once encouraged some level of
self-exploration yet protected workers from intrusive personal
questioning.

The reader will recall, for example, that even though

supervisor #11 engaged in an extensive exploration of her supervisee's
family history, she did this with her supervisee's consent and as part
of her final efforts to facilitate a clearer understanding of the
clinician's parallel impasse with both the client and supervisor.
It should be stressed here that there are clear limits to the
generalizability of the findings within this investigation.

Indeed,

while the data are provocative and clearly suggestive of a complex
decision-making process which underlies supervisor approaches to
impasse, the reader is reminded that the subject pool is small and that
selected supervisors professed some degree of interpersonal orientation
in their approach to supervision.

As discussed in "Implications,"

further research is indicated to determine the extent to which the
decision-making process revealed within this study is utilized by other
clinical supervisors who work in a variety of geographical areas and
who profess a range of theoretical orientations to treatment and
supervision.
To continue, supervisors within this investigation utilized firstand second-level facilitators in essentially three ways, depending on
supervisory assessments of the worker as a personal participant in his
helping role.

These different usages, or patterns, of first- and

second-level facilitators were associated with respectively different
levels of success at facilitating movement beyond the impasse.
Following is an overview of these usages in terms of both their
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association with different supervisory outcomes and their important
implications for our understanding of critical differences which
emerged in the quality of the supervisory relationships themselves.
For many supervisors, first- and second-level facilitators worked
hand in hand to direct the worker through a sequence of reviews about,
first, his personal world and, second, his conceptual approach to
impasse, which then culminated in the worker's adjusting of his
therapeutic style.

This particular intervention sequence was far more

typical of the positive recall group, although supervisor #5's negative
recall of "the rigid worker" was a notable exception to this finding.
Within this combined approach, supervisors appeared eager to share
personal observations with supervisees in a way which suggested their
clear commitment to promoting their supervisees' learning about
impasse, i.e., they intervened actively and purposefully by sustaining
their support of the worker's personal responses and directing the
supervisory process toward a consideration of new treatment approaches
with the client.

Some supervisors bolstered their support of the

worker by further combining PSK interventions with OT interventions
which assured the worker of the supervisor's unconditional support.
Once again, within this intervention pattern, the supportive sharing of
personal observations appeared to engage clinicians in an experiential
type of learning, or self-review, which prepared them for more didactic
learning about the client and case.
We are reminded, for example, of supervisor #9's extended review of
"the worried worker's" feelings of inadequacy which enabled the
supervisory process to move on to a systemic reframing of the client s
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behavior.

This supervisory process of addressing the clinician's

personal feelings relieved the worker's sense of helplessness, prepared
her for a discussion about reframing the clinical approach and
ultimately resulted in her disengagement from an overinvolved position
with the client.

Similarly, it was only after supervisor #5's

validation of her "rigid worker's" feelings of dislike for a client
that she could move the supervisory process onto a reframing of the
client's sense of humor which resulted in this clinician's renewed
therapeutic interest in the case.

This interweaving of first- and

second-level facilitators was especially well illustrated in supervisor
#3's mixing of interventions which alternately reviewed the clinician's
overcommitment to activities within his own life and his overcommitment
to notions of "curing the patient."

The reader will recall that after

a clearly therapist-centered intervention emphasis, supervisor #3
switched her final intervention emphasis to the presentation of a judo
metaphor which succinctly reframed for the worker the nature of his
clinical overinvolvement and resulted in his regaining of therapeutic
control.
By way of contrast, another group of supervisors who chose to
withhold the open sharing of personal observations relied solely upon
the designing of reframes and other strategies to move clinicians into
new interactive styles.

This isolated use of second-level PSK

facilitators was confined to the positive recall group.

Having

assessed that workers were either unable or unwilling to constructively
review their personal influences on a case, these supervisors selected
interventions which retained a client- or case-related focus.

This
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deliberate withholding of personal observations and designing of more
creative, client-focused interventions served to protect the interests
of both the clinician and the client, i.e., by avoiding the arousal of
personal defenses which would obstruct the supervisee's learning, the
supervisor effectively insured the protection of the client's treatment
planning.

The reader will recall, for example, that supervisor #7 saw

his "obsessed worker" as being too emotionally embroiled with a
suicidal client to participate in a discussion of feelings.

Instead,

this supervisor took stock of the worker's expertise in issues of death
and dying, reframed information about the client's ultimate
responsibility for his life decisions and successfully facilitated a
shift in the clinician's interactive style which contributed to
reducing the number of suicidal crises within the therapy.

In his

exceptionally well-elaborated recall of "the self-critical worker,"
supervisor #8 described his construction of an entirely client- and
case-related intervention approach which was designed to facilitate the
worker's self-initiated awareness of her own contribution to the
impasse.

Implicit within this approach was a decision to avoid openly

evaluating this very sensitive worker's performance.

In addressing the

time and attention which he gave to formulating this intervention
approach, supervisor #8 likened his role to that of a non-directive
therapist who unobtrusively guided the course of the treatment.

This

illustration, perhaps more than any other, epitomized the exclusive
supervisory use of intervention strategies which called upon the
clinician's use of self to generate his own learning about and changes
of interactive style within the stalled therapeutic relationship.
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Other representative recalls within this category included "the
entitled worker" and "the task master."
For a third group of supervisors, however, the absence of
second-level facilitators, which characterized close to two-thirds of
the negative recalls, was associated with little or no movement beyond
the impasse.

These recalls were characterized by a stalled learning

process in which supervisors tended to recycle their client- and
case-focused interventions in a manner which did not include the
strategic combining of PSK and TH information to assist workers in
adjusting their therapeutic style.

Moreover, for those few supervisors

within this group who utilized first-level facilitators, these
interventions did not stimulate further supervisee learning about the
impasse.

Although these interventions included the sharing of personal

observations, they did not appear to offer workers the degree of
unconditional supervisory support which was typical of first-level
facilitators within the positive group or even those more successful
recalls within the negative group.

Instead, these interventions seemed

more casual than deliberate in their intent to support the worker's
personal responses and to facilitate an understanding of those
responses within the context of the client's behavior.

In short, the

absence of reframing interventions and goal-directed first-level
facilitators seemed reflective of a reduced supervisory commitment to
resolution of the impasse which appeared to derive from conflicts
arising from within the supervisory relationship itself.
For example, supervisor #2 noted that after initially "challenging
her clinician's feelings of boredom" and "not getting enough of a
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response" she focused on details of the client's life.

What was

especially interesting about this recall, aside from the supervisor's
choice to portray her intervention as "challenging" rather than
endorsing the worker's feelings, was the supervisor's sharing that she
gave up

her efforts to address the worker's feelings and, out of her

own frustration, agreed with the clinician's negative views about the
client.

The reader is reminded that it was this very supervisor who

earlier complained of interpersonal tensions with the above worker
which began when their relationship shifted from a peer to a
supervisory one.

Similarly, despite supervisor #3's initial

acknowledgment of her worker's frustration with a client, she engaged
in a chain of client- and case-focused interventions which were not
designed to demonstrate the link between the worker's own responses and
the client's behavior.

Instead, these interventions seemed more like

repetitive, overworked attempts to understand the client in isolation
of the worker's personal overinvolvement with the case.

Although

supervisor #3 initially intervened by suggesting the relationship
between client and therapist factors, she appears to have become caught
up in her own relational dynamics with the worker which, like
supervisor #2, included ambivalence over her role as the supervisor of
a former friend.

Interestingly, supervisor #3 later explained that

engaging in a dialogue which "clearly redefined her supervisory role
with the worker" might have been the one change in her intervention
approach which would have increased her opportunities for facilitating
movement beyond the impasse.

This aside, however, it is suggested that

by underattending to their supervisees' clinical learning and change
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process, the above supervisors compromised their roles as protectors of
both the clinician's professional growth and the client's fundamental
treatment planning.
Indeed, supervisory concerns for protection of both the therapist
and patient seemed to underlie much of the planning involved in
approaches to impasse and accounted for differences not only in the
intervention patterns which emerged across the recalls but, as well, in
the levels of success which supervisors experienced in their management
of the impasse situation.

Accordingly, to the extend that nearly

two-thirds of the supervisors within the negative recalls group were
preoccupied with problems within their supervisory relationships, these
supervisors appeared to be in their own relational impasse with
clinicians and, consequently, unable to devote their full attention to
facilitating the clinical learning process.

As a result, unlike

supervisors within the positive recall group who described or implied
trust-based supervisory relationships which appeared to enable the
successful working through of the impasse, these supervisors appeared
to be influenced by their personal responses to supervisees in a way
which distracted supervisory attention away from the overall planning
and protection of the client's treatment.
As revealed by the OT and PSK commentaries, this supervisory
impasse took several forms and included, for many supervisors, a
tendency to withdraw from supervisees based on feelings of irritation
with clinicians' perceived immaturity and defensiveness, while for
supervisor #8 this withdrawal was the result of abject dislike of a
supervisee who exhibited poor clinical skills.

On the other hand,
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although supervisor #11 did not openly complain about her supervisory
relationship, she later reflected that she became overinvested with a
supervisee who triggered deeply personal associations which "were still
not totally finished" for her.
It should be noted that supervisors' criticisms of supervisees,
although stronger and more prevalent within the negative recall group,
also occurred within the positive recall group, i.e., these included
portrayals of clinicians who, much like those in the negative group,
lacked specific ingredients within their clinical training or capacity
for introspection.

Once again, however, it should be emphasized that

despite these perceived shortcomings, supervisors within the positive
group appeared to work resourcefully with their supervisees in ways
which promoted clinical learning and change, whereas a majority of the
supervisors within the negative group appeared so focused on
perceptions of interpersonal problems that they could not get beyond
their struggles to facilitate even the most basic learning about the
impasse.

Indeed, supervisors' perceptions of interpersonal problems

may have partially accounted for the fact that all supervisors within
this study chose to report negative impasse experiences involving
different supervisees from those within the positive group, despite
supervisors' option to report on positive and negative experiences with
the same clinician.
Clearly, supervisor #5's management of her supervisory conflict was
an exception to the above finding.

Although this supervisor clearly

identified tensions with "the rigid worker," she appeared to separate
her personal responses to the supervisee from her clinical commitment
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to overseeing the client's treatment planning.

This level of

detachment seemed to enable supervisor #5 to intervene sensitively and
thoughtfully in a way which moved the worker and benefitted the
client.

Of course, for a handful of supervisors within the negative

recall group, there were no stated supervisory conflicts, but instead,
complaints of a very slow and frustrating therapeutic change process
which stemmed from difficult treatment relationships.

These latter

recalls did contain supervisory reframes which seemed to trigger the
beginnings of therapeutic movement.
To summarize, except for a small number of supervisors who reported
partial restoration of movement, a majority of supervisors within the
negative recall group appeared to be neither personally nor
professionally available to the supervisory process in a way which was
required for there to be a joint and creative working through of the
impasse.

Many of these supervisors very directly shared with this

researcher their own feelings of frustration about the supervision.

As

a result, it is suggested, these supervisors were unable to formulate
more blended intervention strategies because their attention was caught
up in personal responses to supervisees which clouded more constructive
efforts to locate new pathways for teaching and relating with their
supervisees.

Consequently, this group of supervisors tended to recycle

their client- and case-focused interventions in a way which produced
little or no clinical learning or therapeutic movement.

Understood in

this way, these supervisors effectively relinquished some portion of
their facilitating roles, much like therapists at impasse relinquished
a portion of their helping roles with clients.
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By way of contrast, supervisors reporting positive outcomes
appeared committed to their roles as facilitators of therapists'
learning and overseers of clients' treatment.

In these roles,

supervisors intervened actively and deliberately in ways which seemed
intended to maximize supervisees' learning and to facilitate
supervisees' making of needed adjustments within their therapeutic
style.

Those PSK interventions which were characteristic of the more

positive recalls included clearly supportive, goal-directed first-level
facilitators which at once acknowledged some aspect of the clinician's
personal world and stimulated clinical learning and/or creative
reframing strategies which blended PSK and TH information into
client-focused intervention forms which were seen as most likely to
facilitate changes in therapeutic style.
This supervisory sensitivity to the combining and utilizing of
personal and clinical information in a way which enhanced the goals of
clinical learning and ultimate therapeutic change seemed to be at the
very core of supervisory approaches to the more positive recall
experiences.

This finding was consistent with Cherniss and Egnatios'

(1978) finding that clinicians preferred supervisory styles which
combined clinical problem-solving with a sensitivity to the role of
supervisees' personal feelings in their work.

On the other hand, for a

majority of supervisors in the negative recall group, approaches to
impasse did not include the combining of personal and clinical
information in a way which facilitated learning and movement.

Instead,

many of the recalls were characterized by the supervisor's description
of his own feelings and reactions about the supervision.

We are
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reminded, for example, of the contrast between supervisor #2's
management of her negative recall with a "very narcissistic" woman and
supervisor #4's approach to his positive recall with "the entitled
worker."

Although both of these clinicians were portrayed as

condescending and avoidant of their clients, supervisor #2 reacted to
her worker's negativity by immediately agreeing with it and effectively
surrendering control over the case, whereas supervisor #4 carefully
assessed his worker's feelings in response to clinical dynamics,
encouraged expression of these feelings in a non-threatening way and
ultimately facilitated this worker's closer interpersonal relating with
the client.
One cannot help but wonder here if and to what extent supervisor #2
and others like her within the negative recall group could have
redirected the course of their client-therapist impasses if they had
been less reactive to their supervisees and, thereby, in more control
of their roles as protectors of the client's treatment planning.

It

seems likely that by being less reactive, supervisors would be in a
position to think more freely and assess more objectively the
respective learning and treatment needs of their supervisees and
clients.

Clearly, some degree of supervisory objectivity must be

presumed in those more successful recalls where supervisors, even in
the face of their criticisms about supervisees, took the time and
attention to assess how most effectively to move clinicians in ways
which ultimately benefitted the therapeutic relationship.

In this

vein, Kell and Mueller (1972) caution that supervisors cannot intervene
in helpful ways when they become caught in their own conflictual

relationships with supervisees and lose a sense of clinical
perspective.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
This investigation attempted to examine the process nature of
clinical supervision as it occurred within community mental health
settings.

The need for such an investigation seemed apparent in view

of (1) the relative absence of research on the supervisory process
itself as a way to better capture supervisor attitudes and practices
(Lanning [1986], Lambert [1980]) and (2) the underattention within the
literature to addressing how community supervisors function within
complicated roles which include clinical and administrative
responsibilities (Aponte [1980], Cherniss and Egnatios [1978]).
This study acknowledged that most contributions to the supervision
literature through the early 1950s were psychoanalytically based and
assumed the presence of a two-person supervision model in which
therapists consulted separately with their personal analysts to address
emotional responses which were elicited by the patient or treatment
relationship.

Within this model, the supervising analyst's role was to

focus the trainee's attention onto an understanding of the patient's
problems and personality dynamics; in effect, supervisory teaching was
theory and technique focused.

When emotional responses to the patient,

or countertransference, were observed which interfered with the
supervision, the supervisor recommended exploration of these in outside
analysis (DeBell [1963]).
However, as analytic thinkers reassessed the role and importance of
the therapist's feelings about his patient and came to view these as a
possible tool for better understanding the treatment dynamics,
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supervisors began to address their supervisees' personal responses
Within the supervision itself (Heimann [1955], Tower [1956], Keiser
[1956]).

In contrast with the "classical" view of countertransference

as an interference with the psychotherapy, Meerlo (1952) and Racker
(1972) suggested that this acknowledgment of the therapist's personal
responses constituted a new and creative, "totalistic" use of the
countertransference.
This consolidation of personal and clinical learning goals into the
supervisor-therapist relationship gave rise to questions about the
process which supervisors used to facilitate their supervisees'
learning; for example, do supervisors have a particular frame of
reference when working with clinical staff?

What clinical or personal

elements of the supervisory process do supervisors emphasize, value or
discuss?

In short, how and to what extent does the supervisory process

include personal self-knowledge-related interventions in combination
with theory skills-related interventions, particularly in community
mental health settings where the supervisor's role is already divided
between clinical and administrative responsibilities?

Lambert (1980)

notes that this interest in supervision process signified a departure
from earlier supervision studies which focused on the supervisor s role
as a teacher of interpersonal skills with beginning counselors.
Although Stoltenberg's (1981) and Lorenz's (1979) stage-theory models
examined supervisors' roles at fixed points within the supervision,
they did not investigate how and why supervisors interacted as they did
with the supervisees along continuous points within the supervision
process.
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This study of supervision practices was designed as twelve
descriptive case studies.

This investigation compared and contrasted

the approaches used by twelve community mental health supervisors (ten
Masters level; two Doctoral level, representing a mean of 6.1 years'
supervisory experience) in addressing stages of impasse which they
perceived their respective supervisees had with their clients.
Respondents were initially identified from among a list of selected
names of supervisory staff whose orientation to supervision was
assessed by their agency directors to include some interpersonal focus
and whose performance as clinical supervisors was perceived by these
agency directors to be outstanding.

The final selection of twelve

supervisors was based primarily on the richness of the interviews which
they offered and, secondarily, on the degree to which they represented
a cross-section of mental health agencies not familiar to this
researcher.

It was this researcher's observation that his own role as

community supervisor helped to create a collegial interview atmosphere
which, it is hoped, supported supervisors' efforts to report honestly
and fully.
This study utilized a semi-structured interview format consisting
of six open-ended questions which invited supervisors to reconstruct
their management of two client-therapist impasse situations, involving
experienced clinicians, which were recalled as being positive and
negative.

The criteria for selection of positive and negative recalls

included supervisors' perceptions of their success and lack of success
in helping to restore movement within the therapeutic relationship.
focusing upon supervisor behavior at client-therapist impasse, this

By
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investigation employed a counselor environment which presumed that
therapeutic objectivity had, to some degree, been lost and that the
helper was uncertain how to proceed.

It was, therefore, against this

framework that the emphasis(-es) of supervisor interventions and
thoughts among the TH, TQ, PSK and OT areas was assessed.

The

open-ended interview approach was selected in order to reconstruct the
actual sequence and details of supervisory thoughts about impasse as
they unfolded throughout the recalls.
An analysis of the language and content of each supervisor
intervention and thought statement was done and each statement was
assigned to one of the appropriate TH, TQ, PSK or OT intervention
categories.

Essentially, the TH, TQ and PSK areas were chosen to be

inclusive of salient teaching and learning elements within the clinical
field (Loganbill, Hardy and Delworth [1981], Goin and Kline [1976]).
While these categories were not absolute in and of themselves, they
ultimately distinguished between other-directed (TH, TQ) and
self-directed (PSK) intervention and thought statements.
Other-directed intervention and thought statements broadly consisted of
references to the patient, psychological theory and skills while
self-directed intervention and thought statements broadly referred to
the therapist's feelings, personality and life events.

The OT

category, designed to capture supervisor activity which fell outside
the TH, TQ and PSK areas, consisted chiefly of interventions which
supported workers and thoughts which described the quality of
supervisory relationships.

A frequency count of supervisor

intervention statements and preintervention and intervention thought
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statements was done within and across recalls to determine the presence
or absence of an intervention emphasis(-es); the language of
supervisors

recalls was analyzed and quotes were used to illustrate

the emergence of patterns which characterized supervisors' thinking and
approaches to impasse.
The results of this investigation were analyzed at two levels.

The

first included an overview of supervisor response categories which
revealed that the distribution frequency of supervisors' interventions
and thoughts conformed to the same pattern across positive and negative
sets of recalls, i.e., supervisors' interventions and preintervention
thoughts occurred most frequently in, respectively, the TH, PSK, OT and
TQ areas; however, supervisors' intervention thoughts most frequently
fell within the PSK area, to be followed by the TH and OT areas.

The

fact that positive recalls were characterized by more thought and
intervention activity than negative recalls was likely due to
supervisors' greater enthusiasm for reporting successful treatment
outcomes than perceived failures.

Furthermore, the positive recalls

were more fully developed accounts of the intervention process itself
whereas the negative recalls were more divided in their focus between
descriptions of a slowed or stalled clinical learning process and
descriptions of supervisory conflict.
At another level, the pattern which emerged within the intervention
stage of supervisors to think most frequently in PSK-related ways while
intervening most frequently in TH-related ways was conceptualized as a
decision-making process which consisted of reports about what
supervisors thought about impasse and what they djd with their
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clinicians.

In their decision-making roles, supervisors assessed the

client-therapist relationship and the changes which clinicians needed
to make in order to be more therapeutically effective with their
clients.

Implicit within this assessment process were assumptions that

the supervisor had a dual responsibility to protect the patient's
treatment planning and to facilitate the clinician's therapeutic
competence (Loganbill, Hardy and Delworth [1983]).
This study proposed that by intervening in ways which were intended
to maximize opportunities for the therapist's clinical learning and
change process, the supervisor effectively insured the protection of
the client's treatment planning.

It was suggested that supervisors

intervened selectively with their supervisees according to their
perceptions (PSK commentaries) of how workers were most open to hearing
and utilizing interventions in the service of the therapy (TH
commentaries).

This meant planning and delivering interventions which

were seen as least likely to arouse the worker's anxiety and personal
defenses.

In planning these interventions, supervisors called upon

information about their supervisees' feelings, reactions, personality
and life circumstances.
This view of the supervision process cast supervisors in
simultaneous roles as interpersonal evaluators of their supervisees and
clinical evaluators of the patients' treatment needs.

This process was

dynamic and changing; it was being conceived as the supervision went
along.

As such, the supervisors within this study demonstrated that

they did not approach supervision with a fixed formula in mind.
Instead, they appeared to operate within a complex decision-making
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paradigm which shaped the very course of their Interventions with
supervisees.
Understood in this way, supervisors alternately processed TH
information about what clinical changes needed to occur on behalf of
their clients and PSK information about how best to engage clinicians
to implement these changes.

Accordingly, supervisors openly shared

with supervisees the majority of their client- and case-related
thoughts in the form of TH interventions.

This was in contrast,

however, to the selective use of PSK interventions.

Depending on their

assessment of the supervisee's readiness to hear and utilize personal
information constructively, supervisors intervened with first- and
second-level facilitators to prompt movement either at the level of
clinical learning or at the level of behavioral change which resulted
in the supervisee's assuming of a new interactive style with his
client.
Critical to this study was the finding that the more successful
recalls were characterized by supervisory approaches which carefully
took into account the importance of both the therapist's personal
responses and the clinical dynamics of the case.

By and large, the

positive recalls consisted of well-developed and integrated supervisor
descriptions of blended intervention approaches.

This successful

blending of the personal and didactic learning elements was
accomplished in two ways.

When supervisors chose to share personal

observations with their workers, they utilized first- and second-level
PSK facilitators in combination to move clinicians through an open
review of some aspect of their personal world and onto a new conceptual
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level of understanding the impasse.

When supervisors chose to withhold

personal observations which they believed would obstruct the clinical
learning process, they designed client- and case-focused reframing
interventions which were especially powerful facilitators of
therapeutic movement.

Both of these approaches seemed to be based upon

a supervisory recognition of the need to address the interrelatedness
of the supervisee's personal and didactic learning, a notion which
DeBell (1963) earlier described as being essential to productive
supervision.
By way of contrast, however, a majority of the negative recalls
were characterized by the absence of blended supervisory approaches to
impasse.

These recalls were not as directly supportive of workers'

personal and clinical learning processes as were the more successful
accounts of impasse resolution.

Instead, a majority of the supervisors

within this group identified their own feelings and reactions to the
supervision process.

It appeared that supervisors' perceptions of

difficulties within their own supervisory relationships contributed to
undermining their capacity to think freely and creatively about ways to
approach impasse.

As a result, this group of recalls seemed to

represent a stalled learning process in which supervisors recycled
client- and case-focused interventions in a way that did not include
the strategic combining of PSK and TH information to facilitate
movement.

CHAPTER VII
IMPLICATIONS
Lanning (1986) noted that "although the literature indicates what
supervisors do in their various roles ... no instrument has appeared
that provides a means to measure what supervisors in fact emphasize in
supervision meetings."

Although Lanning developed the SERF

questionnaire to measure areas of intervention emphasis, the SERF did
not address the reasons for supervisors' particular intervention
choices.
This descriptive case study explored the process nature of
supervision and revealed that supervisors engaged in a decision-making
process which shaped the course of their interventions.

This process

was complex and shed light on how and why supervisors intervened as
they did in their roles as protectors of both therapists' learning and
clients' treatment planning.

Indeed, the significance of this study

seems to lie in its capturing of supervisor attitudes and practices as
they were revealed along continuous points within the supervision.
Supervisors shared their own thoughts and feelings about the impasse
and about the clinician's role as a personal and professional
participant in the therapeutic and supervisory relationships.

As such,

this understanding of supervisors' thought processes and
problem-solving strategies would not be afforded by a study which
measured intervention emphasis alone.
This study raised some important questions about the nature of the
supervision process.

For example, how and to what extent do other

clinical supervisors rely upon a decision-making paradigm to address
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stages of impasse?

How and to what extent does the interpersonal

quality of the supervisory relationship affect treatment outcomes?

On

a different but related note, how do supervisors get support when they
have their own interpersonal problems with supervisees?

Although it is

beyond the scope or intent of this study to address these concerns in
depth, this researcher shares some observations and recommendations.
To begin, it would seem useful to replicate this investigation in
other community mental health settings.

This could be accomplished in

a number of ways which preserve the critical elements of this study but
also extend the inquiry into other areas.

One variation might be to

interview supervisors, such as strict behaviorists, who did not profess
to have an interpersonal focus within their orientation to
supervision.

One goal of such an investigation would be to assess the

supervisor's use of different types of information in planning
intervention approaches, i.e., was PSK information utilized and, if so,
in what ways?

Do strictly behavioral interventions blend PSK

information in a way which is not apparent at the intervention level?
Another variation on the above would be to assess whether or not
there exists a relationship between what supervisors emphasize in
supervision and their theoretical orientations to treatment and
supervision.

Such an investigation should ideally employ a

sufficiently large and geographically diverse subject pool so as to
warrant some degree of generalizability of the findings.
This researcher believes that it would be very important to look
more specifically at the clinical and interpersonal variables which
influence the supervisory process.

To this end, for example, the
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current study might be revised to include an analysis of supervisor
reports involving the same clinician for both positive and negative
recalls.

The fact that all supervisors within this study chose to

report negative recalls involving different clinicians strongly
suggests that interpersonal factors played a role in perceptions of
positive and negative experiences.

Within such a revised study, for

example, would supervisor commentaries in the negative recall group be
more focused on descriptions of treatment difficulties or other factors
than on descriptions of interpersonal tensions?

Would there be more

evidence of therapeutic movement in those negative recalls involving
the same clinician as in the positive group than within those involving
different clinicians?
Another investigative effort might include separately designed,
parallel interviews of supervisors and supervisees across positive and
negative categories of recall.

The goals of such an investigation

would be to compare and contrast both members' accounts of the
supervisory process, specifically with an eye to perceptions about the
interpersonal quality of the supervisory relationship.

For example,

were mutual reports of satisfaction with the supervisory relationship
associated with more positive treatment outcomes?
Additional thought needs to be given at both the research and
practical level to the availability of support systems for
supervisors.

For example, how do supervisors deal with their own

supervisory impasses?

In what ways do supervisors at impasse attempt

to remain clinically objective about the treatment relationships which
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they oversee?

Are there built-in organizational supports for

supervisors which address clinical as well as administrative concerns?
It Is this researcher's observation and experience that clinical
professionals within the community mental health field exhibit a high
rate of staff turnover.

The agencies which employ these professionals

are assuming increasing responsibility for serving the needs of a
hard-to-treat client population which is often socially and
economically disenfranchised.
demanding.

The treatment of these clients is very

Clinicians are inevitably subject to a range of personal

responses to these clients which must be recognized and managed in
order to prevent staff burnout and to insure continued treatment
planning on the client's behalf.
Supervisors, in turn, are faced with the dual task of retaining
their own personal and clinical objectivity so that they can support
therapists' efforts to intervene effectively with their clients.

To

this end, it is proposed that supervisors would benefit from frequent,
regularly scheduled clinical support groups of their own.

Similar to

peer supervision for therapists, such support groups would be free of
administrative agendas and would encourage supervisor sharing of
difficult supervision problems, either at the treatment or
interpersonal level.

The climate of such a group would ideally be

informal and collegial.

Membership would include clinical supervisors

at all levels, including psychiatrists and consultants, who probably
are seen as the least likely to have supervision needs of their own.
This researcher recommends a separate support group structure for
clinicians and supervisors together.

Facilitated by supervisors, this
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group would have a supportive, educational focus which both addressed
the reality of the helper's personal responses to difficult treatment
situations and encouraged identification, and appropriate ventilation,
of feelings about specific cases.

Personal responses to the treatment

situation could be reviewed and discussed from a number of different
perspectives, including more theoretical discussions of
"countertransference" or more informal discussions of "feelings and
reactions."

This researcher firmly believes that such a group should

be based upon the premise that the helper's experience of personal
responses to clients is inevitable in treatment and that appropriate
recognition of these responses may well contribute to reducing anxiety
and maintaining therapeutic objectivity.
Finally, it is this researcher's opinion that the education of
clinical professionals should include more formal coursework in
supervision.

Such coursework would minimally include a broad survey of

theoretical approaches to clinical supervision and some level of
experiential learning which sensitizes students to their own personal
participation in professional roles as supervisors.

It has been this

researcher's experience that, despite an abundance of didactic and
experiential trainings for practitioners, there has been relatively
little formal academic training available for clinical supervisors.

APPENDIX A
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
Date
Interviewer's home
Address and telephone
numbers
Subject's full name and address

Dear
I am currently involved in a doctoral research project which
studies clinical supervision within community mental health agencies.
As a clinical supervisor myself, I am interested in learning more about
other supervisors' experiences in overseeing difficult clinical cases.
To date, most of the supervision literature and research has dealt
with supervision in private or inpatient settings. However, given both
the increasing numbers of clients being served by the community mental
health system and the increasing responsibilities assumed by community
supervisors, I believe it is critical to look more closely at
supervision within public settings.
When I earlier contacted the Director of your agency for the names
of supervisory staff, your name was given as a possible resource for
this investigation. I would like to interview you about some of your
own supervisory experiences as a community mental health professional.
To this end, I have enclosed a stamped, self-addressed envelope and
Reply Form to be return by (10 work days later). Please indicate on the
Reply Form whether or not you are willing to participate in one up to
two-hour interview at a time and location which are convenient for you.
Thank you for the time and consideration which you have given this
request. I am,
Sincerely,

Garry W. Mi1 sop, M.A.
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APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
I am being asked to participate in a doctoral research project that
will explore clinical supervisors' experiences in working with
therapists who are at a stage of impasse with their clients. The
purpose of this study is to better understand the nature of the
supervisory process, specifically as it occurs within community mental
health settings.
I understand that in giving my consent to participate, I will be asked
to meeting with the investigator in an individual interview of up to
two (2) hours. The interview is designed to help elicit my
recollection of previous supervision experiences as they actually
occurred. Further, I understand that this interview will be audiotaped
and transcribed for purposes of the investigator's future study of the
topic under discussion. Audiotapes and transcribed materials will be
kept in a locked file and all audiotaped and transcribed materials will
be destroyed upon completion of the project.
I understand that my identity will not be disclosed except to the
investigator of this project. I understand that I will be assigned a
code number for purposes of data reporting and that all data will be
reported in group form. Further, I understand that I will be expected
to refer to the supervisee or client under discussion in the third
person (i.e., "he," "him," "she," "her") and that I will be expected
never to refer to either supervisee or client by name.
I understand that the interview process may generate some emotional
discomfort or frustration elicited by a review of my supervision
experiences with specific supervisees, and that time will be made
available by the investigator to discuss any feelings or concerns
brought about by the interviews. However, the investigator cannot be
responsible for any adverse reaction to the research process beyond
this. If I have difficulty arising from my participation in this
research project, I can reach the investigator at 739-2731 or 739-1910.
I understand that I am free to refuse to participate in this study or
to withdraw from this study at any subsequent time, without prejudice.
I understand that I will not be paid for my participation in this study
but that I am welcomed to ask for a copy of the final results after the
study is completed.
I have read and understand fully the details pertinent to my
participation in this study. The above procedures have been
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satisfactorily explained to me, and I agree to become a participant in
the project described. I understand that if questions arise during my
participation they will be answered in detail to my satisfaction.
(Signature of Interviewee)

(Date)

(Signature of Interviewer)

(Date)

APPENDIX C
BREAKDOWN BY INDIVIDUAL SUPERVISOR OF SEX, DEGREE STATUS,
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AND PROFESSED CLINICAL ORIENTATION
Supervisor
#

Sex

Degree
Status

Years of
ExDerienr.p

1

F

Ph.D.

12 (3)

"systemic"
"interpersonal"

2

F

M.A.

12 (6)

"electic training"
"psychodynamic practice"

3

F

M.S.W.

16 (3)

"focus on therapist"
"systemic"

4

M

M.S.W.

10 (4)

"problem solving"
"older I get, less I know"

5

F

M.A.

12 (6)

"modified object relations"
"I borrow"

6

M

M.A.
(doctoral
student)

10 (5)

"psychodynamic for internal self"
"Rogerian for outer"

7

M

M.A.
(doctoral
student)

12 (6)

"object relations"
"client's theme"

8

M

M.A.

12 (6)

"intuitive"
"Jungian"

9

F

M.S.W.

13 (8)

"systemic"

10

F

Psy.D.

5 (2)

11

F

M.S.W.

15 (6)

"eclectic cop-out"
"cognitive-experiential"

12

F

M.S.W.

22 (18)

"eclectic and psycho-therapeutic"

Professed Clinical
Orientation

"cognitive-educational"

Mean years direct case experience = 12.5
Mean years supervisory experience = (6.1)
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LISTING OF PARAPHRASED SUPERVISOR INTERVENTION AND THOUGHT STATEMENTS
AS THEY OCCURRED AT THE PREINTERVENTION AND INTERVENTION STAGES FOR
POSITIVE RECALL #6
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